
 
 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING  
and ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS 

October 27, 2004 
Embassy Suites – Little Rock, AR 

 
•  A G E N D A  •  

 
8 a.m. – 3 p.m. CDT 

 
Board of Directors Meeting 
1. Administrative Items....................................................................  Mr. Jim Eckelberger 

2. President’s Report................................................................................Mr. Nick Brown 

3. Regional State Committee Report.....................................................Ms. Denise Bode 

4. Strategic Planning Committee Report ............................................ Mr. Richard Spring 

5. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report ............................. Mr. Mel Perkins 

6. Finance Committee Report ..............................................................  Mr. Harry Skilton 

7. Human Resources Committee Report ........................................ Mr. Quentin Jackson 
 

Adjourn for Annual Meeting of Members 
 

Annual Meeting of Members 
1. Administrative Items..................................................................... Mr. Jim Eckelberger 

2. Strategic Planning Committee Report/Vote on Bylaws Revision.... Mr. Richard Spring 

3. Organizational Reports – 2004 Overview/2005 Outlook 

a. Operations ......................................................................... Mr. Carl Monroe 

b. Finance ................................................................................. Mr. Tom Dunn 

c. Corporate ........................................................................ Ms. Stacy Duckett 

d. Regulatory....................................................................... Mr. Les Dillahunty 

e. Interregional Affairs Report ............................................ Mr. Charles Yeung 

f. Compliance ..........................................................................Mr. Ron Ciesiel 



 

 
 
 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

 BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 

 Embassy Suites KCI 

July 27, 2004 
 
 

- Summary of Action Items - 
 

1. Approved minutes of the April 27, 2004 meeting. 
 
2. Approved minutes of the June 2, 2004 teleconference meeting. 
 
3. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee’s recommendations to meet the August 2 compliance 

filing in the RTO docket: 
 

a. SPP staff should make a compliance filing in the RTO docket by August 2. 
b. Acceptance of the SPP Bylaws as presented, including an effective date of July 27, 2004. 
c. Inclusion of the current draft of the MISO Joint Operating Agreement in the compliance filing. 
d. Approval of tariff changes to Section 39 of the SPP OATT. 
e. The SPP Board of Directors should approve the revisions to the SPP Membership Agreement 

required by the compliance filing effective July 27. 
f. Inclusion of the contract with the Independent Market Monitor in the compliance filing. 
 

 
4. Approved the Markets & Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation for modifications to SPP 

Criteria 7.  
 
5. Directed the Generation Working Group to provide a white paper to explain the wind formula and 

provide more information for reconsideration of Criteria 12 at the next Board of Directors meeting. 
 

6. Approved the Markets & Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation for modifications to SPP 
Tariff Section 34, Tariff Section 3, and Tariff Attachment Z. 

 
7. Approved the Human Resources Committee’s recommendation for funding of the SPP Retirement 

Plan at $936,000 and the SPP Post Retirement Benefit Plan at $425,000. 
 

8. Approved the Finance Committee’s request for $866,000 to fund the SPP Regional State Committee’s 
unbudgeted expenditures associated with completion of a cost benefit analysis for member 
participation in SPP. 

 
9. Approved the Finance Committee’s request for member withdrawal obligations. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
  MINUTES NO. 94 
 
 Southwest Power Pool 

 BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 

 Embassy Suites KCI 

July 27, 2004 
 
Agenda Item 1 - Administrative Items 
SPP Chair Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m. and thanked everyone present and 
participating by phone for attending.  Mr. Eckelberger then called for a round of introductions and referred to 
the agenda (Agenda – Attachment 1).  The following Board/Members Committee members were in attendance 
or represented by proxy: 

Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director 
Mr. Nick Brown, Southwest Power Pool 
Mr. David Christiano, City Utilities of Springfield, MO 
Mr. Harry Dawson, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Mr. Michael Deihl, Southwestern Power Administration 
Mr. Michael Desselle, American Electric Power 
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director 

 Ms. Trudy Harper, Tenaska Power Services Company 
 Mr. Doug Henry, Westar 

Mr. Quentin Jackson, director 
Mr. Joshua Martin, director 
Mr. Mike Palmer, Empire District Electric Company  
Mr. Stephen Parr, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
Mr. Gary Roulet, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative 
Mr. Robert Schoenberger, director 
Mr. Harry Skilton, director 
Mr. Richard Spring, Kansas City Power & Light 
Mr. Jim Stanton, Calpine 
Mr. Rick Tyler, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative 
Mr. Ricky Bittle, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 

 
There were 58 persons in attendance representing 22 members and 9 regulators (Attendance List - 
Attachment 2).  Mr. Brown reported proxies and a quorum was declared (Proxies Attachment 3).   
 
Mr. Eckelberger informed the group that directors would vote by secret ballot on all action items.  He stated that 
in the future the Regional State Committee would continue to meet the afternoon prior to the Board meetings.  
This would also be the case for annual meetings with the Board meeting being held the next morning and the 
Annual Meeting of Members the next afternoon.  Mr. Eckelberger encouraged that committee meetings be 
scheduled in conjunction with the Board meetings in order to save money and travel time.  He requested these 
meetings end at least a half hour prior to the Board meeting.  Chairs should coordinate these meetings with 
Stacy Duckett. 
 
Mr. Eckelberger referred to draft minutes of the April 27 meeting (4/27/04 Meeting Minutes - Attachment 4) and 
asked for corrections or a motion for approval.  Mr. Martin moved that the minutes be approved as presented.  
Mr. Skilton seconded the motion, which passed.  Minutes for the May 2 teleconference meeting were presented 
for approval (5/2/04 Teleconference Minutes – Attachment 5).  Mr. Schoenberger moved to approve these 
minutes.  Mr. Jackson seconded this motion, which passed.  
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Agenda Item 2 – President’s Report  
Mr. Nick Brown presented the President’s Report (President’s Report – Attachment 6).  In addition to the 
Quarterly Report, Mr. Brown gave an update on transmission issues, NERC, administrative issues, outreach, 
RTO docket, and national issues.  He reported that due to atypical weather, TLR activity has been less but is 
now reaching normal levels.   Mr. Brown stated that prior to the FERC order on SPP’s RTO filing, Schedule AA 
had been denied requesting additional information.  This is a big concern due to the fact that $600,000 is on 
deposit for 10 upgrades and $1M pledged for the future.   Additional information for Schedule AA will be 
submitted this week.  Mr. Brown encouraged patience and encouraged members to submit comments to 
FERC.   
 
Mr. Brown discussed readiness audits being performed by NERC as a result of the blackout of August 14, 
2003.  AEP and OG+E have completed these audits.  OG+E received a glowing report.  Mr. Brown encouraged 
all to analyze the OG+E report in order to be prepared for their own audit.  Due to the Blackout, additional 
internal initiatives have been approved to address revisions to NERC Operating Policies, including revisions to 
the 2004 business plan and a draft 2005 budget. 
 
Mr. Brown introduced Charles Yeung, recently hired by SPP as executive director of interregional affairs.  Mr. 
Yeung will be active in NERC and NAESB forums.  Mr. Brown reported that Stacy Duckett had completed a 
review of SPP’s tax-exempt status.  SPP is classified as a 501(c)6 and will continue to operate under that 
classification.   
 
Mr. Brown reported that a verbal coordination agreement has been reach with Associated Electric although not 
yet executed.  Entergy has approached SPP to be an independent coordinator of transmission (ICT) under 
contract.  A technical conference is being hosted by FERC July 29-30 in New Orleans to address Entergy’s 
proposal.  Sunflower has inquired about SPP transmission owner membership.  Plans are to meet with 
Sunflower on August 3. 
 
Mr. Brown discussed the July 2 order for the RTO docket and listed additional modifications required in a 
compliance filing to be made by August 2.   These modifications include:  expanded Members and Corporate 
Governance Committees; more clarification that absence of Members Committee or RSC representatives does 
not precluded binding votes of the Board; an executed JOA with MISO; delineation of responsibilities of Control 
Areas and SPP authority; grandfathered agreements schedule/plan for conversion; and, provide an IMM and 
file a contract. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Regional State Committee Report 
Oklahoma State Commission Chairman and RSC President, Denise Bode was asked to give the Regional 
State Committee (RSC) report.  Chairman Bode stated that the Regional State Committee met yesterday, July 
26.  Administrative issues such as travel, budget, and bylaws were discussed with plans to finalize details at an 
August 18 teleconference.  It was decided that the quarterly meeting in October become an annual meeting to 
adopt the following year’s budget.  This also would be in line with the SPP Annual Meeting of Members.    
 
The Cost Benefit Study is underway with a projected completion by the end of October.   
 
The Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG) held a public meeting July 12 facilitated by Mr. Larry Holloway 
(Kansas Corporation Commission).  The CAWG expects to have the base plan by the end of August and a 
proposal finalized at the RSC meeting September 28.  The final plan for cost allocation of SPP transmissions 
costs will be presented at the Board of Directors meeting in October.    
 
Chairman Bode shared a letter (RSC Letter – Attachment 7) the RSC approved to send to the FERC 
commissioners distinguishing the SPP RSC relationship as a model for the country, “ … to effectively, and 
efficiently, bridge the regulatory divide that currently exists between the FERC and the states on electric 
transmission issues.”    
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Chairman Bode stated that a request had been made by the Wind Coalition to make a presentation to the 
CAWG or the RSC.  It is felt there is a need for more information on the subject of wind power, wind farms, and 
transmission related issues.   Chairman Bode suggested a session be dedicated to this effort on the morning of 
October 26 prior to the RSC annual meeting in the afternoon.   
 
Agenda Item 4 – Strategic Planning Committee Report 
Mr. Richard Spring presented the Strategic Planning Committee Report (SPC Report – Attachment 8). Mr. 
Spring recognized the SPC as:  Ricky Bittle, Dave Christiano, Michael Desselle, Jim Eckelberger, Josh Martin, 
Mike Palmer, Steve Parr, Mel Perkins, Harry Skilton and Jim Stanton with Stacy Duckett as staff secretary.  Mr. 
Spring addressed requirements from the July 2 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) response to 
the compliance filing in the SPP RTO docket.   To meet these requirements for an August 2 filing, SPC 
recommended the following:   
 

1. SPP staff should make a compliance filing in the RTO docket by August 2. 
2. Acceptance of the SPP Bylaws as presented, including an effective date of July 27, 2004. 
3. Inclusion of the current draft of the MISO Joint Operating Agreement in the compliance filing. 
4. Approval of tariff changes to Section 39 of the SPP OATT. 
5. The SPP Board of Directors should approve the revisions to the SPP Membership Agreement 

required by the compliance filing, effective July 27, 2004. 
6. Inclusion of the contract with the Independent Market Monitor in the compliance filing. 

 
In discussion, Mr. Skilton suggested adding the word “member” to the revisions of SPP Bylaws Section 5.1.1.1, 
which would read:  one representative shall be a large retail customer Member; and one representative shall be 
a small retail customer Member.  Mr. Jackson moved to approve the 6 recommendations as presented by the 
SPC including the Bylaws revision.  Mr. Skilton seconded the motion.  The Members Committee supported the 
motion unanimously.  The directors voted and the motion carried.   It is intended to return to Bylaws Section 
5.1.1.1 at a later date to consider possible fee waiver for small retail customer members and public interest 
members to facilitate their active participation. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Markets & Operations Policy Committee 
Mr. Mel Perkins presented the Markets & Operations Policy Committee Report (MOPC Report – Attachment 9). 
Mr. Perkins stated that the MOPC had the following recommendations to present to the Board for approval: 

• SPP Criteria 7  (Attachment 7):  These changes are to bring Criteria 7 into compliance with the NERC 
recommendations stemming from the August 2003 Blackout Report.  Mr. Martin moved to approve 
changes to Criteria 7.  Mr. Schoenberger seconded the motion.  The Members Committee supported 
the motion unanimously.  The directors voted and the motion carried. 

• SPP Criteria 12 (Attachment 8):  This criteria revision provides a method to determine on a monthly 
basis the net capability established for wind plants.  Following much discussion, Mr. Schoenberger 
moved to approve Criteria 12 revisions.  Mr. Jackson seconded the motion.  The Members Committee 
support for the motion was divided with 6 for, 6 in opposition, and 2 in abstention.   The directors voted 
and the motion failed.  Direction was given to the Generation Working Group to provide a white paper 
to explain the wind formula and provide more information at the next Board of Directors meeting. 

• Modifications to Tariff Section 34, Section 3 and Attachment Z (Attachment 9):  The proposed changes 
to Section 34 provide for a network service billing method change.  Changes to Section 3 reflect 
Generation Imbalance Service as an additional ancillary service under the Tariff.  The new Attachment 
Z has added language for clarification but has not changed any current practices.  Mr. Brown moved to 
approve the Criteria and Tariff modifications and Mr. Skilton seconded the motion.   The Members 
Committee supported   Criteria 34 unopposed; Criteria 2 was supported with Mr. Dawson in opposition, 
and Mr. Christiano and Ms. Harper in abstention; and, Attachment Z was supported with Mr. Dawson in 
opposition, and Mr. Christiano and Ms. Harper in abstention.  The directors voted on the 
recommendations as a whole.  The motion carried.   
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Mr. Perkins then highlighted current activities of the 14 working groups reporting to the MOPC.   Some of the 
MOPC highlights are:  

• Mitigations on all violations 
• Many business practices revised 
• MWG has a contract with an independent monitor 
• NERC standards will be converted by February 5 
• Functional Model registration begins September 1 and is required for control areas by October 15 with 

other members by December 31 
• Confirmed compliance violations will be posted on the NERC website effective July 1. 
  

Agenda Item 7 – Human Resources Committee Report 
Mr. Quentin Jackson presented the Human Resources Committee report (HRC Report and Recommendations 
– Attachment 10).  Mr. Jackson stated that the HRC met prior to the Board meeting.  Those attending included: 
Harry Dawson, Phyllis Bernard, Richard Spring, Trudy Harper, Nick Brown, Tom Dunn, and Malinda Stevens.  
Craig Westbrook (SPP counsel) participated by phone.  Mr. Jackson stated the committee reviewed issues 
such as 401K, pension, and health benefits.  Not having the skills to address these issues, the committee is 
seeking a consultant in order to move forward.  The HRC engaged Osborn, Carreiro & Associates (“the 
Actuary”) to perform an actuarial valuation report of the SPP Retirement Plan as of January 1, 2004.   The 
report identifies 2004 accounting expenses for the plan as well as minimum and maximum contributions for the 
plan.  The HRC recommended approval of 2004 funding of the SPP Retirement Plan at $936,000.  The HRC 
also recommended approval of 2004 funding of the SPP Post Retirement Benefit Plan at $425,000 as 
estimated by the Actuary.   The HRC also recommended:  the SPP Board of Directors accept the Human 
Resources Committee Scope Statement as the charter of the Human Resources Committee, and approve the 
detailed responsibilities and authorities of the Human Resources Committee.  Mr. Jackson moved to approve 
the HRC recommendations as presented and Ms. Bernard seconded the motion.  The Members Committee 
supported the motion unopposed.  The directors voted and the motion carried.   
 
Agenda Item 6 – Finance Committee Report 
Mr. Harry Skilton presented the Finance Committee report (FC Report and Recommendations – Attachment 
11).  Mr. Skilton reported that SPP has the $25M loan in place.  The Sarbanes-Oxley certification process is 
being reviewed to be ready for the SAS70 level II Audit planned for 2005.   
 
Mr. Skilton stated that the SPP Regional State Committee (RSC) has requested $866,000 to fund unbudgeted 
expenditures associated with completion of a cost benefit analysis for member participation in SPP.  The FC 
recommended:  approval of the unbudgeted expenditure requested by the RSC.  In discussions with 
representatives of the RSC, the Finance Committee has requested that the RSC verify that SPP will be an 
owner of the cost benefit analysis report.  Mr. Skilton moved to approve the RSC request of $866,000 and Mr. 
Schoenberger seconded the motion.  The Members Committee supported the motion unopposed.  The 
directors voted and the motion carried.   
 
Mr. Skilton stated that the FC reviewed SPP’s existing long-term obligations to determine if they should be 
included in the Member’s Withdrawal Obligation.  The FC recommended:  The SPP Board of Directors formally 
acknowledge that the calculation of the withdrawal obligation for a withdrawing member will include that 
member’s proportionate share of SPP’s long-term financing obligations as defined in the membership 
agreement and that member’s proportionate share of SPP’s significant long-term contractual commitments.  
Mr. Skilton moved to approve the obligations of members upon withdrawal.  Mr. Schoenberger seconded the 
motion.  The Members Committee supported the motion unopposed.  The directors voted and the motion 
carried.  
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Future Meetings 
The next Board of Directors Meeting and Annual Meeting of Members will be held on October 27 preceded by 
the Regional State Committee meeting on October 26 in Little Rock at the Embassy Suites. In addition, the 
President’s Report included meeting dates and locations for 2005 and 2006. 
 
Adjournment 
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger thanked everyone for participating and adjourned the meeting at  
1:15 for the Special Meeting of Members.  He invited the Members Committee and the RSC to join the Board 
of Directors’ executive session immediately following the Meeting of Members.   
 
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary 
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SUMMARY 
 
 
 3Q 2004 2Q 2004 1Q 2004 

Assessments/Tariff Fees $31.0M (YTD) $20.8M $9.8M 

Cash  $42.1M (YTD) $41.2M $12.0M 

Operating Cash Flow $3.5M (YTD) $8.4M $2.6M 

Operating Expenses $20.8M (YTD) $14.1M $7.4M 

TLR Events 128 55 23 

Tags (daily average) 440 520 489 

Transmission Service Requests 65,099 32,901 27,844 

Transmission Service Study Queue 136 requests/ 
63 studies 

132/61 122/53 

Generation Interconnection Queue 37 requests 40 
requests 

50
requests 

Stakeholder Meetings 55 40 42 

FERC Dockets Pending 13 7 7 

Legal Matters Pending 0 0 1 

Officer Speaking Engagements 26 17 5 

Number of Members 48 48 48 

Withdrawal Notices 15 (2004) 
2 (2005) 

16 (2004) 12 (2004) 

Staff 131 128 119 
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
 
 
Balance Sheet  
• Cash position of $42 million including $26 million in SPP’s capital fund account and $12 

million in customer deposits 
• Member’s equity totals $8.5 million and represents just over 10% of SPP’s asset base 
• SPP maintains ample balance sheet liquidity with current assets of $64 million versus current 

liabilities of $36 million 
 
 
Income Statement  
• Revenues are nearly 8% ahead of budget, largely due to greater point to point service under 

the tariff than forecast  
• Expenses are 16% below budget, primarily the result of SPP not adding staff as forecast 

during 2004.  These unfilled staff positions will perform duties directly related to market 
operations or supporting market operations. 

 
 
Cash Flow  
• Cash from operations approaching $11 million year to date 
• Project a net surplus of $6 million at year end (prior to adjusting for accrual of FERC 

assessments 
 
 
 



 Southwest Power Pool
 Balance Sheet

 As of September 30, 2004

Sep 30, 04
ASSETS

Current Assets
Checking/Savings 42,084,325
Accounts Receivable 21,950,376
Other Current Assets 494,979

Total Current Assets 64,529,680

Fixed Assets
Equipment and machinery

Equipment and machinery - cost 5,231,856
Accumulated Depreciation - E&M -3,885,647

Total Equipment and machinery 1,346,209

Furniture and fixtures
Furniture and fixtures - cost 2,275,442
Accumulated Depreciation - F&F -1,514,878

Total Furniture and fixtures 760,564

Software
Software - cost 14,112,752
Accumulated Depreciation - SW -12,109,116

Total Software 2,003,636

Software Under Development 16,060,450
Total Fixed Assets 20,170,859

Other Assets 243,173

TOTAL ASSETS 84,943,712

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable 18,334,082
Other Current Liabilities 17,940,645

Total Current Liabilities 36,274,727

Long Term Liabilities
7.50% Senior Notes - 2008 15,000,000
4.78% Senior Notes - 2011 25,000,000

Total Long Term Liabilities 40,000,000

Total Liabilities 76,274,727

Equity
Retained Earnings 1,405,936
Net Income 7,263,049

Total Equity 8,668,985

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 84,943,712
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 Southwest Power Pool
Profit Loss Statement

 January through September 2004

Jan - Sep 04
Actual Budget $ Over Budget Annual Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income

Assessment/Tariff 29,954,483 28,121,283 1,833,200 37,635,041
Member Fees 1,078,185 1,144,951 -66,766 1,144,951
Miscellaneous Income 2,029,720 1,402,000 627,720 1,732,000

Total Income 33,062,388 30,668,234 2,394,154 40,511,992

Expense
Salary & Benefits 10,619,216 12,356,821 -1,737,605 16,314,781
Employee Travel 410,734 652,180 -241,446 831,345
Administrative 809,957 894,876 -84,919 1,150,631
Assessments & Fees 502,648 600,000 -97,352 800,000
SPP/NERC Meetings 233,129 412,230 -179,101 507,440
Communications 877,530 1,227,979 -350,449 1,638,072
Leases & Maintenance 2,282,338 3,100,007 -817,669 3,767,368
Services 5,108,140 5,665,485 -557,345 7,472,680

Total Expense 20,843,692 24,909,578 -4,065,886 32,482,317

Net Ordinary Income 12,218,695 5,758,656 6,460,039 8,029,675

Other Income/Expense
Other Income

Gain/Loss on Sale Fixed Asset 2,000 0 2,000 0
Total Other Income 2,000 0 2,000 0

Other Expense
Depreciation 3,291,325 3,510,000 -218,675 4,680,000
Amortization 40,433 0 40,433 0
Interest Expense 1,572,512 1,218,750 353,762 1,593,750
Bad Debt Expense 53,377 0 53,377 0

Total Other Expense 4,957,646 4,728,750 228,896 6,273,750

Net Other Income -4,955,646 -4,728,750 -226,896 -6,273,750

Net Income 7,263,049 1,029,906 6,233,143 1,755,925
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 Southwest Power Pool
 Statement of Cash Flows
 January through September 2004

Jan - Sep 04
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net income (loss) 7,263,049        
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss)
to net cash provided by operations:

Depreciation 3,291,325             
Amortization 40,433                  
Changes in assets and liabilities:
  Accounts receivable (747,897)               
  Prepaid expenses (179,766)               
  Accounts payable 642,140                
  Other current liabilities (367,423)               
  Customer deposits 855,438                

Net cash provided (used) by operating activities 3,534,249         

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property and equipment (3,621,227)            

Net cash provided (used) by investing activities (3,621,227)        

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Issue of 4.78% Senior Notes - 2011 25,000,000           
Repayment on 7.5% Senior Notes - 2008 (5,000,000)            
Loan acquisition costs (202,833)               

Net cash provided (used) by financing activities 19,797,167       

Net cash increase (decrease) for period 19,710,189      

Cash at beginning of period 15,111,086      

Cash at end of period 42,084,325      
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Southwest Power Pool
 Capital Expenditures

January through September 2004

Jan - Sep 04

Capital Project Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2004 Budget
Disaster Recovery Site 80,053 1,069,125 -989,072 1,069,125
Maintenance - Hardware 212,390 854,890 -642,500 865,890
Maintenance - Servers 72,395 229,440 -157,045 229,440
Maintenance - Software 288,847 731,349 -442,502 752,749
Maintenance - Routers and Switches 218,571 229,100 -10,529 244,600
Market Project 2,627,028 8,838,455 -6,211,427 12,587,455
OASIS AFC Granualarity Project 121,944 140,000 -18,056 140,000
Total Capital Expenditures 3,621,227 12,092,359 -8,471,132 15,889,259

Page 4 of 4
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RELIABILITY COORDINATION 
TLR Events per Quarter
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3Q04 v. 3Q03 shows slight increase in number of events. 

 
 

SCHEDULING 

Daily Average Tags Processed
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3Q04 v. 3Q03 shows slight decrease in the number of tags processed. 
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TARIFF ADMINISTRATION 

Total Requests Submitted
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3Q04 v. 3Q03 shows an increase in total transmission service requests. 

 

% of Total Requests that are Confirmed
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3Q04 v. 3Q03 shows decrease in percentage of transmission service requests granted. 
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QUEUE STATUS REPORT 
 
 
 
Transmission Service Request Queue 
 
Number of requests/studies = 136/63, representing 18,090 MW 
 
Number of non-DC Tie requests/studies = 60/39, representing 9753 MW 
 
Average processing time for a non-DC tie request System Impact Study is 148 days. 
 
There are 76 requests/24 studies for DC Tie requests representing 8,072 MW that cannot be 
processed due to impending DC Tie competition. 
 
During the same period last year, there were 152 requests/96 studies in process, representing 
12,973 MW. There were 121 requests/73 studies for DC Tie requests representing 9,948 MW 
that could not be processed due to impending DC Tie competition. Average processing time for a 
non-DC Tie request System Impact Study was 158 days. 
 
 
Generation Interconnection Queue 
 
Number of requests = 37, representing 9,078 MW 
• Number of wind requests = 26, representing 4,279 MW 
• Number of fossil fuel requests = 11, representing 4,799 MW 
 
Number of requests with Interconnection Agreement pending = 9 
 
During the same period last year, there are 42 requests in process (30 wind; 12 fossil fuel) 
representing 9,778 MW (4,374 MW wind; 5,404 MW fossil fuel). There were 16 Interconnection 
Agreements pending. 
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SPP DOCKETS AT FERC 
 

DOCKET 
NUMBER CASE NAME DESCRIPTION CURRENT STATUS 

ER99-4392 East Texas Electric 
Cooperatives, Inc. v. FERC 

SPP filed revisions to its tariff in order to implement 
network integration transmission service. ETEC filed for 
rehearing and was denied by FERC. ETEC appealed to the 
Court of Appeals. The case was dismissed in part and 
remanded in part to decide whether ETEC facilities within 
the SPP region are integrated with the SPP transmission 
system. 

This docket was remanded back 
to FERC by Court of Appeals. 
SPP is awaiting FERC action.  
On July 28, 2004, FERC issued 
an order on remand of East 
Texas issues on credits for 
customer owned facilities re 
SPP’s filing to add network 
service to the SPP OATT 
(ER99-4392-004).  FERC 
explained its original decision 
against the East Texas position.  
On August 27, 2004, East Texas 
Cooperatives filed a Request for 
Rehearing of FERC's Order 
Issued 7/28/04 under ER99-
4392.  On September 27, 2004 
FERC issued a Tolling Order. 

ER03-765 Calpine Oneta Power, L.P 

Calpine Oneta filed a rate schedule intended to allow it to 
provide Reactive Power Service to SPP and charge SPP 
based on an annual revenue requirement of $2.7M. SPP 
intervened asserting that Calpine Oneta had not made an 
adequate showing that it is entitled to compensation for 
Reactive Power Service, and that SPP only acts as a 
conduit to collect Reactive Power Service charges and 
pass the revenues through to the provider of the service. 

On January 29, Calpine Oneta 
submitted a motion to suspend 
the procedural schedule to allow 
the parties to try to resolve the 
issues through the SPP 
stakeholder process. That motion 
was granted by order issued 
February 5, 2004.  On October 7, 
2004, this suspension was 
further extended for 60 days. 
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EC03-131 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric 

Company and NRG 
McLain 

OG&E and NRG filed an application for OG&E to acquire 
NRG’s ownership interest in the McLain generating 
facility. FERC stated that the proposed transaction could 
have an adverse effect on competition and established 
hearing procedures.  One of the issues set for hearing was 
whether a third-party should perform the disputed tariff 
functions until SPP is determined to be a fully independent 
system operator or regional transmission organization 
(“RTO”). 

In its July 2 Order, FERC 
approved the settlement proposal 
set forth by OG&E.  The issue of 
whether SPP should provide 
tariff functions before it is a 
functioning RTO was resolved 
by OG&E’s proposal to provide 
an independent market monitor 
to oversee the ATC and TTC 
calculations.  On August 2, 2004 
Intergen requested rehearing of 
the FERC Order.  FERC issued a 
tolling order on September 1, 
2004. 

RT04-01 and 
ER04-48 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

SPP filed a proposal for recognition as an RTO. By order 
issued February 10, the Commission accepted SPP’s 
proposal for recognition as an RTO subject to conditions 
and compliance filing requirements. On July 2, 2004, 
FERC issued an order on SPP’s RTO Compliance Filing 
(RTO4-1-002) outlining the remaining conditions. 

On October 1, 2004 FERC 
issued an Order on SPP’s August 
2, 2004 compliance filing.  The 
order recognized SPP as an RTO 
and required several additional 
compliance steps by November 
1. 

ER04-434 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

SPP filed revisions to its Tariff in compliance with FERC 
Order No. 2003, as well as other related revisions to its 
Tariff. It specifically addressed the LGIA and LGIP. On 
April 19, 2004, SPP made a ministerial filing adopting 
the Order 2003 pro forma LGIA and LGIP in compliance 
with FERC’s March 19 Order. One June 21, 2004, FERC 
accepted SPP’s April 19, 2004 filing adopting the Order 
2003 pro forma LGIA and LGIP.  

On August 10, 2004 FERC 
issued an order accepting SPP’s 
Order 2003-A compliance filing 
and dismissing as moot SPP’s 
Order 2003 compliance filing. 
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ER04-833 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

SPP filed Attachment AA to add an experimental 
customer pre-payment option to support construction of 
transmission facilities to facilitate incremental 
transmission service, especially short-term service.  On 
July 7, 2004, FERC issued a letter order regarding the 
filing of Attachment AA requiring additional 
information. 

On August 6, 2004 SPP made a 
supplemental filing responding 
to the July 7, 2004 order.  On 
October 5, 2004 FERC issued an 
order accepting SPP’s Filing as 
supplemented. 

ER04-699-000 Entergy Services, Inc. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission proceedings 
concerning Entergy’s ICT proposal. 

Second Technical Conference 
held in Jackson, MS, October 8, 
2004 

04-050-U Entergy Services, Inc. 

An Investigation regarding Entergy Arkansas, Inc.’s 
participation in an Entergy-only independent 
transmission system administrator structure as compared 
to its participation in the Southwest Power Pool Regional 
Transmission Organization. 

SPP has filed initial and reply 
comments in the proceeding. 

ER04-1096 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
Filing of a proposed joint operating agreement with 
MISO in tandem with the August 2, 2004 RTO 
Compliance Filing in RT04-1-002 (ER04-1096-000). 

On October 1, 2004 FERC 
issued an Order accepting SPP’s 
filing as an interim solution to be 
superseded by a revised 
agreement between SPP and 
MISO or by MISO’s proposed 
JOA by December 1, 2004. 

ER04-1232 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
Filing of an amendment to the SPP OATT to implement 
a rate change proposed by Excel for Southwestern Public 
Service in Docket ER04-1174-000 

Excel filed for an increase in 
transmission rates on September 
2, 2004.  SPP filed on September 
17, 2004 to implement the rates, 
as eventually concluded, for the 
SPS zone.  Excel filed a revised 
case on October 13, 2004. 
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U-28155 Entergy Services, Inc. Louisiana Public Service Commission proceedings 
concerning Entergy’s ICT proposal 

SPP filed an intervention on 
September 13, 2004.  A Status 
Conference is scheduled for 
November 17, 2004. A hearing is 
expected to be held in December 
or January. 

04-137-U Southwest Power Pool, Inc. SPP’s CCN Filing with APSC for recognition as a public 
utility. 

On October 13, 2004, SPP made 
a CCN Filing with APSC for 
recognition as a public utility 
and asked for disclaimer of 
regulation.  

04-GIME-
922-GIE. 

In the Matter of a General 
Investigation into the 
Involvement of Kansas 
Jurisdictional Utilities in 
the Southwest Power Pool 
Regional Transmission 
Organization 

On April 15, 2004 the KCC Staff initiated a general 
investigation into the question of jurisdictional utilities’ 
involvement in SPP. 

On September 10, 2004, SPP 
filed a response to questions of 
the KCC Staff concerning RTO 
participation appropriate for 
Kansas electric utilities. 
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EXECUTIVE SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 

 
Speaker Event 

  

Nick Brown Entergy ITC Technical Conference, New Orleans. LA 
 SUNC Meeting 
 MO Public Service Commission Workshop 
 Municipal Electric Systems of OK 
 MEMA Conference  
 Kansas Electric Transmission Summit II 
 ACES 
 Entergy ITC Technical Conference, Jackson, MS 
 Kansas Corporation Commission 
 NAESB Annual Meeting 
 SWPA Meeting 
 LA Public Service Commission Workshop 
  

Les Dillahunty Participant Funding Conference 
 MO Public Service Commission Workshop 
  

Tom Dunn FERC Technical Conf 
  

Carl Monroe RM Meeting on Regional Roles and Responsibilities 
 FERC (Imbalance Markets) 
 Regional Managers – NERC Committees 
 RS Meeting 
 MO Public Service Commission Workshop 
 RM Meeting 
  

Charles Yeung JIC Meeting 
 NERC Regional Mgrs 
 NAESB BPS 
 NAESC Exec Committee 
 Role of Regions 
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WITHDRAWAL LETTERS  
 
 
MEMBERS EFFECTIVE DATES 
 
American Electric Power 10/31/04 
 
Cleco Corporation 10/31/05 
 
Dynegy Marketing and Trade 10/31/04 
 
East Texas Electic Cooperative 10/31/04 
 
El Paso Merchant Energy, L.P. 10/31/04 
 
The Empire District Electric Company 10/31/04 
 
Grand River Dam Authority 10/31/04 
 
Kansas City Power & Light Company 10/31/04 
 
Louisiana Energy & Power Authority 10/31/05 
 
City of Lafayette Utilities System 10/31/04 
 
Northeast Texas Electic Company 10/31/04 
 
Oklahoma Municipal Power 10/31/04 
 
Southwestern Power Administration 10/31/04 
 
Tex-La Cooperative of Texas 10/31/04 
 
Westar Energy 10/31/04 
 
Williams Energy Marketing & Trading Company 10/31/04 
 
Southwestern Public Service (Xcel Energy)  10/31/04 
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STAFFING REPORT 
 
 

SPP Employee count as of January 1, 2004: 
 

116 

1Q New hires: 
2Q New hires: 
3Q New hires: 
 

6 
11 
6 

YTD Terminations: 
1 – Retiree 
4 – Voluntary terminations 
2 – Involuntary terminations 
1 – Intern 
 

8 

SPP Employee count as of September 30, 2004: 
 

131 

SPP Employee count as of September 30, 2003: 
 

106 

There are 142 full time employees in the 2004 budget. 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Report to the Board of Directors 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Strategic Planning Committee: 

Richard Spring, Chair 
Ricky Bittle 
David Christiano 
Michael Desselle 
Jim Eckelberger 
Josh Martin 
Mike Palmer 
Steve Parr 
Mel Perkins 
Harry Skilton 
Jim Stanton 
 

KCP&L 
AECC 
City Utilities of Springfield 
AEP 
Director 
Director 
Empire District 
KepCO 
OG+E 
Director 
Calpine 
 

Background 
On October 1, 2004, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the “Commission”) issued an order in 
response to the compliance filing in the SPP RTO docket approving SPP as an RTO, but requiring 
additional clarification in some areas. The Commission requires additional filings. The Strategic Planning 
Committee is recommending that these filings be made, responding to issues/conditions as follows. 

Analysis 
Per a previous order, SPP added two membership categories: large retail customers and small retail 
customers. No definitions were provided for “large” and “small”; the intent was to allow the member to 
elect the category. The Commission requires that SPP define these categories in the Bylaws, consistent 
with the WestConnect case. The attached revisions to the Bylaws respond to the Commission’s request 
(Attachment 1 - Bylaws revisions). [NOTE: Revisions within Section 5.0 require Membership approval. 
The Membership will be asked to approve these revisions at their meeting.] 

In addition, the Commission requires that SPP explicitly incorporate the Operational Authority Reference 
Document into the Membership Agreement to clarify SPP’s authority. The attached revisions to the 
Membership Agreement respond to the Commission’s request (Attachment 2 – Membership Agreement 
revisions). 

The Commission requires that SPP remove from its tariff any exceptions to the requirement that all TO 
load be made subject to the non-rate terms and conditions of its OATT. The attached revisions to the tariff 
respond to the Commission’s requirement (Attachment 3 – SPP Tariff revisions/Section 39). In addition, 
SPP must clarify Attachment C of the tariff to specify when ATC is reduced by a “margin,” detailing the 
nature of that margin, and whether it is CBM or TRM. The attached revisions to the tariff respond to the 
Commission’s direction (Attachment 4 – SPP Tariff revisions/Attachment C). 

SPP must amend the Independent Market Monitor agreement with language provided in the order. The 
vendor (Boston Pacific) is agreeable to this amendment and is prepared to execute such an amendment 
for filing with the Commission (Attachment 5- IMM Contract revisions).  



 

Recommendation 
The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Board of Directors direct staff to make the 
necessary filings at the Commission to satisfy the requirements of the order issued on October 1, 2004. 

Approved: Strategic Planning Committee October 15, 2004 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 

 



SPP BYLAWS 
Revisions per October 1 Order 

 
 
[Highlighted language indicates revisions.] 
 
 
 

5.1.1   Composition and Qualifications  
5.1.1.1  Composition 

Provided that Membership is sufficient to accommodate these provisions, the Members 

Committee shall consist of up to 18 persons.  Four representatives shall be investor owned 

utilities Members; four representatives shall be cooperatives Members; two representatives shall 

be municipals Members (including municipal joint action agencies); three representatives shall be 

independent power producers/marketers Members; one representative shall be a state/federal 

power agencies Member; two representatives shall be alternative power/public interest Members; 

one representative shall be a large retail customer Member, defined as non-residential end-use 

customers with individual or aggregated loads of  1-MW or more; and one representative shall be 

a small retail customer Member, defined as residential customers and other customers with 

individual or aggregated loads of less than 1-MW.  Representatives will be elected in accordance 

with Section 5.1.2 of these Bylaws. 

 

 
 
 
6.6   Corporate Governance Committee 

To the extent that the membership allows, the Corporate Governance Committee (CGC) shall be 

comprised of nine members. One representative shall be the President of SPP who will serve as 

the Chair; the Chairman of the Board, unless his/her position is under consideration, in which 

case the Vice Chairman of the Board; one representative shall be representative of and selected 

by investor owned utilities Members; one representative shall be representative of and selected 

by cooperatives Members; one representative shall be representative of and selected by 

municipals Members; one representative shall be representative of and selected by independent 

power producers/marketers Members; one representative shall be representative of and selected 

by state/federal power agencies Members; one representative shall be representative of and 

selected by alternative power/public interest Members; and one representative shall be 

representative of and selected by large/small retail Members (as defined in Section 5.1.1.1).  

 



SPP MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT 
Revisions per October 1 Order 

 
 
 
[Highlighted language indicates revisions.] 
 
 
2.1.1 k 
 
SPP shall have the authority to direct the day-to-day operations of the Tariff 
Facilities in order to carry out its responsibilities as a Transmission Provider and 
Reliability Coordinator as described in SPP’s Operational Authority Reference 
Document, attached hereto as Appendix A; provided, however, nothing in this 
Agreement or the OATT shall be construed to require a change in the physical 
control of any Tariff Facilities using a Party’s existing facilities or equipment. 



39.1 Applicability of Non-Rate Terms and Conditions

39.1 Bundled Retail and Grandfathered Load: Notwithstanding

Sections 37 and 38 of this Tariff, Each Transmission Owner

(which is not otherwise taking Network Integration

Transmission Service) is subject to the non-rate terms and

conditions of this Tariff for: (1) its bundled retail load

not having a choice of power suppliers; (2) its bundled

retail load that had the right to choose a different power

supplier under a state retail access program or legislation

and that was retail load served by the Transmission Owner

prior to the retail load receiving the right to choose a

different supplier; and (3) its bundled load under

Grandfathered Agreements. For purposes of this provision

the non-rate terms and conditions are those that would

apply to Network Customers except for Sections 28.3, 28.4,

34.1 and 34.1a, which shall not be included in this

definition. In addition, unless a Transmission Owner

executes a Service Agreement under this Part III, it will

not be considered as taking Network Integration

Transmission Service.
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ATTACHMENT C 

       

Methodology To Assess Short-Term Available Transmission Capability 

 

  The Transmission Provider will respond to a valid Application for Short-Term 

transmission service under this Tariff by performing studies pursuant to this Attachment C to 

assess whether sufficient transmission capability would be available to accommodate the service 

requested in the Application. The assessment of Available Transmission Capability to sustain 

Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service will be conducted pursuant to the 

Southwest Power Pool Coordinated Planning Criteria, Attachment O. 

 These studies will be made using a flow based approach to determine the capability of the 

interconnected network to accommodate the request for transmission service.  A flow based 

approach determines available transmission capability (ATC) of constrained facilities.  

Constrained facility ATC represents capacity remaining on constrained facilities after reduction 

for base flows, previously approved transmission service requests, and a margin (ifany 

appropriate). a Transmission Reliability Margin (“TRM”) and a Capacity Benefit Margin 

(“CBM”).  For constrained facilities within SPP, CBM is set to zero.  For constrained facilities 

within SPP, SPP does set aside capacity for TRM as necessary to ensure reliable short-term 

transmission operation during the loss of any generating unit within the SPP operating reserve 

sharing group.  The TRM withheld is determined through an assessment conducted at least 

annually of the transmission impact of the outage of each generating unit within the SPP 

Transmission System.  For the allocation of reserves that SPP expects to implement for each 

generation outage, SPP assesses the incremental transmission loading on each constrained 
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facility.  The capacity necessary to accommodate the greatest impact expected on each 

constrained facility is set aside as TRM.  For external constrained facilities monitored by SPP, 

SPP will use appropriate CBM and TRM values provided and justified by the owner of the 

external constrained facility.  Capacity required for TRM is made available to Transmission 

Customers for Non-Firm Transmission Service.   

 Requests for transmission service are made on a Point-To-Point basis from source(s) to 

sink(s).  However, ATC is determined on a constrained facility basis.  In order to evaluate a 

transmission service request, response factors are used to decrement ATC of constrained 

facilities.  If ATC of all constrained facilities is positive after decrementing, the interconnected 

network has capability to accommodate the request.  

The transmission capability studies will analyze the impact of the proposed transmission 

request on the thermal capability, voltage profile, and stability of the Transmission System(s) in 

accordance with the reliability and transmission planning criteria of the North American Electric 

Reliability Council (NERC) (or its successor organization) and SPP.  The available
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transmission capability for firm transactions will be the transmission capability determined under 

the appropriate reliability criteria remaining after providing for prior contractual commitments 

(including any transmission service contract(s) previously filed and pending Applications for 

Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service) and planned emergency generation import 

requirements of Network Customers under this Tariff and Grandfathered Agreements, and also 

accounting for power flows reasonably expected to occur on the Transmission System that 

cannot be controlled by the Transmission Provider and/or the Transmission Owners (e.g., 

parallel path flows and inertial response power flows due to the tripping of a generator on the 

interconnected system). The analysis will also consider the ability of the Transmission System to 

withstand, under transfer conditions, a severe but credible disturbance without experiencing 

cascading outages, voltage collapse or widespread blackouts. 

In conducting studies, the Transmission Provider will adhere to Good Utility Practice, 

including NERC (or its successor organization)Policies and SPP Criteria and the OASIS 

Automation processes described as follows: 

 

Available Transmission Capability (ATC) 

 

 The Transmission Provider has developed an automated process to determine ATC and to 

respond to transmission service requests.  This process is called OASIS Automation.  OASIS 

Automation automatically processes requests for transmission service using a flow-based 

approach to determine ATC on constrained facilities.  OASIS Automation is integrated with the 

Transmission Provider’s energy management system and uses power flow models developed 

from the real time data.
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 OASIS Automation computes constrained facility hourly ATC for the first 7 days and 

daily ATC for days 8 through 31.  At midnight, a daily resynchronization occurs for the planning 

horizon.  This means hourly ATC will be determined for day 1 through day 7 and daily ATC will 

be determined for day 8 through day 31 using the power flow model.  Daily resynchronization 

will take approximately 2 hours to complete and produces constrained facility ATCs that reflect 

system and transmission service changes since the last resynchronization.  After daily 

resynchronization starts, OASIS Automation will continue to use the constrained facility ATC at 

the start of resynchronization to process requests for transmission service.  This means OASIS 

Automation will continue to act on requests even when resynchronization is underway.  If 

requests were processed during resynchronization and they resulted in adjusting ATC in the 

planning horizon, the ATC from the resynchronization will be "caught-up" to reflect  ATC 

adjustments once resynchronization is complete.  This catch-up is performed by decrementing 

ATC using response factors of certain designated constrained facilities for a Point of 

Receipt/Point of Delivery (POD/POR) pair. 

Similar to the daily resynchronization for the planning horizon, an hourly 

resynchronization will occur at the beginning of the hour for the operating horizon.  This means 

hourly ATC for the first day will be determined prior to 2 p.m.  After 2 p.m., hourly ATC for the 

first and second day will be determined.  Hourly resynchronization will take approximately 15 

minutes to complete and produces constrained facility ATCs that reflect system and transmission 

service changes since the last resynchronization.  Similar to daily resynchronization, after hourly 

resynchronization starts, OASIS Automation will continue to use the constrained facility ATC at 

the start of resynchronization to process requests for transmission service.  The ATC from the 

resynchronization will be "caught-up" once resynchronization is complete.
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During the period between resynchronizations, ATC posted on the OASIS will be 

continuously updated as requests are processed and ATC on the certain designated constrained 

facilities are adjusted.  At the time of resynchronization, the effects of all previously processed 

requests are included in the resynchronization.  This means newly approved transmission service 

requests are included as part of the power flow base model and the effects of these newly 

approved requests are not dependent on the use of response factors. 

During the period between resynchronizations in both the operating horizon and the 

planning horizon, events will occur that are not reflected in the latest ATC posted on the OASIS 

(i.e., a change in system conditions) or  a transmission service request will be processed and its 

effects are limited to certain designated constrained facilities constrained facilities using 

response factors that assume a linear relationship between ATC and the request.  If the Tariff 

Administrator (TA) believes either of these events have occurred and the ATC may no longer be 

valid, the TA can initiate a resynchronization to occur at a time other than the normally 

scheduled time. 

The flow-based approach being used to process requests under this Tariff requires 

computing constrained facility ATC for the planning horizon and the operating horizon.  

Constrained facility ATC represents remaining capacity available on a constrained facility.  

Transmission Customers, however, are interested in ATC that is available between Points of 

Receipt and Points of Delivery and not necessarily the capacity that is available on a constrained 

facility. To meet the needs of customers, the Transmission Provider provides a Scenario 

Analyzer as part of OASIS Automation which allows Transmission Customers to enter 

transmission service requests for analysis of available capacity without submitting requests on 

OASIS.  The Scenario Analyzer evaluates availability of capacity on certain designated 
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constrained facilities for the POR/POD pair but does not decrement ATC since no request has 

been submitted.
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Firm ATC 

Oasis Automation computes firm ATC for the planning horizon only.  Firm ATC is the 

capacity that remains on the constrained facility after reducing its rating for serving native load, 

Network Service and firm transactions.  Firm ATC will  be determined at least once a day during 

the daily resynchronization.  Resynchronization for the planning horizon solves a power flow 

model that has both firm and non-firm transmission reservations.  The flows on constrained 

facilities should represent base flows that serve native load.  After the power flow model has 

been solved for a time segment, Oasis Automation takes the base flows of constrained facilities 

and adjusts them to consider the effects of firm reservations in OASIS.  Reservations in OASIS 

have a POR/POD set.  The certain designated constrained facilities that have a positive response 

factor for a POR/POD pair will have their base flow decreased for non-firm reservations to 

remove the non-firm reservation contribution to constrained facility loading.  The certain 

designated constrained facilities that have a negative response factor for a POR/POD pair will 

have their base flow increased for firm and non-firm reservations to remove the firm and non-

firm reservation contribution to constrained facility loading.  The non-firm contribution is 

removed to totally remove the effects of non-firm reservations on firm ATC.  The firm 

contribution is removed because The Transmission Provider does not consider the effects of 

counter flows associated with reservations. 

After adjusting base flows for the effects of firm and non-firm reservations, OASIS 

Automation uses the following formula to determine firm ATC:  

 

Firm ATC Planning Horizon  = Rating  - TRM - CBM - Base FlowFirm 
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Non-Firm ATC 

Oasis Automation computes non-firm ATC for  both the planning horizon and the 

operating horizon.   Non-firm  ATC is the capacity that remains on a constrained facility after 

reducing its rating for serving native load, Network Service, firm transactions and non-firm 

transactions.  Non-firm ATC is computed in the planning horizon using the same power flow 

solution as used for firm ATC.  The certain designated constrained facilities that have a positive 

response factor for a POR/POD pair will not have their base flow decreased for non-firm 

reservations.  The base flows of constrained facilities with positive response factors reflect 

increased loading of both firm and non-firm reservations.  The certain designated constrained 

facilities that have a negative response factor for a POR/POD pair will have their base flow 

increased for firm and non-firm reservation contribution to constrained facility loading.  The firm 

and non-firm contributions are removed because The Transmission Provider does not consider 

the effects of counter-flows associated with reservations. 

After adjusting base flows for the effects of firm and non-firm reservations, OASIS 

Automation uses the following formula to determine non-firm ATC in the planning horizon: 

 

Non-Firm ATCPlanning Horizon = Rating - (A*TRM) - CBM - Base FlowsNon-Firm 

 

Non-firm ATC is computed differently in the operating horizon than in the planning 

horizon.  The operating horizon consists of the current day 24 hours and after 2 p.m., the next 

day 24 hours and deals exclusively with schedules.  Firm Transmission Service cannot be 

purchased in the operating horizon (a Transmission Customer cannot request firm Transmission 

Service today with a begin date of today and a Transmission Customer cannot request firm 
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Transmission Service after 10:00 a.m. today with a begin date of tomorrow).  Since the schedules 

used in TrakR (The Transmission Provider scheduling software) do not distinguish between firm 

and non-firm and because
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there is not a commercial need to compute firm ATC in the operating horizon, a single 

calculation is made to determine non-firm ATC.  This calculation is made by including all 

schedules in the power flow model, solving it and using the base flows of the constrained 

facilities. 

 

OASIS Automation uses the following formula to determine non-firm ATC in the 

operating horizon: 

Non-Firm ATC Operating Horizon= Rating - (B*TRM) - CBM - Base FlowNon-Firm
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CBM and TRM 

For constrained facilities within SPP, CBM is set to zero.  For constrained 

facilities within SPP, SPP does set aside capacity for TRM as necessary to ensure reliable 

short-term transmission operation during the loss of any generating unit within the SPP 

operating reserve sharing group.  For external constrained facilities monitored by SPP, 

SPP will use appropriate CBM and TRM values provided and justified by the owner of 

the external constrained facility.  Capacity required for TRM is made available to 

Transmission Customers for Non-Firm Transmission Service. 
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EXHIBIT C 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

(Amended per FERC Order of October 1, 2004) 
 
 
4.0 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 

4.1 Prohibited Engagements 
 
 The Boston Pacific Team shall not advise any client on SPP matters including, but 
not limited to, SPP’s market(s), transmission system, or market rules, and shall not be 
engaged by any client in any litigation, open regulatory docket, alternative dispute 
resolution procedure, or arbitration with SPP.  
 
 The Boston Pacific Team will not appear for or against a SPP Member before a 
state regulatory commission within the SPP footprint in any new engagement in the 
electricity business (after the date of signature) except as required by its role as the SPP 
IMM or as requested by the state regulatory commission.  [The term “footprint” refers to 
the area covered by the transmission system for which SPP is the transmission provider.] 
 
 The Boston Pacific Team will not appear for or against a SPP Member before the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on any matter within the SPP footprint 
in any new engagement in the electricity business (after the date of signature) except as 
required by its role as the SPP IMM or as requested by FERC. 
 

4.2 Engagements to Clear 
 
 Before the Boston Pacific Team accepts any engagement that involves clients 
with SPP-related business interests or clients with business interests in markets 
inextricably connected to SPP, it must inform the SPP Board of Directors of such 
potential engagement and obtain the Board’s determination that such engagement would 
not present a conflict of interest or result in the material appearance of conflict before 
accepting such engagement. 
  
  The Boston Pacific Team shall clear other engagements with the SPP Board of 
Directors or its delegate, before such engagements are accepted, when such an 
engagement involves the electricity business and is within the boundaries of the 
transmission system for which SPP is the transmission provider (the SPP footprint). 
 

4.3Non-Prohibited Engagements 
  
 The Boston Pacific Team shall not be prohibited from entering into engagements 
with (a) SPP market participants when the engagement involves the electricity business 
outside the SPP footprint, and does not directly impact SPP’s business and (b) entities 
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that are not SPP market participants.  Such engagements shall not involve topics 
prohibited in section 4.1. 
 

4.44.3 No Direct Financial Interests 
 

Persons of the Boston Pacific Team assisting in this Statement of Work shall not 
have a direct equity or other financial interest in a SPP Member(s) or affiliate of a SPP 
Member that is involved in the electricity business. (The term “direct” is meant to 
exclude investments such as mutual funds in which a person has no direct control.) 
 
 

4.54.4 Code of Ethics 
 

All employees of Boston Pacific Company, Inc. and its subcontractors (retained 
for the purpose of fulfilling this agreement) will sign the attached Code of Ethics.  (Please 
see Attachment C-One) 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors/Members Committee 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Model Development Working Group (MDWG): 

Brent Wilson, AEPW 
Dave Sargent, SWPA 

Jim Useldinger, KCPL 
Harvey Scribner, SPP 
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions: 

Brent Wilson, AEPW 
Dave Sargent, SWPA 
John Fulton, SWPS 
John Payne, WERE 
Jim Useldinger, KCPL  
 

Mark Worf, SECI 
Mitch Williams, WFEC 
Ronnie Frizzell, AECC 
Sam McGarrah, EMDE 
 

 

Background 
Due to the August 14, 2003 blackout, NERC completed investigations and created a report titled:  August 
14, 2003 Blackout:  NERC Actions to Prevent and Mitigate the Impacts of Future Cascading Blackouts.  
The report lists fourteen recommendations which the regional reliability councils are to comply. 
Recommendation fourteen was assigned to the MDWG. The recommendation states the reliability council 
will create criteria for validating data used in the power flow and dynamic simulations by benchmarking 
model data with actual system performance.  MDWG members and SPP operations and planning staff 
worked together to create a method of validating the models. The validation will be done by SPP staff with 
the findings and trends being reported to the appropriate working groups.   

Analysis 
SPP Criteria 3.3.3 (attached) would respond to NERC’s concerns in Blackout Recommendation fourteen.  
The criteria would initiate a more thorough validation of operational and power flow models used by SPP 
and its membership. The results from the validation will lead to better modeled representations of the 
SPP Electrical Grid. 

Criteria 3.3.3 was reviewed and approved by members of MDWG and TWG. 

Recommendation 
MDWG recommends approving new SPP Criteria 3.3.3. 

Approved: Model Development Working Group September 28, 2004 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee October 13-14, 2004 
 
Action Requested: Approve new SPP Criteria 3.3.3 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Attachment:   MDWG - SPP Criteria 3.3.3 

 

3.3.3 Benchmark SPP Models 
 

SPP staff will benchmark model data against actual SPP system conditions (e.g., 
generation dispatch, load, and load power factor) which correspond to the time frames for 
which the models are created.  As a minimum the results will be reported semiannually. 

 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the: Operating Reliability Working Group

Scott Moore – AEP 
Bob Cochran – SPS 
Steve Massey – Westar 
Keith Sugg – AECC  

Gerry Burrows – KCP&L 
Pete Kuebeck – OG&E 
Allen Klassen – Westar  
Bill Nolte – Sunflower Electric (by proxy) 
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions: 

Dan Boezio – AEP 
Will Franklin – Entergy EMO 
Steve Hillman – WPEK 
Billy Miller – Calpine 

Mike Crouch – WFEC 
Don Hargrove – OG&E 
John Mason – MPS 
Richard Ross – AEP 

 

Background 
In the spring of 2004, the ORWG and TWG jointly developed revised language for SPP Criteria 4 that 
modified the cut-off thresholds for both short-term and long-term transmission service.  The threshold for 
short-term service was lowered from 5% to 3% while the threshold for long-term service was raised from 
0% to 3%.  A new Appendix 9, which contained all cut-off thresholds, was also added to Criteria.  The 
revised Criteria 4 language gave authority for review and approval of changes to the new Appendix 9 to 
the ORWG and TWG.  These changes were primarily driven by the need for SPP to bring its thresholds 
in-line with those of its surrounding neighbors and so that SPP would to be able to respond quickly to 
reliability issues and market concerns without having to wait for MOPC and Board approval of future 
threshold changes.  The MOPC approved these changes by e-mail ballot on May 3, 2004.  The MOPC 
carried the revised Criteria 4 to the Board of Directors for their approval in a June 2, 2004 conference call. 

The Board of Directors approved the revised thresholds contained in Appendix 9 but rejected the 
language that gave the ORWG and TWG authority to approve future changes to Appendix 9.  At its July 
14-15, 2004 meeting, the MOPC requested that the ORWG review short-term transmission service and 
the TWG review long-term transmission service with regards to Criteria 4 and allowing latitude between a 
3% and 5% cut-off.  This recommendation is the ORWG’s response to that request. 

Analysis 
At its September 29-30, 2004 meeting, the ORWG approved revised language to Criteria 4 that basically 
gives the ORWG the authority to change cut-off thresholds for short-term transmission service as 
contained in Appendix 9.  Any changes by the ORWG would be subsequently reviewed by the MOPC at 
the first practical opportunity. 

Specifically, the modified language appears in the last paragraph of the introduction section of Criteria 4 
as follows: 



 

The calculation of ATC is a very complex and dynamic procedure.  SPP realizes that there 
are many technical and policy issues concerning the calculation of ATC that will evolve with 
industry changes.  Therefore, the SPP Operating Reliability Working Group and the SPP 
Transmission Working Group will have the joint authority to modify the implementation of this 
Section of the Criteria based on experience and improvements in technology and data 
coordination.  Any changes made by these groups will be subject to formal approval as 
outlined in the SPP By-laws at the first practical opportunity, with the exception of response 
factor thresholds for short-term transmission service which may be approved for immediate 
implementation by the ORWG subject to subsequent review by the MOPC at the first 
practical opportunity.  The response factor thresholds for short-term and long-term service 
are included in Appendix 9. 

Providing the ORWG the authority to change response factor thresholds in Appendix 9 for short-term 
transmission service is necessary to allow SPP to quickly respond to reliability issues as well as market 
concerns.  For example, it may be necessary to reduce the response factor threshold on a particular 
flowgate for one of the following reliability reasons: 1) control actions such as re-dispatch, system 
reconfiguration, and TLR are either not available or limited in effectiveness to mitigate a potential 
overload or 2) the flowgate has experienced or is expected to experience heavy flows at a level that could 
expose a widespread area to instability, uncontrolled separation, or cascading outages and that has 
resulted or could result in curtailments of firm transactions.  Observance of heavy flows, either in real-time 
or through reliability analysis performed by the Reliability Coordinator, and TLR events, especially those 
that result in curtailment of firm transactions, are potential triggers that would cause the ORWG to 
consider reducing the response factor threshold used to sell short-term transmission service. 

On the other hand, both market and reliability concerns may drive the need to increase the response 
factor threshold on a particular flowgate.  An unnecessarily low threshold may overly restrict the market 
by causing excessive refusal of transmission service.  It may also limit or restrict imports into an energy 
deficient area that could result in a load-shedding event.  Significant transmission service refusal rates 
and issuances of NERC Energy Emergency Alerts or Other Extreme Conditions through the SPP reserve 
sharing system are potential triggers that would cause the ORWG to consider increasing the response 
factor threshold used to sell short-term transmission service. 

The ORWG is the appropriate group to make these decisions ensuring that the proper level of reliability is 
maintained but will coordinate with other working groups such as the BPWG as necessary to carefully 
consider market concerns prior to making changes.  Any changes made will be subject to subsequent 
review by the MOPC at their earliest opportunity. 

Recommendation 
The MOPC recommends that the Board of Directors adopt the proposed modifications to Criteria 4. 

Approved: Operating Reliability Working Group 9/30/04 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee 10/13/04 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 

 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors/Members Committee 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Generation Working Group (GWG): 

Andrew Lachowsky, AECC 
Steve Massey, Westar 
Lori Nutt, OMPA 
Mike Sheriff 

David Lemmons/Steve Jones, Xcel Energy 
Von Maynard, Calpine 
Brock Ondayko, AEP 
Mitch Williams (Chair), WFEC 
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions on this topic: 

Michael Milligan, NREL Wayne Walker, Zilkha 
 

Background 
Criteria 12.1.5.2 and associated Appendix 2 refer to the chapter on weather data in the ASHRAE 
Handbook, which has undergone drastic revision.  Also, Appendix 2 relies on a graphical approach, 
developed prior to the widespread use of computer spreadsheets. 

Analysis 
References included in Criteria 12.1.5.2 and Appendix 2 require updating to match the new format of the 
ASHRAE Handbook.  Also, Appendix 2 requires a complete rewrite, moving to an equation based solution 
approach. 

Recommendation 
The GWG recommends that the noted changes to Criteria 12.1.5.2 (red-line version) and Appendix 2 be 
approved. 

Approved: Generation Working Group September 27, 2004 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee October 13-14, 2004 

Action Requested: Approve recommendation. 
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12.0  ELECTRICAL FACILITY RATINGS 
12.1  Rating of Generating Equipment 

To provide a basis for comparing operating margin of various entities and to assure reasonable 

distribution of the margin, generating equipment shall be uniformly and consistently rated to 

permit accurate planning.  Procedures are herein established for rating generating units and 

establishing a system of records so that changes in capacity during the life of the equipment can 

be recognized.  These procedures define the framework under which the ratings are to be 

established while recognizing the necessity of exercising judgment in their determination.  The 

terms defined and the ratings established pursuant to these procedures shall be used for SPP 

purposes, including determining capacity margins for both planning and operating purposes, 

scheduling maintenance, and preparation of reports of other information for industry 

organizations, news media, and governmental agencies.  These ratings are not intended to 

restrict daily operating practices associated with SPP operating reserve sharing, for which more 

dynamic ratings may be necessary.  Each member shall test its generating equipment in 

accordance with the procedures contained herein.  On the basis of these tests summer and 

winter net capability ratings for each generating unit and station on the member's electric system 

shall be established.  This net capability is referenced in many NERC documents as net 

dependable capacity, that is the maximum capacity a unit can sustain over a specified period 

modified for seasonal limitations and reduced by the capacity required for station service or 

auxiliaries.  The summer net capability of each unit may be used as the winter net capability 

without further testing, at the option of the member.  As a minimum, each member shall conduct 

tests on all its generating equipment which is designated as a part of the resource for supplying 

its own peak load and minimum capacity margin requirement of this Criteria.  The seasonal net 

capabilities shall be furnished to SPP for all existing generating units and upon installation of 

new generating units and shall be revised at other times when necessary.  Members shall 

annually report the seasonal net generating unit capability in conjunction with the Department of 

Energy 411 Report data gathering effort. 
 

12.1.1 Capability Test 
Capability Tests are required to demonstrate the claimed capability of all generating units, 

excluding run-of-the-river hydroelectric plants and wind plants.  During a Capability Test, a unit 

shall generate its rated net capability for a specified Test Period following a specified Settling 

Period.  The length of these periods is determined by the type and size of unit.  The unit will be 
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within 5% of its rated capability throughout the Settling Period.  Only minor changes in unit 

controls shall be made during this time as required to bring the unit into normal, steady-state 

operation.  The following table specifies the duration of these periods. The reduced duration 

tests on the specified unit types are generally considered to be a fair and practical demonstration 

of unit capability.  If operating experience for a given unit suggests otherwise, the system shall 

use this experience in establishing the time periods or use the periods in the table associated 

with large steam units. 

 

Unit Type Settling Period Test Period 

Steam > 100 MW net 2.0 hours 2.0 hours 

Steam < 100 MW net 1.0 hour 1.0 hour 

All other units 0.0 hour 1.0 hour 

 

12.1.2  Operational Test 
An Operational Test is used to demonstrate the ability of a generating unit to be loaded to its 

nominal rating.  Operational tests shall be conducted at a minimum of 90% of claimed summer 

capability for a minimum of 1 hour.  Any normal operating hour with the unit at or above 90% of 

claimed capability may be deemed an Operational Test. 

 

12.1.3  Frequency of Testing 

Summer Capability Tests shall be conducted once every 3 years.  If the winter capability rating is 

greater than summer, winter tests shall also be conducted once every 3 years.  Operational 

Tests shall be conducted once every year during the summer season.  New units or units 

undergoing a physical or operational modification which could impact capability shall be given a 

capability test. 

 

12.1.4  Rating and Testing Conditions 

Ambient conditions at the time of running capability tests shall be recorded so that appropriate 

adjustments can be made when establishing seasonal capabilities.  Conditions to be recorded 

are:  dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature, barometric pressure, and condenser cooling 

water inlet temperature.  Summer Capability Tests are to be conducted at an ambient 

temperature within 10 degrees Fahrenheit of Rating dry-bulb temperature.   

 Winter Capability Tests are to be conducted at an ambient temperature equal to or 
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greater than the minimum dry-bulb temperature for winter testing and rating defined in paragraph 

2.3.5.2.g. 

 

 

12.1.5  Procedures For Establishing Capability Ratings 
12.1.5.1  External Factors 

a. Units dependent upon common systems which can restrict total output shall be tested 

simultaneously. 

b. When the total output of a member's system is reduced due to restrictions placed upon 

the output of individual generating units through the operation of the Clean Air Act, or 

similar legislation, then the total of the individual unit ratings of a member's generating 

resources shall not exceed the modified system capacity. 

c. The fuel used during testing shall be the general type expected to be used during peak 

load conditions or adjustments made to test data if an alternate fuel is used. 

d. Net Capability is the net power output which can be obtained for the period specified on a 

seasonally adjusted basis with all equipment in service under average conditions of 

operation and with the equipment in an average state of maintenance.  Deductions from 

net capability shall not be made for equipment temporarily out of service for normal 

maintenance or repairs. 

e. The seasonal net capability shall be determined separately for each generating unit in a 

power plant where the input to the prime mover of the unit is independent of the others, 

except that in the event multiple unit plant capability is limited by fuel limitations, 

transmission limitations or other auxiliary devices or equipment, each unit shall be 

assigned a rating by apportioning the combined capability among the units.  The 

seasonal net capability shall be determined as a group for common header sections of 

steam plants or multiple unit hydro plants, and each unit shall be assigned a rating by 

apportioning the combined capability among the units. 

 

12.1.5.2  Seasonality 
a. The summer season is defined by the months June, July, August and September.  The 

winter season is defined by the months December, January, February, and March.  The 

adjustments required to develop seasonal net capabilities are intended to include 

seasonal variations in ambient temperature, condenser cooling water temperature and 
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availability, fuel changes, quality and availability, steam heating loads, reservoir levels, 

scheduled reservoir discharge, and wind speed. 

b. The total seasonal net capability rating shall be that available regularly to satisfy the daily 

load patterns of the member and shall be available for a minimum of four continuous 

hours taking into account possible fuel curtailments and thermal limits.   

c. The seasonal net capability of each generating unit shall be based upon a set of  

conditions, referred to as the "Rating Conditions" for that unit.  This set of conditions is 

determined by the geographical location of the unit, and is composed of three or four 

factors, depending upon the type of unit.  The three factors which can affect most 

generating units are:  Ambient dry-bulb temperature, Ambient wet-bulb temperature and 

Barometric pressure.  Condensing steam turbines which obtain condenser cooling water 

from a lake, river, or comparable source have a fourth factor:  Condenser cooling water 

source temperature. 

d. The Rating dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures shall be obtained from weather data 

provided in the most recently published American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and 

Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Fundamentals Handbook, Chapter 27 Climatic 

Design Information.  The handbook is published every four years; 19891997, 19932001, 

etc., and is based on 15 years of historical weather data where available.  If the 

generating station is within 30 miles of the nearest weather station reported in the 

handbookHandbook, then these temperatures will be those for the nearest station.  For 

all other stations, rating temperatures shall be determined by interpolating between 

weather stations using plant latitude and longitude.  Selected pages of the "Weather 

Data" chapter of the handbook are reprinted in the Appendix with permission of 

ASHRAE.  The steps to be used for interpolating weather data and correcting for 

elevation are also presented in SPP Criteria the Appendix 2. 

e. If experience for a given unit suggests otherwise, members may optionally use their own 

site specific temperature data if accurate hourly data is available to allow calculation of 

the temperature levels as defined in the Criteria.  Site specific data shall contain both dry-

bulb and wet-bulb temperatures. 

f. Temperatures for summer rating of equipment should be taken from Handbook Table 

1B:  Cooling and Dehumidification Design Conditions - Cooling DB/MWB for 0.4% DB 

(dry-bulb) and MWB (mean wet-bulb) (Column 2a and 2b, respectively).  According to the 

2001 Handbook Page 27.2, "The 0.4% annual value is about the same as the 1.0% 
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summer design temperature in the 1993 ASHRAE Handbook."  In older Handbooks, tThe 

dry-bulb temperature for summer rating of equipment shall be taken as that which is 

equaled or exceeded 1% of the total hours during the months of June through 

September for the plant's geographical location.  The wet-bulb temperature for the 

summer rating shall be the "mean coincident wet-bulb" temperature corresponding to the 

above dry-bulb temperature.  These two temperatures are listed together under the "1%" 

heading in the weather data table in the Appendix. 

g. The temperature for winter rating of equipment should be taken from Handbook Table 

1A:  Heating and Wind Design Conditions-United States - Heating Dry Bulb 99% 

(Column 2b).  According to the 2001 Handbook Page 27.3, "Annual 99.6% and 99.0% 

design conditions represent a slightly colder condition than the previous cold season 

design temperatures, although there is considerable variability in this relationship from 

location to location."  In older Handbooks, tThe minimum dry-bulb temperature for winter 

testing and rating shall be taken as that which is equaled or exceeded 99% of the total 

hours during the months of December through February (per Handbook definition) for the 

plant's geographical location.  The wet-bulb temperature is not significant for the winter 

rating and can be disregarded.  The winter dry-bulb temperature is listed under the "99%" 

heading in the weather data table in the Appendix.   

h. Standard barometric pressure for a plant site shall be determined for each plant elevation 

by linearly interpolating the pressure tablefrom the equation provided in the Appendix 2. 

i. For those units using a lake or river as a source of condenser cooling water, the summer 

standard inlet temperature is the highest water inlet temperature during the hottest month 

of the year, averaged over the past ten years. 

j. Ambient wet-bulb temperature and condenser cooling water temperature are generally 

not significant factors in adjusting cold weather capability of generating units.  Shall 

special situations arise in which these temperatures are required, reasonable estimates 

for temperatures occurring coincidentally with the winter rating dry-bulb temperature as 

defined in the Criteria shall be used. 

 
12.1.5.3  Rating Adjustments 

a. The rated net capability of a unit may be above or below the actual tested net generation 

as a result of adjustments for Rating Conditions, with the exception of units with winter 

season ratings greater than their summer rating.  For these units, the winter season rated 
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net capability shall be no greater than the actual tested net generation.  No rating 

adjustment for ambient conditions shall be made. 

b. Seasonal net capability shall not be reduced to provide regulating margin or spinning 

reserve.  It shall reflect operation at the power factor level at which the generating 

equipment is normally expected to be operated over the daily peak load period. 

c. Extended capability of a unit or plant obtained through bypassing of feed-water heaters, 

by utilizing other than normal steam conditions, by abnormal operation of auxiliaries in 

steam plants, or by abnormal operation of combustion turbines or diesel units may be 

included in the seasonal net capability if the following conditions are met; a) the extended 

capability based on such conditions shall be available for a period of not less than four 

continuous hours when needed and meets the other restrictions, and b) appropriate 

procedures have been established so that this capability shall be available promptly 

when requested by the system operator. 

d. The seasonal net capability established for nuclear units shall be determined taking into 

consideration the fuel management program and any restrictions imposed by 

governmental agencies. 

e. The seasonal net capability established for hydro electric plants, including pumped 

storage projects, shall be determined taking into consideration the reservoir storage 

program and any restrictions imposed by governmental agencies and shall be based on 

median hydro conditions. 

f. The seasonal net capability established for run-of-the-river hydroelectric plants shall be 

determined using historical data on a monthly basis. 

g. The net capability established for wind plants shall be determined on a monthly basis, as 

follows:  

i. Assemble up to the most recent ten years, with a minimum of the most recent five 

years, of hourly net power output (MW) data, measured at the system 

interconnection point.  Values may be calculated from wind data, if measured MW 

values are not yet available.  Wind data correlated with a reference tower beyond 

fifty miles is subject to Generation Working Group approval.  For calculated 

values, at least one year must be based on site specific wind data. 

ii. Select the MW values occurring during the top 10% of load hours for the SPP 

region for each month (e.g., 72 hours for a typical 30 day month). 

iii. Select the MW value that can be expected from the plant at least 85% of the time. 
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iv. A seasonal or annual net capability may be determined by selecting the 

appropriate monthly MW values corresponding to the host control area’s peak 

load month of the season of interest. 

v. The net capability calculation shall be updated at least once every three years. 

 

12.2  Rating of Transmission Circuits  

Each SPP member shall rate transmission circuits operated at 69 kV and above in accordance 

with this criteria.  A transmission circuit shall consist of all elements load carrying between circuit 

breakers or the comparable switching devices.   Transformers with both primary and secondary 

windings energized at 69 kV or above are subject to this criteria.  All circuit ratings shall be 

computed with the system operated in its normal state (all lines and buses in-service, all 

breakers with normal status, all loads served from their normal source).  The circuit ratings will 

be specified in "MVA" and are taken as the minimum ratings of all of the elements in series.  The 

minimum circuit rating shall be determined as described in this criteria and members shall 

maintain transmission right-of-way to operate at this rating.  However, SPP members may use 

circuit ratings higher than these minimums.  Each element of a circuit shall have both a normal 

and an emergency rating.  For certain equipment, (switches, wave traps, current transformers 

and circuit breakers), these two ratings are identical and are defined as follows: 

a. NORMAL RATING:  Normal circuit ratings specify the level of power flow that facilities 

can carry continuously without loss of life to the facility involved. 

b. EMERGENCY RATING:  Emergency circuit ratings specify the level of power flow that a 

facility can carry for the time sufficient for adjustment of transfer schedules, generation 

dispatch, or line switching in an orderly manner with acceptable loss of life to the facility 

involved. 

At a minimum, each member shall compute summer and winter seasonal ratings for each circuit 

element.  The summer season is defined by the months June, July, August and September.  

The winter season is defined by the months December, January, February and March.  The 

seasonal rating shall be based upon an ambient temperature (either maximum or average) 

developed using the methodology described in Appendix A.  A member may elect to compute a 

third set of seasonal ratings for the remaining months of the year (April, May, October and 

November).  If that election is not made, summer ratings shall be used for these remaining 

months. 
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12.2.1 Power Transformer 
Power transformer ratings are discussed in ANSI/IEEE C57.92-1981, IEEE Guide for Loading 

Mineral-Oil-Immersed Power Transformers Up to and Including 100 MVA with 55oC or 65oC 

Average Winding Rise and in IEEE Standard C57.115-1991, IEEE Guide for Loading Mineral-

Oil-Immersed Power Transformers Rated in Excess of 100 MVA (65EC Winding Rise).  Every 

transformer has a distinct temperature rise capability used in setting its nameplate rating (either 

55 oC or 65oC).  These temperature rise amounts reflect the average winding temperature rise 

over ambient that a transformer may operate on a continuous basis and still provide normal life 

expectancy.   

 

12.2.2.1 Normal Rating 

The normal circuit rating for power transformers shall be its highest nameplate rating.  The 

nameplate rating shall include the effects of forced cooling equipment if it is available.  For multi-

rated transformer (OA/FA, OA/FA/FA, OA/FOA/FOA, OA/FA/FOA) with all or part of forced 

cooling inoperative, nameplate rating used is based upon the maximum cooling available for 

operation.  Normal life expectancy will occur with a transformer operated at continuous 

nameplate rating. 

 

12.2.1.2 Emergency Rating 

When operated for one or more load cycles above nameplate rating, the transformer insulation 

deteriorates at a faster rate than normal.  The emergency circuit rating for power transformers 

shall be a minimum of 100% of its highest nameplate rating.  Member systems may use a higher 

emergency rating if they are willing to experience more transformer loss-of-life. 

 
12.2.1.3 Loss of Life 

Using Table 3 in ANSI/IEEE C57.92-1981, a 65oC rise transformer can operate at 120% for an 8 

hour peak load cycle and will experience a 0.25% loss of life.  If a 65oC rise transformer 

experiences 4 incidents where it operates at or below 120% for an 8 hour peak load cycle, it will 

still be within the target of 1% loss of life per year.  Using Table 5 in ANSI/IEEE C57.92-1981, a 

55oC rise transformer can operate at 123% for an 8 hour peak load cycle and will experience a 

0.25% loss of life.  Likewise, if a 55oC rise transformer experiences 4 incidents where it operates 

at or below 123% for an 8 hour peak load cycle, it will still be within the target of 1% loss of life 

per year. 
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12.2.1.4  Ambient Temperature 

Average ambient temperature is an important factor in determining the load capability of a 

transformer since the temperature rise for any load must be added to the ambient to determine 

operating temperature.  Transformers designed according to ANSI standards use a 30oC 

average ambient temperature (average temperature for 24 consecutive hours) when setting 

nameplate rating.  Transformer overloads can be increased at lower average ambient 

temperatures and still experience the same loss of life.  This allows seasonal ratings with higher 

normal and emergency ratings.  However, this circuit rating criteria does not call for seasonal 

transformer ratings.  Using Tables 3 and 5 in ANSI/IEEE C57.92-1981, transformers can be 

loaded above 110% and experience no loss of life when the average ambient temperature is 

below 78oF.  By not having seasonal ratings, the four occurrences that contribute to loss of life 

are limited to days when the average ambient temperature exceeds 78oF.  The Power 

Transformer Rating Factors include: 

a. Nameplate rating, normal loss of life for 55oC and 65oC rise transformers with cooling 

equipment operating. 

b. Average ambient temperature, 30oC. 

c. Equivalent load before peak load, 90% of nameplate rating. 

d. Hours of peak load, 8 hour load cycle. 

e.  Acceptable annual loss of life, 1%. 

 

12.2.2  Overhead Conductor 
Overhead conductor ratings are discussed in IEEE Standard 738-1993, IEEE Standard for 

Calculating the Current-Temperature Relationship of Bare Overhead Conductors.  Ampacity 

values are to be determined using the fundamental heat balance equation outlined in the House 

and Tuttle method.  Because of the amount and complexity of the equations, this method lends 

itself to computer application.  The recommended computer programs to be used for this 

calculation either include the BASIC program listed in Annex A of IEEE Standard 738-1993 or an 

equivalent program, such as the DYNMAP program which is part of the EPRI TLWorkstation TM 

software package.  While tables and graphs may be convenient to use, they fail to take into 

account the geographic location of the line and often lack either the desired ambient 

temperature and/or the desired conductor temperature.  The use of tables and graphs is not 

acceptable. 
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12.2.2.1 Conductor Properties 

Some computer programs used to compute ampacity values have a conductor property library 

whereby a user simply specifies the conductor code name and the program will search the 

conductor property file and select the proper input properties.  Those using the BASIC program 

from Annex A of IEEE Standard 738-1993 or another computer program that does not have a 

conductor property library will obtain conductor properties from an appropriate data source 

(Aluminum Electrical Conductor Handbook, EPRI Transmission Line Reference Book 345 kV 

and Above, Westinghouse Transmission and Distribution Book, etc.). 

 

12.2.2.2 Line Geographic Location 

These factors specify the location of the line, its predominant direction and its predominant 

inclination.  These numbers can either be line specific or they can represent a general line within 

the control area.  One ambient temperature shall be agreed upon for tie lines traversing several 

geographic areas and interconnections among different control areas. 

 

12.2.2.3 Radiation Properties 

The two radiative properties of conductor material are solar absorptivity and infrared emissivity. 

 
Solar Absorptivity The fraction of incident solar radiant energy that is absorbed by the 

conductor surface.  This value shall be between 0 and 1.  Recommended 

values are given in the following tables: 

 

       
 

COPPER CONDUCTORS 
 
 

 
ALUMINUM CONDUCTORS 

 
Oxidation Level 

 
Absorptivity 

 
 

 
Service Years 

 
Absorptivity 

 
None 

Light 

Normal 

Heavy 

 
0.23 

0.5 

0.7 

1.0 

 
 

 
0<5 

 5 

 
0.43 

1.00 

 

Source: Glenn A. Davidson, Thomas E. Donoho, George Hakun III, P. W. Hofmann, T. E 

Bethke, Pierre R. H. Landrieu and Robert T. McElhaney, "Thermal Ratings for 
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Bare Overhead Conductors", IEEE Trans., PAS Vol. 88, No.3, pp. 200-05, March 

1969. 

 

  Infrared Emissivity The ratio of infrared radiant energy emitted by the 

conductor surface to the infrared radiant energy emitted by a blackbody at the 

same temperature.  This value shall be between 0 and 1.  Recommended values 

are given in tables below: 

 
 

COPPER CONDUCTORS 
 
 

 
ALUMINUM CONDUCTORS 

 
Oxidation Level 

 
Emissivity 

 
 

 
Service Years 

 
Emissivity 

 
None 

Light 

Normal 

Heavy 

 
0.03 

0.3 

0.5 

0.8 

 
 

 
0 

5-10 

10-20 

 20 

 
0.23 

0.82 

0.88 

0.90 

 

Source: W. S. Rigdon, H. E. House, R. J. Grosh and W. B. Cottingham, "Emissivity of 

Weathered Conductors After Service in Rural and Industrial Environments," AIEE 

Trans., Vol. 82, pp. 891-896, Feb. 1963. 

 
 
   12.2.2.4 Weather Conditions 

Ambient temperature represents the maximum seasonal temperature the line may experience 

for summer and winter conditions.  Appendix A contains a methodology to compute maximum 

ambient temperature.  Wind speed is assumed at 2 ft/sec (1.4 mph) or higher.  Wind direction is 

assumed perpendicular to the conductor. 

 

   12.2.2.5 Maximum  Conductor Temperature 

The selection of a maximum conductor temperature affects both the operation and design of 

transmission lines.  Existing transmission lines were designed to meet some operating standard 

that was in effect at the time the line was built.  That standard specified the maximum conductor 

temperature which maintained acceptable ground clearance while allowing for acceptable loss of 

strength.  Over time, the required amount of ground clearance and the maximum conductor 
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temperature needed to maintain acceptable ground clearance have changed.  The changes are 

reflected in the revisions that have been made to the National Electric Safety Code (NESC) over 

the years.  Although this Criteria specifies a maximum conductor temperature that could be met 

by current line design practices, consideration must be given to existing lines that were built 

according to an earlier standard.  This Circuit Rating Criteria specifies a maximum conductor 

temperature (for both normal and emergency operating conditions) that shall be used for 

seasonal circuit ratings.  For those existing lines that were designed to meet an earlier standard, 

it is the responsibility of the line owner to establish a rating that is consistent with the NESC 

design standards being practiced at the time the line was built.  This Criteria specifies the use of 

maximum conductor temperatures that either maintain acceptable ground clearance 

requirements from earlier NESC's or meet the temperature requirements in section 3.6.2.6, 

whichever is lower.    

 

   12.2.2.6 Determination of Maximum Conductor Temperature 

The maximum conductor temperature for normal ratings may be limited by conductor clearance 

concerns.  Normal ratings are at a level where loss of strength is not a concern.  The maximum 

conductor temperature for emergency ratings have both conductor clearance and loss of 

strength concerns.  By setting a maximum conductor temperature and the length of time a 

conductor may operate at this temperature, the maximum allowable loss of strength over the life 

of the conductor is prescribed.  Unless conductor clearance concerns dictate otherwise, at least 

the following maximum conductor temperatures shall be used.  This allows for the efficient 

utilization of the transmission system while accepting minimal risk of loss of conductor strength 

during emergency operating conditions.  These conductor temperatures are a result of the 

examination of SPP members practices. 
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Maximum Conductor Temperature 

 
 

 
Normal Rating 

 
Emergency Rating 

 
ACSR 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
ACAR 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
Copper 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
Copperweld 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
AAC 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
AAAC 

 
850C 

 
1000C 

 
SSAC 

 
2000C 

 
2000C 

 
Note: Annealing of copper and aluminum begins near 1000C. 

 

 
   12.2.2.7 Hours of Operation at Emergency Rating 

The effect of conductor heating due to operating at the maximum temperature during emergency 

conditions is cumulative.  If a conductor is heated under emergency loading for 4 hours 8 times 

during the year, the total effect is nearly the same as heating the conductor continuously at the 

temperature for 32 hours.  Using a useful conductor life of 30 years, the conductor will have 

been heated to the maximum temperature for 1000 hours.  For an all aluminum conductor 

(AAC), this results in a 7% reduction from initial strength.  Since the steel core of an ACSR 

conductor is essentially unaffected by the temperature range considered for  emergency 

loadings, for an ACSR conductor, this results in a 3% reduction from initial strength.  Both of 

these amounts are acceptable loss of strength.  The daily load cycle for operating at the 

emergency rating shall not exceed 4 hours.  This load cycle duration for conductors operating at 

the emergency rating is more restrictive than power transformers because power transformers 

have a delay in the time required to reach a stable temperature following any change in load 

(caused by a thermal lag in oil rise) and because seasonal ratings shall allow transmission lines 

to achieve a maximum conductor temperature throughout the year, not just days when the 

ambient exceeds 78oF. 
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12.2.3 Underground Cables 

Ampacities are calculated by solving the thermal equivalent of Ohm's Law.  Conceptually, the 

solution is simple, however the careful selection of the values of the components of the circuit is 

necessary to ensure an accurate ampacity calculation.  The recognized standard for almost all 

steady-state ampacity calculations, in the United States, is taken from a publication, "The 

Calculation of the Temperature Rise and Load Capability of Cable Systems," by J.H. Neher and 

M.H. McGrath, 1957, hereafter referred to as the Neher-McGrath method.  The procedure is 

relatively simple to follow and has been verified through testing.  In recent years, some of the 

parameters have been updated, but the method is still the basis of all ampacity calculations. 

 

12.2.3.1 Cable Ampacity 

Cable ampacity is dependent upon the allowable conductor temperature for the particular 

insulation being used.  Conductor temperature is influenced by the following factors: 

• Peak current and load-cycle shape; 

• Conductor size, material and construction; 

• Dielectric loss in the insulation; 

• Current-dependent losses in conductor, shields, sheath and pipe; 

• Thermal resistances of insulation, sheaths and coverings, filling medium, pipe or duct and 

covering, and earth; 

• Thermal capacitances of these components of the thermal circuit; 

• Mutual-heating effects of other cables and other heat sources; and 

• Ambient earth temperatures. 

Both steady-state and emergency ampacities depend upon these factors, although emergency 

ratings have a greater dependency upon the thermal capacitances of each of the thermal circuit 

components. 

 

   12.2.3.2 Conductor Temperature 

The maximum allowable conductor temperature is 85EC for high-pressure fluid-filled (HPFF), 

pipe-type cables and 90EC for crosslinked, extruded-dielectric cables.   
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The table below summarizes allowable conductor temperatures for different insulation materials. 

Two values are given for each cable insulation.  The higher temperature may be used if the 

thermal environment of the cable is well-known along the entire route, or if controlled backfill is 

used, or if fluid circulation is present in an HPFF circuit.  The maximum conductor temperatures 

allowed under steady-state conditions are limited by the thermal aging characteristics of the 

insulation structure of the cable.  For emergency-overload operating conditions, maximum 

conductor temperatures are also limited by the thermal aging characteristics.  The temperature 

is also limited by the melting temperature range of the insulation structure of the cable, its 

deformation characteristic with temperatures, restraints imposed by the metallic shield, 

deformation characteristic of the jacket, and the decrease in ac and impulse strengths with 

increases in temperature. 
 
Insulation Material 

 
Maximum Temperature 

 
 

 
Normal 

 
Emergency 

 
Impregnated paper (AEIC CS2-90 for HPFF 

and HPGF 

 (AEIC CS4-79 for SCLF) 

 
850C 

(750C) 

 
1050C for 100 hr 

1000C for 300 hr 

 
Laminated paper-polypropylene (AEIC 

CS2-90) 

 
850C 

(750C) 

 
1050C for 100 hr 

1000C for 300 hr 
 
Crosslinked polyethylene (AEIC CS7-87) 

 
900C 

(800C) 

 
1300C* 

cumulative for 1500 hr 
 
Ethylene-propylene rubber (AEIC CS6-87) 

 
900C 

(800C) 

 
1300C* 

cumulative for 1500 hr 
 
Electronegative gas/spacer 

 
Consult manufacturer for specific designs 

 
* This limit may need to be reduced to prevent damage due to thermal expansion of the insulation 

 
  
12.2.3.3 Ambient Temperature 

The ambient temperature is measured at the specified burial depth for buried cables and the 

ambient air temperature is used for cables installed above ground.  IEC Standard 287-1982 (2-
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5) recommends that in the absence of national or local temperature data the following should be 

used: 
 
Climate 

 
Ambient Air 

Temperature 0C 

 
Ambient Ground 

Temperature 0C 
 
Tropical 

 
55 

 
40 

 
Sub-tropical 

 
40 

 
30 

 
Temperature 

 
25 

 
20 

The electrical resistance is composed of conductor dc resistance, ac increments due to skin and 

proximity effects, losses due to induced currents in the cable shield and sheath and induced 

magnetic losses in the steel pipe.  Heat generated in the cable system will flow to ambient earth 

and then to the earth surface.  This heat passes through the thermal resistances of the cable 

insulation, cable jacket, duct or pipe space, pipe covering and soil.  Adjacent heat sources, such 

as other cables or steam mains, will provide impedance to the heat flow and thus reduce cable 

ampacity.  Further information concerning the components of the ampacity calculations are 

summarized in Appendix B and fully detailed in the EPRI Underground Transmission Systems 

Reference Book.  An example calculation, from the EPRI book, is also provided in Appendix B. 

 

12.2.4  Switches 

Appendix C contains a discussion on developing ratings for switches.  In general,  switches have 

seasonal ratings that are a function of the maximum ambient temperature.  A switch part class 

designation is used to differentiate loadability curves that give factors which can be multiplied by 

the rated continuous current of the switch to determine temperature adjusted normal and 4 hour 

emergency ratings.  The summer normal and emergency switch ratings can be computed by 

selecting the appropriate loadability factor curve for the switch part class, reading the loadability 

factors that are appropriate for the summer maximum ambient temperature (40oC or the summer 

maximum ambient temperature determined in Appendix A), and multiplying the continuous 

current ratings by the loadability factor.  The switch winter normal and emergency ratings can be 

computed by multiplying the continuous current rating by the normal and emergency loadability 

factors that are appropriate for the winter maximum ambient temperature (0oC or the winter 

maximum ambient temperature determined in Appendix A).  Appendix C contains loadability 

factor curves (both normal and emergency) for various switch part classes.  The ANSI/IEEE 
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standard referenced in Appendix C allows for emergency ratings to be greater than normal 

ratings.  This Criteria does not require the emergency rating to be greater than the normal rating. 

 
  12.2.5 Wave Traps 

Appendix D contains a discussion on developing ratings for wave traps.  The two types of wave 

traps are the older air-core type and the newer epoxy-encapsulated type.  In general, both types 

have a continuous current rating based on a 40oC maximum ambient temperature.  Both types 

have a loadability factor that can be used to determine seasonal ratings that are a function of the 

maximum ambient temperature.  However, the older air-core type has another loadability factor 

that can be used to determine a four-hour emergency rating that is also a function of the 

maximum ambient temperature.  The newer epoxy encapsulated type does not have an 

emergency rating. 

 

  12.2.6 Current Transformers 

Appendix E contains a discussion on developing ratings for current transformers.  The two types 

of current transformers are the separately-mounted type and the bushing type.  In general, both 

types have a continuous current rating based on a 30oC average ambient temperature. 

 

   12.2.6.1 Separately Mounted Current Transformers 

The separately-mounted type has an ambient-adjusted continuous thermal current rating factor 

that can be multiplied by the rated primary current of the current transformer to determine 

seasonal ratings.  Separately-mounted current transformers do not have emergency ratings. 

 

   12.2.6.2 Bushing Current Transformers 

Bushing current transformers are subject to and influenced by the environment of the power 

apparatus in which they are mounted.  Bushing current transformers can be located within circuit 

breakers and power transformers.  Since bushing current transformers are subject to the 

environment within the power apparatus, they do not have ambient adjusted continuous thermal 

current rating factors.  Rather, if the primary current rating of the ratio being used is less than the 

continuous current rating of the breaker or the power transformer, this restricts the breaker or 

power transformer to operate below its rated current which reduces the current transformer 

temperature.  This allows the current transformer to be operated at a continuous thermal rating 

factor greater than 1.0.  Having a bushing current transformer whose primary current rating of 
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the ratio being used is less than the continuous current rating of the breaker or the power 

transformer is an unusual case.  However, the formula to develop the rating factor for this case 

is located in Appendix E.  Although bushing current transformers have some short-term 

emergency overload capability, it must be coordinated with the overall application limitation of 

the other equipment affected by the current transformer loading.  Consequently, this criteria 

does not recognize an emergency rating for bushing current transformers. 

 

  12.2.7 Circuit Breakers 

Appendix F contains a discussion on developing ratings for circuit breakers.  This discussion 

centers on the use of specific circuit breaker design information to set seasonal and emergency 

ratings.  This design information is not readily available to the owners of such equipment.  To 

use the rating methodology discussed in Appendix F would require contacting the manufacturer 

for detailed design information for each circuit breaker being rated.  Rather than doing that, this 

circuit rating criteria specifies that the nameplate rating shall be used for seasonal normal and 

emergency ratings.  The nameplate rating is based on a maximum ambient temperature of 40oC. 

 If a circuit breaker is found to be a limiting element in a circuit and is experiencing loadings that 

limit operations, a member system may pursue the methodology outlined in Appendix F to 

determine the circuit breakers seasonal normal and emergency rating. 

      

12.2.8 Ratings of Series and Reactive Elements 
The series transmission elements rating will be in amps, ohms, and MVA. The series 

transmission elements current (amps) rating will be taken as the minimum rating of all internal 

components (e.g., breakers) that are in series with the interconnected transmission circuit. 

Shunt reactive elements (e.g., capacitors, reactors) MVA ratings will be based on the nominal 

transmission interconnecting voltage. 

 

The documentation of the methodology(ies) used to determine the rating of series and reactive 

elements shall be provided to SPP and/or NERC on request within five business days. 

 

12.2.9 Ratings of Energy Storage Devices 
The available real power rating, reactive power rating, control points, and availability of each 

electrical energy storage device will be provided to SPP upon request. The documentation of the 
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methodology(ies) used to rate electrical energy storage devices shall be provided to SPP and/or 

NERC on request within five business days. 

 

  12.2.10 Circuit Rating Issues 

   12.2.10.1 Dynamic (Real Time) Ratings 

The calculation of static thermal ratings specified in Section 3.6.2 uses worst case thermal and 

operational factors and therefore apply under all conditions.  Often times, these worst case 

thermal and operational factors do not all occur at the same time.  Consequently, a static rating 

may understate the thermal capacity of the circuit.  For operation purposes, some members 

have elected to monitor the factors that affect circuit ratings and use this information to set 

dynamic ratings.  A member can develop and use a rating that exceeds the static thermal rating 

for operating purposes.  The ratings developed by using this criteria are not intended to restrict 

daily operations but set a minimum rating that can be increased when factors for determining the 

equipment rating have changed.  However, if transmission line ratings are changed dynamically, 

the required clearances shall still be met. 

    

   12.2.10.2 Non-Thermal Limitations 

There may be instances when the flow on a transmission circuit is limited by factors other than 

the thermal capacity of its elements.  The limit may be caused by other factors such as 

dynamics, phase angle difference, relay settings or voltage limited. 

      

   12.2.10.3 Tie Lines 

When a tie line exists between two member systems, use of this criteria shall result in a uniform 

circuit rating that is determined on a consistent basis between the two systems.  For tie lines 

between a SPP member and a non-member, the member shall follow this criteria to rate the 

circuit elements owned by them and shall coordinate the rating of the tie line with the non-

member system such that it utilizes the lowest rating between the two systems. 

 

   12.2.10.4 Rating Inconsistencies 

A member may have a contractual interest in a joint ownership transmission line whereby the 

capacity of the line is allocated among the owners.  The allocated capacity may be based upon 

the thermal capacity of the line or other considerations.  Members shall use good faith effort to 

amend their transmission line agreements to reflect the effects of new circuit ratings.  There may 
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exist other transmission agreements or regulatory mandates that use the thermal capacity of 

transmission circuits in allocation of cost and determination of network usage formulas (for 

example, the MW-mile in ERCOT).  These agreements and mandates may specify a 

methodology and/or factors for computing thermal capacity used in the formulas.  Since these 

amounts are only used in assignment of cost or usage responsibility and not in actual operations 

of the transmission system, there is no conflict with using a different set of ratings for this 

specific purpose. 

 

   12.2.10.5 Damaged Equipment 
There may be instances when a derating of a transmission line element is required due to 

damaged equipment.  The limit may be caused by such factors as broken strands, damaged 

connectors, failed cooling fans, or other damage reducing the thermal capability. 

   
  12.2.11 Reporting Requirements 

Each member will administer this Criteria and will make available upon request the application of 

this Criteria for those facilities that impact another member (i.e. force them to curtail schedules 

due to line loadings, denies them access to transmission service or requires them to build new 

transmission facilities or pay opportunity costs to receive transmission service). 
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Uniform Rating of Generating Equipment 

DETERMINATION OF AMBIENT RATING CONDITIONS 
 
1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this appendix is to facilitate the determination standard rating 
conditions for specific generating locations.  Criteria 12.1.5.2 describes rating 
conditions for which these steps apply. 

 
2.0 PROCEDURE FOR INTERPOLATION OF TEMPERATURE DATA 

2.1 Obtain the latitude, longitude, and elevation of the plant site. 
2.2 Determine the location of the nearest weather station from the ASHRAE 

Handbook.  If the station is within 30 miles of the plant site, then the plant 
weather conditions can be assumed the same as this station.  If this is the 
case, then skip Steps 2.3 through 2.5. 

2.3 Determine the location of the three nearest weather stations listed in the 
ASHRAE Handbook which form a triangle around the plant location. 

2.4 Correct the dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures at points A, B, and C 
(weather stations) to the plant’s elevation using the following rules: 
2.4.1 Dry-bulb temperature decreases approximately 1 °F per 200 feet 

increase in elevation. 
2.4.2 Wet-bulb temperature decreases approximately 1 °F per 500 feet 

increase in elevation. 
2.5 Determine the dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures at plant P, by taking 

the weighted mean average between corrected temperatures at points A, 
B, and C, where: 
 
T = (TADPA + TBDPB + TCDPC)/(DPA + DPB + DPC) 
 
and 
 
DPA = ((yP – yA)2 + (xP – xA)2)½ 

DPB = ((yP – yB)2 + (xP – xB)2)½ 

DPC = ((yP – yC)2 + (xP – xC)2)½ 
 
Note that each minute (1/60th of a degree) of latitude (north/south 
direction) is one nautical mile.  Because lines of longitude converge 
toward the poles, nautical miles in the east/west direction may be 
approximated by multiplying the minutes of longitude by the cosine of the 
plant’s angle of latitude.  See the example in Section 4.0. 

 
3.0 DETERMINATION OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 

To determine the standard barometric pressure for the plant elevation, use the 
following formula: 
 
PSB = 29.921 x (1 – 6.8753 x 0.000001 x Elevation) 5.2559 
 

 See the example in Section 4.0. 
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4.0 EXAMPLE 
Given: Plant site is 39°, 15‘ latitude; 94°, 58’ longitude. 
 Elevation is 750 feet. 
 
Find: Generator rating conditions. 
 
1. Determine the three nearest weather stations and temperatures from the 

ASHRAE Handbook. 
 

Station Latitude Longitude Elevation Td Tw 
Kansas City, MO 39°, 07’ 94°, 35’ 791 99 75 
Atchison, KS 39°, 34’ 95°, 07’ 945 96 77 
Topeka, KS 39°, 04’ 95°, 38’ 877 99 75 

 
2. Correct the temperatures to the plant elevation. 

 
 
 
Station 

Elevation
above 
Plant 

Effect
on 
Td 

Effect
on 
Tw 

 
Corrected

Td 

 
Corrected 

Tw 
Kansas City, MO 41 +0.2 +0.1 99.2 75.1 
Atchison, KS 195 +1.0 +0.4 97.0 77.4 
Topeka, KS 127 +0.6 +0.3 99.6 75.3 

 
3. Using 39°, 00’; 94°, 00’ as the origin determine the relative location of each 

point A, B, and C from the plant P.  To obtain the east-west dimensions, 
multiply the longitude minutes from 94°, 00’ by the cosine of plant latitude;  
cos (39.25) = 0.7744.  Doing so, the following coordinates are obtained: 

 
Station North West Point
Plant 15 44.9 P 
Kansas City, MO 07 27.1 A 
Atchison, KS 34 51.9 B 
Topeka, KS 04 75.9 C 

 
4. Calculate the distance between P and points A, B, and C, and then 

temperatures at P. 
 
DPA = ((yP – yA)2 + (xP – xA)2)½ = 19.5 
DPB = ((yP – yB)2 + (xP – xB)2)½ = 20.2 
DPC = ((yP – yC)2 + (xP – xC)2)½ = 32.9 
 
so, 
Td = (TdADPA + TdBDPB + TdCDPC)/(DPA + DPB + DPC) = 99°F 
Tw = (TwADPA + TwBDPB + TwCDPC)/(DPA + DPB + DPC) = 76°F 

 
5. The standard barometric pressure for the site is: 

 
PSB = 29.921 x (1 – 6.8753 x 0.000001 x Elevation) 5.2559 = 29.12 inches Hg 
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Background 

Tariff Modifications 

At its October 4, 2004 meeting, the RTWG concluded work on three recommended Tariff modifications:  
revision of Attachment P to the Tariff, revision of Attachment J to the Tariff and revision of Tariff Section 
10, Liability.   

Analysis 

Revision of Tariff Section 10, Liability 

The black out event of August 14, 2003 has focused the attention of the industry more acutely on the 
issue of the liability associated with the provision of and taking of transmission services.  In the course of 
its recent discussions, the RTWG had determined that substantial clarification of the liability undertaken 
by parties providing and taking Tariff services should be made.  The RTWG proposes modification of 
Section 10 to add three new subsections and make two minor modifications in two existing sections.  
These modifications to Section 10 were unanimously supported by vote of the RTWG members at the 
October 4, 2004 meeting. 

Revision of Attachment P 

The Business Practices Working Group (BPWG) developed and approved a proposed business practice 
that provided for limitation of the number of transmission service requests for non-firm hourly service for 
next day transmission that may be submitted by each transmission customer over a given DC tie, during 
the period between 11:55 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. CPT each day.  Requests for next day non-firm service 
over these DC tie facilities had been so numerous as to cause difficulty in properly administering available 
capacity. 

When the BPWG brought this proposed business practice to the RTWG for review of its consistency with 
the SPP OATT, the RTWG concluded that this change in practice ought to be reflected in the OATT, 
rather than in a business practice.  Addition of footnote 7 to Attachment P of the Tariff provides for this 
change in practice.  This revision to Attachment P was unanimously supported by vote of the RTWG 
members at the October 4, 2004 meeting. 

Revision of Attachment J, Recovery of Costs Associated With New Facilities 

Tariff Attachment J currently provides that Transmission Customer(s) requesting transmission service that 
requires Network Upgrades shall pay the costs associated with such Network Upgrades under allowable 
FERC policy if constructed during a specified Transition Period, and if constructed after such Transition 
Period, shall be rolled in with all other transmission facilities.  That Transition Period shall end February 1, 
2005.  In order to provide time for development of the cost allocation plan required by the Commission’s 
order in SPP’s RTO proceeding, the RTWG believes that some extension of time deferring such roll-in 
treatment of required Network Upgrades is appropriate.  At the time the Transition Period was 
established, FERC policy required a transition from license plate to postage stamp ratemaking by ISOs 
and RTOs within five to ten years.  The roll-in of facilities into the license plate rate was considered by 
SPP to be an incremental step in this process.  FERC’s policy with regard to this pricing process was 
developed within its then-held view about funding of transmission expansions.  Since that time, FERC’s 
position has changed.  Additionally, retail access was then expected to be implemented in Arkansas, 
Oklahoma and Texas in the immediate future.  Although the RTWG analyzed several alternative 
modifications to Attachment J, it concluded that a simple one-year extension of the current treatment of 
upgrade cost assignment and a one-year deferral of roll-in treatment should provide adequate time to 



 

conclude and implement a generally applicable cost allocation plan.  These modifications to Attachment J 
were supported by vote of the RTWG members at the October 4, 2004 meeting.  The OMPA 
representative registered the only opposing vote, stating that the commitment to this change in Network 
Upgrade cost treatment was made five years ago and should not be altered now and expressed concern 
that this proposed Tariff change relieved the pressure to develop the required new cost allocation 
procedures in a timely manner.  At its September 8, 2004 teleconference, the Regional State Committee 
reviewed the proposed Tariff change and stated that in view of the on-going discussion of transmission 
funding, the RSC agreed that this extension is appropriate. 

Recommendation 
The RTWG recommends that the MOPC approve the following items: 

1. The proposed modifications to Tariff Section 10. 

2. The proposed modifications to Attachment P to the SPP OATT. 

3. The proposed modifications to Attachment J to the SPP OATT. 

Approved: Regional Tariff Working Group            October 4, 2004 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee      October 13-14, 2004 
 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation of the MOPC 

Attachments: 

 Revised Tariff Section 10 
Revised Attachment P 

 Revised Attachment J 
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10 Force Majeure and Indemnification 

10.1 Force Majeure:  An event of Force Majeure means any act of God, labor 

disturbance, act of the public enemy, war, insurrection, riot, fire, storm or 

flood, explosion, breakage or accident to machinery or equipment, any 

Curtailment, order, regulation or restriction imposed by governmental military 

or lawfully established civilian authorities, or any other cause beyond a Party's 

control.  A [Party’s] Force Majeure event does not include an act of 

negligence or intentional wrongdoing [by that Party].  Neither the 

Transmission Provider, the Transmission Owner(s), nor the Transmission 

Customer will be considered in default as to any obligation under this Tariff if 

prevented from fulfilling the obligation due to an event of Force Majeure.  

However, a Party whose performance under this Tariff is hindered by an event 

of Force Majeure shall make all reasonable efforts to perform its obligations 

under this Tariff. 

10.2 [Liability:  The Transmission Provider shall not be liable for money 

damages or other compensation to any Transmission Customer or Users 

for actions or omissions by the Transmission Provider or Transmission 

Owner in performing its obligations under this Tariff or any Service 

Agreement thereunder, except to the extent such act or omission by the 

Transmission Provider is found to result from its gross negligence or 

intentional wrongdoing.  A Transmission Owner shall not be liable for 

money damages or other compensation to any Transmission Customer or 

Users for actions or omissions by such Transmission Owner or 
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Transmission Provider in performing its obligations under this Tariff or 

any Service Agreement thereunder, except to the extent such act or 

omission by such Transmission Owner is found to result from its gross 

negligence or intentional wrongdoing.  To the extent the Transmission 

Customer or Users have claims against the Transmission Provider or a 

Transmission Owner, such claims in total may not exceed the value of the 

assets of the Transmission Provider or such Transmission Owner’s 

electric transmission assets transferred to the functional control of the 

Transmission Provider (as the case may be) for the enforcement of such 

claims and may not seek to enforce any claims against the directors, 

members, shareholders, officers, employees or agents of the Transmission 

Provider or a Transmission Owner or Affiliate of either solely by reason 

of their status as directors, members, shareholders, officers, employees or 

agents of the Transmission Provider or a Transmission Owner or 

Affiliate of either.  In no event shall the Transmission Provider, a 

Transmission Owner or any Transmission Customer be liable for any 

incidental, consequential, punitive, special, exemplary or indirect 

damages, loss of revenues or profits, arising out of, or connected in any 

way with the performance or non-performance under this Tariff or any 

Service Agreement thereunder.   

10.3 10.3] Indemnification:  The Transmission Customer shall at all times 

indemnify, defend, and save the Transmission Provider and Transmission 

Owner(s) harmless from, any and all damages, losses, claims, including 
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claims and actions relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to 

property, demands, suits, recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorney 

fees, and all other obligations by or to third parties, arising out of or resulting 

from the Transmission Provider's or Transmission Owner’s(s’) performance 

of obligations under this Tariff on behalf of the Transmission Customer, 

except in cases of [gross] negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the 

Transmission Provider or a Transmission Owner.   If the Transmission 

Provider engages in [gross] negligence or intentional wrongdoing, but the 

Transmission Owner(s) does (do) not, that will not affect the indemnification 

of the Transmission Owner(s) under this Section {10.2 and vice-versa.} [10.3 

and vice-versa.  

10.4 Further Limitation of Liability:  Neither the Transmission Owner nor 

the Transmission Provider shall be liable for damages arising out of 

services provided under this Tariff including, but not limited to any act 

or omission that results in an interruption, deficiency or imperfection of 

service, occurring as a result of conditions or circumstances beyond the 

control of the Transmission Owner or Transmission Provider, as 

applicable, or resulting from electric system design common to the 

domestic electric utility industry or electric system operation practices or 

conditions common to domestic electric utility industry.  Transmission 

Owners shall not be liable for acts or omissions done in compliance or 

good faith attempts to comply with directives of Transmission Provider. 
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10.5 Transmission Provider Recovery:  To the extent that the 

Transmission Provider is required to pay any money damages or 

compensation or pay amounts due to its indemnification of any other 

party, the Transmission Provider shall be allowed to recover any such 

amounts (subject to crediting all amounts recovered by Transmission 

Provider through insurance or through any indemnification it receives) 

under Schedule 1 of this Tariff as part of the Administrative Charges, 

provided that the cap in Schedule 1, Section 1 shall not apply to or 

prohibit the recovery of these amounts.]  

 
 



 

  

 

ATTACHMENT P 

  

 
 

 

 Transmission 

 Service Type 

 
 

 

 Term 

 
Transmission Requests 2/ 

 

     No                                    No 

   Later                              Earlier 

   Than                               Than 

 
 

 SPP 

 Response to 

 Application 

 
Determine                             System   

Capacity                               Impact 

Available                or            Study  

(From Date of Customer 

Commitment) 

 
 

 

 Customer 

 Response 1/ 

 

            Energy Scheduling 2/ 

                                       Changes  

       No                               No 

     Later                           Later 

     Than                            Than 

 

Long Term 

Firm 

 

1 Year or More 

 

60 Days Prior 

 

 

 

15 days 

 

30 days 

 

60 days 

 

15 days 

 

1200 day prior 

 

20 mins prior 

to hour 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

 More than  

1 month (monthly) 

 

 31 days 

 prior 

 

 120 days 

 prior 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 30 days 

 

 60 days 

 

 4 days 

 

 1200 day 

 prior 

 

 20 mins prior 

 to hour 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

 1 mo (monthly) 

 

 8 days 

 prior 

 

 90 days 

 prior 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 30 days 

 

 60 days 

 

 4 days 

 

 1200 day 

 prior 

 

 20 mins prior 

 to hour 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

 More than 1 wk up 

to 1 month 

(weekly) 

 

 8 days 

 prior 

 

 60 days 

 prior 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 30 days 

 

 60 days 

 

 48 hrs 

 

 1200 day 

 prior 

 

 20 mins prior 

 to hour 



 

  

 
 
 

 

 Transmission 

 Service Type 

 
 

 

 Term 

 
Transmission Requests 2/ 

 

     No                                    No 

   Later                              Earlier 

   Than                               Than 

 
 

 SPP 

 Response to 

 Application 

 
Determine                             System   

Capacity                               Impact 

Available                or            Study  

(From Date of Customer 

Commitment) 

 
 

 

 Customer 

 Response 1/ 

 

               Energy Scheduling 2/ 

                                       Changes  

       No                               No 

     Later                           Later 

     Than                            Than 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

 1 wk 

 (weekly) 

 

 2 days 

 prior 

 

 30 days 

 prior 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 30 days 

 

 60 days 

 

 48 hrs 

 

 1200 day 

 prior 

 

 20 mins prior 

 to hour 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

More  than 1 day 

up to 1 wk (daily) 

 

 2 days 

 prior 

 

 14 days 

 prior 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 30 days 

 

 60 days 

 

 24 hrs 

 

 1200 day 

 prior 

 

 20 mins prior 

 to hour 

 

queued > 24 hrs to 

start: 30 days 

 

queued > 24 hrs 

to start: 24 hrs 

 

 Short-Term 

 Firm 

 

1 Day 

(daily) 

 

1000 day 

prior 

 

3 days prior 4/
 
 

 

24 hrs 

 

queued < 24 hrs to 

start: best effort 

 

60 days 

 

queued < 24 hrs 

to start: 2 hrs 

 

1200 day prior 

 

20 mins prior to 

hour 

 

 Non-Firm 

 

1 month or greater 

(monthly) 

 

3 days  

prior 

 

60 days 

prior 

 

N/A 

 

2 days 

 

N/A 

 

24 hrs 

 

1500 day 

prior 

 

20 mins  

prior to hour 



 

  

 
 
 

 

 Transmission 

 Service Type 

 
 

 

 Term 

 
Transmission Requests 2/ 

 

     No                                    No 

   Later                              Earlier 

   Than                               Than 

 
 

 SPP 

 Response to 

 Application 

 
Determine                             System   

Capacity                               Impact 

Available                or            Study  

(From Date of Customer 

Commitment) 

 
 

 

 Customer 

 Response 1/ 

 

              Energy Scheduling 2/ 

                                       Changes  

       No                               No 

     Later                           Later 

     Than                            Than 

 

 Non-Firm 

 

1 wk up to 1 mo 

(weekly) 

 

2 days 

prior 

 

14 days 

prior 

 

N/A 

 

4 hrs 

 

N/A 

 

24 hrs 

 

1500 day 

prior 

 

20 mins 

prior to hour 

 

 Non-Firm 

 

1 day up to  

1 wk (daily) 

 

1200 day 

prior 

 

2 days 

prior 4/ 

 

N/A 

 

30 mins 

 

N/A 

 

2 hrs 

 

1500 day 

prior 

 

20 mins 

prior to hour 

 

Queued > 1 hr 

prior to start: 

30 mins 

 

Queued day 

prior: 30 mins 

 

 Non-Firm 

 

1 hour up to  

1 day (hourly) 

 

30 Mins prior  

 

1200 day 

prior 

 

N/A 

 

Queued < 1 hr 

prior to start: 

best effort 

 

N/A 

 

Queued current 

day: 5 min /5 

 

20 mins 

prior to hour 

 

 

20 mins 

prior to hour 



 

  

 
 

 

 Transmission 

 Service Type 

 
 

 

 Term 

 
Transmission Requests 2/ 

 

     No                                    No 

   Later                              Earlier 

   Than                               Than 

 
 

 SPP 

 Response to 

 Application 

 
Determine                             System   

Capacity                               Impact 

Available                or            Study  

(From Date of Customer 

Commitment) 

 
 

 

 Customer 

 Response 1/ 

 

              Energy Scheduling 2/ 

                                       Changes  

       No                               No 

     Later                           Later 

     Than                            Than 

 

 Next-Hour Market 

 

next-hour 

(hourly) 

 

20 mins prior3/ 

 

1 hour 

prior3/ 

 

N/A 

 

Best effort 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 3/ 

 

20 mins prior to 

hour3/ 

 

20 mins prior to 

hour3/ 

 

1/ For transactions not covered by an umbrella service agreement, the customer response must be execution of a service agreement or a request that an unexecuted service agreement be filed with the Commission pursuant to Section 15.3 of the 

Tariff.  For transactions under an umbrella service agreement, the above times are the deadlines by which time the customer must notify The Transmission Provider of its acceptance of the offer to provide transmission. 

2/ The Transmission Provider, in its discretion exercised on a non-discriminatory basis, may waive any of these requirements. 

3/ All Next-Hour Market requests are submitted on schedule request and are deemed to be pre-confirmed. 

4/ Excluding Sundays and NERC Holidays. 

5/ Or 2300 of previous day if for first hour of day. 

6/ Non-firm schedules will be accepted after 1500 day prior if there are no new reliability risks identified since the reservation was accepted.  This includes but is not limited to NERC TLR in effect  

7/ With regard to non-firm hourly for next day transmission involving the DC ties under the SPP OATT, the following rule applies to limit abuse of SPP’s scheduling process:  If more than ten (10) requests are 

submitted by the same Transmission Customer or group of affiliated Transmission Customers per DC tie, per direction between 11:55:00 a.m. and 12:05:00 p.m. CPT, then all such requests shall be considered 

invalid. 
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ATTACHMENT J 

 

 

 Recovery Of Costs Associated With New Facilities 

 

 

1. Direct Assignment Facilities 

 

Where a System Impact and/or Facilities Study indicates the need to construct Direct 

Assignment Facilities to accommodate a request for Transmission Service, the Transmission 

Customer shall be charged the full cost of such Direct Assignment Facilities.  Such costs shall be 

specified in a Service Agreement.   

 

2. Network Upgrades 

 

a. The costs of completed Network Upgrades shall be handled as follows: 

i.  During the Transition Period:Prior to February 1, 2006:  

The Transmission Customer(s) requesting Transmission Service which requires Network 

Upgrades shall pay the costs associated with those Network Upgrades to the extent consistent 

with Commission policy.  Such costs shall be specified in a Service Agreement to be filed with 

the Commission. 

ii.  After the Transition Period:Beginning February 1, 2006:   

All Network Upgrades constructed for service under this Tariff shall be rolled-in with all 

other transmission facilities.  There shall be no direct assignment of Network Upgrade costs to 

Transmission Customers.  However, the Transmission Provider shall not allow the construction 

and roll-in of a Network Upgrade when the Transmission Provider finds more economic or 

efficient alternatives.  This roll-in of Network Upgrade costs shall not include the portion of any 

such Network Upgrades paid for during the Transition Periodprior to February 1, 2006 through 

direct assignment to Transmission Customer(s). 
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b. The costs of Network Upgrades that are not completed shall be handled as 

follows: 

 

If a proposed Network Upgrades was included in a Transmission Provider-approved 

Transmission Plan, required by the Transmission Provider, or otherwise accepted or 

approved by the Transmission Provider, the Transmission Owner(s) that incurred the 

costs shall be reimbursed for those costs by the Transmission Provider.  These costs shall 

include, but are not limited to: the costs associated with attempting to obtain all necessary 

approvals for the project and studies and any construction costs.  The Transmission 

Provider shall develop a mechanism to recover those costs which will be filed with the 

Commission on a case by case basis. 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors/Members Committee 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Generation Working Group (GWG): 

Andrew Lachowsky, AECC 
Steve Massey, Westar 
Lori Nutt, OMPA 
Mike Sheriff 

David Lemmons/Steve Jones, Xcel Energy 
Von Maynard, Calpine 
Brock Ondayko, AEP 
Mitch Williams (Chair), WFEC 
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions on this topic: 

Michael Milligan, NREL Wayne Walker, Zilkha 
 

Background 
At their July 14 meeting, the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) approved changes to 
Criteria 12.1, namely additional language for calculation of net capability for wind plants.  Subsequently, 
at their July 27 meeting, the Board of Directors did not accept those changes.  Further, the Board tasked 
the GWG to produce a detailed report on the GWG’s efforts to develop said methodology.   Specifically, 
the Board requested: 

• to know who participated in the effort, 

• an explanation of the methodology, 

• a comparison with run-of-the-river hydro generation, 

• and a comparison with the methodology of other regions. 

Analysis 
The GWG reviewed previous meeting minutes and presentations to the MOPC in order to produce a 
white paper on the GWG’s efforts to develop a wind plant net capability calculation methodology. 

Recommendation 
The GWG recommends that the MOPC approves the resolution that: 

 “The Market and Operations Policy Committee concurs that the Generation Working Group’s 
Wind Power Accreditation White Paper accurately documents the procedures, participants and 
methodology used by the Group to arrive at the SPP Criteria recommendations made to the 
Committee.” 

Approved: Generation Working Group September 27, 2004 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee October 13-14, 2004 
 
Action Requested: Approve resolution. 
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Background 
The Generation Working Group (GWG) was assigned the task of determining how much 

capacity credit a wind turbine should receive for serving load in determining an entity’s planning 

capacity margin, as well as for load flow model building purposes.  This paper will discuss how 

this was done.  It will cover: 

 

• Participants 

• Criteria 

• Methodology 

• Run-of-river Hydro Comparison 

• Other Pool Ratings  

 

Participants 
The GWG received input from a broad group of participants.  Team members represented 

American Electric Power, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation, Calpine Energy Service, 

Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, Oklahoma Gas and Electric, Southwest Power Pool 

(SPP) Staff members, Westar Energy, Western Farmers, and Xcel Energy.  Additionally, to help 

develop the methodology, guests actively participated in many of the meetings, including those 

from Chermac Energy Corporation, National Renewal Energy Laboratory, Sleeping Bear LLC, 

Wind Coalition and Zilkha Renewal Energy. 

Participants at the GWG meeting reviewed other capacity credits for other entities and 

evaluated pros and cons of numerous criteria and methodologies for possible inclusion.  All 

participants actively provided insight and input. 
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Criteria 
Early in the process, the GWG discussed some criteria to follow: 

• The capacity credit rating for wind should be comparable to the methodology of 
assigning capacity ratings to thermal units during peak load periods.  It should 
neither favor nor be an obstacle for wind. 

• It should be simple so that any party could do the calculation and know the value. 
• The value would provide dependable capacity for long term planning capacity 

margin values.  The capacity value would be for long term planning margin 
calculation, and not operational uses. 

• Reliability of the grid would need to be a major factor when evaluating any unit 
for capacity.   

 

Methodology 
NERC’s Compliance Templates for the NERC Planning Standards, page II-20 states 

“Generating capability to meet projected system demands and provide the required amount of 

generation capacity margins is necessary to ensure service reliability.  This generating capability 

must be accounted for in a uniform manner that ensures the use of realistically attainable values 

when planning and operating the systems or scheduling equipment maintenance.”   

The reliability and dependability of the wind generator equipment was not a question.  

The wind capacity question relates to the intermittent and unpredictable nature of wind for long 

range planning purposes.  The largest challenge is estimating what the wind speed will be for 

long range planning capacity.   

 In rating other thermal units, one has a predictable and reliable fuel source.  Wind speed 

is intermittent and unpredictable in nature, especially when one looks over the long term 

planning horizon as is required to determine planning capacity margin.  Additionally, it varies 

greatly from geographic location to location, and varies in speed at different elevations.  All 

these factors contribute to what degree reliable capacity from wind can be included. 

 Wind speed in the SPP has a negative correlation with respect to load.  When SPP loads 

are at their highest, winds are typically at a minimum.  The GWG was concerned that if a single 

value from historic wind production was used it would not fairly represent wind.  Additionally, 

thermal units are represented by the rating at the exact peak load hour. 
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SPP existing criteria for rating of a generator (SPP Criteria 12.1.4 Rating and Testing 

Conditions) states:  “Summer Capability Tests are to be conducted at an ambient temperature 

within 10 degrees Fahrenheit of Rating dry-bulb temperature.”  

The source of temperatures are defined in SPP Criteria 12.1.5.2 Seasonality, Paragraph d, 

which states:  “The Rating dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures shall be obtained from weather 

data provided in the most recently published American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and 

Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Fundamentals Handbook.”  Hence, rating a thermal unit 

can be done over multiple hours.  Therefore, rating wind can be done over a select multiple of 

hours for a month.  This would treat wind in a fair and consistent manner as other thermal units 

are rated. 

The GWG was advised that the financial institutions wanted a minimum of five years of 

wind speed at a site near the proposed site and one year of wind speeds at the proposed site, 

which would then be converted into estimated energy production using the manufacturer’s 

proprietary formula.  This was needed for the financial institutions to lend funds on the potential 

venture.  Therefore, it was determined to initially use a minimum of five years of data for 

evaluation of the capacity of wind. 

 The GWG reviewed the multiple hour concepts as used by the Mid-Continent Area 

Power Pool (MAPP) and recommended by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 

in the Effective Load-Carrying Capability (ELCC) methodology. 

 MAPP’s methodology of multiple hours is a set time frame which should usually span 

their peak load.  The hours picked are set and are not tied to load.  We found no documentation 

as to how this was developed. 

The ELCC methodology utilizes the hourly wind production Loss of Load Expectation 

(LOLE) model.  An initial simulation of LOLE is done with wind and then another simulation is 

done using the addition of a new gas turbine, without any forced outage factors.  Reiterative 

simulations are done with changing gas turbine capacity, to determine what size new gas turbine 

provides the same LOLE as the proposed wind source provided.  The new size of gas turbine that 

represents the same LOLE as the wind simulation is the value for the ELCC or capacity credit 

for wind.  This methodology is guaranteed to cover their peak load.  The GWG’s major concerns 

with respect to the ELCC was that LOLE  simulations require operating sophisticated and time 
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consuming software that developers typically do not have.  It was felt if the GWG could simplify 

the approach, it would be better for all parties. 

In reviewing NREL work on ELCC it was determined that one would not need all the 

hours for the year, but that if one used the top 10% of the hours it would be a close 

approximation.  This is documented in Figure 1 below.  This figure was taken from Modeling 

Utility-Scale Wind Power Plants, Part 2: Capacity Credit.1   

The load method calculates the capacity factor (defined as the ratio of the average output 

to the total output) for the hours during the utility system peak.  

The Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) method also calculates the capacity factor, but uses 

hours in which the risk of not meeting the load is highest.  These values are calculated as 

discussed above.  

The weighted method used the same hours as method two.  This final method uses 

normalized LOLP values as weights for the average capacity factor.  This allows the method to 

recognize those hours in which LOLP is more severe and weight them accordingly.  The capacity 

factors are then calculated in the same way as those in the other approaches. 

                                                 
1 Modeling Utility-Scale Wind Power Plants, Part 2: Capacity Credit by Michael R. Milligan, 

March 2002 • NREL/TP-500-29701 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
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 From Figure 1, all three methods appear to converge around the 10% of the load hours. 

  

Figure 1 

 
  

The GWG discussed using the single annual peak load hour and the wind capacity 

associated with that hour over multiple years.  This value would represent the rated capacity for 

wind.  This is similar to the methods utilities use to determine billing units for system loads.  The 

GWG felt the single hour approach was too restrictive, and could vary wildly depending on the 

weather during the peak hour. 

The GWG then looked at multiple daily time blocks for each month.  A concern about 

this approach was that it was not closely tied with load. It was discussed that in the summer peak 

hour the wind would be blowing less and using multiple hours would incorporate higher wind 

speed in hours before and/or after peak, or maybe even a storm in one part of the month, thereby 

raising the capacity value to something higher than could really be expected at the peak hour. 

Summer loads in the SPP are closely correlated with temperature.  This is the reason that 

thermal units must be rated at high temperature, per SPP Criteria 12.1.5.2.  The Criteria states 

“The dry-bulb temperature for summer rating of equipment shall be taken as that which is 

equaled or exceeded 1% of the total hours during the months of June through September for the 

plant’s geographical location.”  This restriction means that thermal units must be rated when 

temperature is above 90° F, for a typical unit in the SPP.  If the criteria did not stipulate a 
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temperature restriction, an entity could rate its GT, say at night, when temperatures were cooler 

and it would give the GT a higher capacity rating than what could be obtained at a higher 

temperature when peak load occurs. 

Temperature restrictions are tied to thermal units making its rating consistent with peak 

load periods.  This was done to ensure the capacity value would be accurate in similar weather 

conditions when the peak load occurred.  The wind capacity should be tied to the anticipated 

peak conditions. Additionally, since temperature restrictions on rating of thermal units ties their 

anticipated capacity to peak load temperature conditions the GWG decided a similar approach 

should be taken with wind.  Using the top 10% of the load hours would represent this.  

Additionally, after reviewing NREL information as presented above, the top 10% of load hours 

provided a favorable representation. 

The GWG then determined to use a minimum of five years, increasing up to ten years of 

wind data, as actual unit data became available, from top 10% of the host control area load hours 

in each month in calculating a monthly capacity credit.  This would provide one with 336 to 744 

data points.  Wind could receive a different capacity credit for each month, in a similar manner 

as thermal units can receive a different capacity credit for summer and winter.  The multiple year 

approach would also normalize the wind over a long horizon.  This would treat the wind in an 

equitable manner to evaluating other units with respect to when capacity can be determined. 

The GWG considered using the average wind capacity from across the top 10% of the 

load hours for the month.  However, the average could give you a value that could be larger or 

smaller than the median.  Assuming the average gives you a value that would be achieved half of 

the time, implying 50% of the time the actual wind capacity would be less then planned wind 

capacity.  A proposal of using one half of average wind capacity from the wind across the top 

10% of the monthly load hours was recommended to the Markets and Operations Policy 

Committee (MOPC).  Along with this proposal was a minority recommendation of using a lower 

value of wind capacity. 

After reviewing the proposal of using one half of the average for the top 10% monthly 

load hours, the proposal was rejected by the MOPC.  The MOPC said it was not comfortable 

with the high value.  They directed the GWG to do the following: 
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• Provide additional justification for the capacity value, or present a method that results in 
lower value. 

• Compare to other regions:  ERCOT, WECC(California). 
• Provide data from existing sites with at least a year of data:  Gray County and White 

Deer. 
• Determine if a maximum value is needed to prevent control areas from exceeding their 

operating reserve.   
 

For capacity credit, the GWG returned to its concept that it had previously discussed.  

This was the prior minority recommendation of using a gas turbine (GT) as a proxy.  The GWG 

realized a GT is not 100% reliable and if a 100% reliability criterion was applied to wind, it 

would not adequately value wind’s capacity.  When reviewing NERC GADS data for a GT for 

reliability and considering factors such as actual start, attempted starts, and forced outage, it was 

determined the reliability of the worst performing group of GTs was in the 85-90% range.  For 

purposes of simplification, this was rounded off to 85%.  The concept is to have a value for wind 

capacity credit wherein the capacity credit holder could expect that value or higher to be there 

85% or more of the time, similar to a GT.  

To determine the wind capacity credit after one has the control area load and hourly wind 

production, one takes the top 10% of the load hours for the respective month and the 

corresponding wind production associated with that hour.  One then finds the value that states 

that 85% of the time that capacity value or higher was present in the top 10% of the hours in the 

last five years.  This value can easily be found by using the “PERCENTILE” function in 

Microsoft Excel by looking for the 0.15 value.  This returns a value for capacity that can be 

expected 85% or more of the time for the month.  This is done for each month and one can 

determine a different capacity value for each month.  The monthly capacity value to be used in 

determining an entity’s planning capacity margin should correspond to the same month for 

which the peak load exists and for the control areas which are being served. 

By using this procedure, it is possible to obtain a dependable capacity value for wind that 

provides reliable service to customers, while neither promoting nor being an obstacle to wind.  In 

other words, it is treating wind on a fair basis when compared to other thermal units. 

Using the data the GWG had available from several wind sites and the application of the 

above recommended criteria, the following wind sites would have the listed associated capacity 
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credit for the peak load month.  It should be noted at this time some sites, as well as SPP, do not 

have the full five years of actual data; therefore, the values are based upon the years of data 

provided.  The percentage is related to nameplate capacity. 

 

Blue Canyon – 5.5 MW (7.4%) (2 years data) 

Gray County – 4.1 MW (3.7%) (1 year data) 

White Deer – 7 MW (8.8%) (2 Years) 

Woodward – 2 MW (4%) (1 year) (Both OG&E and OMPA expect similar amounts) 

 

Run-of-River Hydro Comparison 
Each run-of-river hydroelectric power plant will be unique; however, there are 

characteristics that make the pattern of electricity production from run-of-river plants distinctly 

different from the pattern of production from wind plants.   

For many run-of-river plants, the rivers on which they are located are not naturally 

flowing streams.  As with the lower Arkansas River, upstream reservoirs exist from which 

electricity is generated.  Hydro plants on reservoirs in the SPP area are generally used as peaking 

resources, meaning that releases of water for hydro production occur when the load is highest.  

For such plants, while total annual energy may be highly dependent on annual rainfall, energy 

generation for a particular day would not be highly dependent on recent rainfall.  The same may 

be said of the run-of-river plants downstream from the reservoirs.  Wind generation, in contrast, 

is totally dependent on current wind conditions. 

River flows generally remain at fairly constant levels for at least a multi-hour period, 

even with releases from upstream reservoirs.  This means that the generation from run-of-river 

hydro, dependent on the river flow, is also fairly constant.  Wind generation, in contrast, can vary 

from moment to moment. 
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Other Entity Ratings 
 Several other entities have guidelines on how to determine capacity credit for wind.  It 

must be remembered that different areas have different wind patterns and correlation to loads. 

 PJM has a small amount of wind.  It uses average wind generation during peak hours, 

1500-1800, June, July, and August.  The capacity credit associated with the location and 

methodology is about 20%.  PJM issues credit for wind but the GWG could find no 

documentation on the methodology to issue that credit.  When the GWG reviewed this option, it 

was concerned about the difference in wind patterns over the broad spectrum of hours included 

in PJM’s methodology.  It was concerned that this would overstate the wind capacity during the 

peak; hence, the GWG determined that a more reliable value would be determined by using 

monthly capacity credits as opposed to seasonal.  Seasonal credit could easily overstate the 

dependable capacity that would be present during the peak hour in a planning capacity model.  

Therefore, for increased dependability, a monthly capacity credit was adopted. 

 MAPP is similar to PJM; however, MAPP uses an average of a 4-hour window for each 

day; typical results are 13-30% of nameplate.  Again, no documentation on the methodology to 

issue that credit was found.  The GWG reached similar conclusions on the MAPP methodology 

as it did for PJM. 

 ERCOT has a large amount of wind and in Spring 2004 decided to use 10% of nameplate 

in their reserve margin equation.  Again, no documentation on the methodology to issue that 

credit was found.   

WECC has no standard.  The California Energy Commission in December 2003 stated 

“wind has no dependable capacity.”  However, the California Public Utility Commission in July 

2004, utilizing the ELCC methodology, determined that three specific sites had an average 

capacity of 24% of nameplate rating.  The three sites are all located in mountain passes and have 

had wind turbines operating at their locations since 1984 and 1985.  This provided 19 to 20 years 

of actual data.  Additionally, at all three sites, new turbines have been added in the 1997 to 1999 

time frame.  This methodology is similar to the methodology ultimately adopted by the GWG, as 

they both rely on site specific data.  However ,the GWG methodology specifies monthly data as 

opposed to an annual average, consequently, the value would be more reliable and treated in a 
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similar manner to that of thermal units.  The GWG methodology uses top 10% of load hours 

which Figure 1 shows is an approximation for the ELCC methodology. 
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Appendix A – July 15, 2004, GWG Report to the MOPC



1

1

Generation 
Working Group

Criteria 12.1
Rating of Generating 

Equipment

2

Criteria 12.1 -
Rating of Generating Equipment

Net capability not referenced to 
NERC definition
Seasonal definitions do not 
match other SPP processes
Wind Plant net capability not 
addressed

3

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g. - Wind Plants
OPC Direction

GWG presented an option at the April 
OPC meeting; it did not pass.
OPC direction was:

♦ Provide additional justification for 
the capacity value, or present a 
method that results in lower value.

♦ Compare to other regions:  
ERCOT, WSCC(California).

4

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g. Wind Plants –
OPC Direction

♦ Provide data from existing sites 
with at least a year of data:  Gray 
County and Whitedeer.

♦ Determine if a maximum value is 
needed to prevent control areas 
from exceeding their operating 
reserve.  

♦ Get input from ORWG.

5

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g GWG 
SPP Staff updated their survey of 
other regions
♦ PJM – Has a small amount of wind, uses average wind 

generation during peak hours, 1500-1800, June, July, 
Aug, about 20% of nameplate.

♦ ERCOT – Has a Large amount of wind - Uses 10% of 
nameplate in their reserve margin equation. 

♦ MAPP – Similar to PJM, average of 4-hour window for 
each day; results are 20-30% of nameplate.

♦ WSCC - Has no standard.  Cal-ISO is not recognizing 
wind capacity – only energy. 

♦ ISO-New York – Small player – Based on average 
production.

6

Wind Capacity –
GWG Recommendation

GWG met in Dallas on May 11.  After much discussion 
the GWG Voted 4 to 1 for the 85% Ranking Option.

♦ Use Wind Generation Data from top 10% Load Hours.

♦ Rank this data High to Low and select the generation 
representing 85th percentile.

This method forces wind availability to match the 
worst performing fossil units in the GADS database.

♦ Older Gas turbine, 8% failed starts and 7% Forced 
outage Rate = 85% availability during peak



2

7

Wind Capacity:  
Input from ORWG

2500 MW of Wind in SPP 
interconnection queue

At 7% of Nameplate, this is a 175MW 
of Accredited Capacity.  

At 30% of Nameplate (former option) 
this is 750 MW of capacity.

8

Method Results

♦ White Deer:  Using 2 years of Data, 
Summer Capacity = 7 MW (8.8%)

♦ Gray County:  Using 1 year Data, summer 
Capacity is 4.05 MW (3.7%)

♦ Blue Canyon:  Based on 3 yrs Wind data, 
Summer capacity = 5.5 MW (7.4%)

♦ Woodward:  OGE expects 2.5 MW (5%)

9

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g Language

g.  The net capability established for wind plants shall be determined on a monthly 
basis, as follows: 
i.  Assemble up to the most recent ten years, with a minimum of the most 
recent five years, of hourly net power output (MW) data, measured at the 
system interconnection point.  Values may be calculated from wind data, if 
measured MW values are not yet available.  Wind data correlated with a 
reference tower beyond fifty miles is subject to Generation Working Group 
approval.  For calculated values, at least one year must be based on site 
specific wind data.
ii.  Select the MW values occurring during the top 10% of load hours for the 
SPP region for each month (e.g., 72 hours for a typical 30 day month).
iii.  Select the MW value that can be expected from the plant at least 85% of 
the time.
iv.  A seasonal or annual net capability may be determined by selecting the 
appropriate monthly MW values corresponding to the host control area's 
peak load month of the season of interest.
v.  The net capability calculation shall be updated at least once every three 
years.

Generation Working Group

AECC 
AEP 
Calpine 
OGE 
OMPA 
SPP 
SPS 
Westar 
WFEC 

Andrew Lachowsky 
Brock Ondayko
Von Maynard 
Mike Sheriff 
Lori Nutt 
Bruce Walkup (Secretary) 
David Lemmons/Steve Jones
Steve Massey 
Mitch Williams (Chairman) 

Company Representative

1
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Appendix B – April 15, 2004, GWG Report to the MOPC 



1

1

Generation 
Working Group

Criteria 12.1
Rating of Generating 

Equipment

2

Criteria 12.1 -
Rating of Generating Equipment

Net capability not referenced to 
NERC definition
Seasonal definitions do not 
match other SPP processes
Wind Plant net capability not 
addressed

3

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g. -
Net Capability of Wind Plants

Desire statistical method that is 
simple, but accurate and realistic
Sought National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) input after 4 
iterations
Adopted selection of median of MW 
values occurring during top 10% of 
SPP load hours as proxy for intense 
Effective Load-Carrying Capability 
(ELCC) study

4

Criteria 12.1.5.3.g. -
Net Capability of Wind Plants

Multiply result by half to enhance 
confidence in wind availability
5th revision approved 6-2
Dissenting opinions
♦ Half multiplier introduces unnecessary 

and unjustified conservatism (too low)
♦ Approach treats wind rating more  

favorable as compared to other units 
and potentially jeopardizes system 
reliability (too high)

5

Minority Report
Selected median capacity is reliably available 
less than half of time

Half multiplier still gives more credit than 
thermal units with 85% confidence level
Using actual data from top 10% load hours in 
January:
♦ Average - 14.3 MW  (Present 40% of time)
♦ 50% Average - 7.15 MW (Present 55% of time)
♦ 85% Value - 0 MW (Actually present 23% time)

Overstating capacity could lead to mandatory 
load shedding, if legislated to have 15% 
renewable or more

6

Wind Plant Net Capability 
Sample Calculation

MAPP MAPP
SPP (%) Max (%) Min (%)

Jan 20.5 25.6 21.4
Feb 13.3 26.4 22.7
Mar 18.8 25.5 20.2
Apr 16.6 25.3 19.1
May 14.5 24.9 17.8
Jun 15.5 26.3 18.3
Jul 19.2 30.5 18.5
Aug 18.1 30.9 17.6
Sep 15.8 27.1 16.8
Oct 20.0 23.7 17.8
Nov 18.9 23.0 18.9
Dec 17.1 23.2 18.5
Average 17.4 26.0 19.0

Winter 13.3 23.2 18.5
Spring 14.5 24.9 17.8
Summer 15.5 26.3 16.8
Fall 18.9 23.0 17.8

Details:
1.  Project being compared has a nameplate capacity of 74.25 MW and is located in Southwest Oklahoma.
2.  Production estimates based on 8760 forecasted data at this time. 
3.  MAPP method is based on sliding 4 hour window surrounding peak.
4.  SPP method is median of top 10% of SPP load hours multiplied by 0.5.
5.  Years 2000-2002 were used for this comparison to maintain consistency between both methods.
6.  Seasonal value is minimum of appropriate monthly calculations.

Blue Canyon



2

7

Wind Plant Net Capability 
Sample Calculation

White Deer
SPP (%)

Jun 19.4
Jul 15.6
Aug 16.3
Sep 15.6

Summer 15.6

Details:
1.  Project has a nameplate capacity of 80 MW and is located in Panhandle of Texas.
2.  SPP method is median of top 10% of SPP load hours multiplied by 0.5.
3.  Based on 2 years of data.
4.  Seasonal value is minimum of appropriate monthly calculations.

Generation Working Group

AECC 
AEP 
Calpine 
OGE 
OMPA 
SPP 
SPS 
Westar 
WFEC 

Andrew Lachowsky
Brock Ondayko
Von Maynard 
Mike Sheriff 
Lori Nutt 
Bruce Walkup (Secretary) 
David Lemmons/Steve Jones
Steve Massey 
Mitch Williams (Chairman) 

Company Representative
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AQUILA NETWORK COMMENTS ON THE 
 WIND POWER CAPACITY ACCREDITATION 

WHITE PAPER 
OCTOBER 14, 2004 

 
 

General Comments: 
Aquila agrees that a methodology needs to be agreed to and 
utilized within SPP for accreditation of wind and any other non-
conventional generation resources.  We are taking the output of an 
110MW wind farm in Kansas known as Gray County.  Aquila has 
used a method to determine capacity that was tailored after a study 
done for the old MOKAN Power Pool members on this same 
subject and based on preliminary data yielded a capacity rating of 
33%.  This amount was agreed to by SPP in August of 2001.   
 
 
Comments on White Paper Criteria: 
 Capacity credit should be comparable to the methodology used for 
thermal units and neither favor nor be an obstacle for wind.  
 
 Aquila does not think this criteria has been met.  It is an 
obstacle for wind because, for the same availability from lower 
performing CT’s they get full capacity credit but the examples 
show wind gets 0% to 5%.  There are two key reasons for the low 
ratings.  One is that the method limits the amount of data that is 
sampled.  It considers the one summer peak month (typically July 
or August within SPP) while the other month could have 
conditions very close to peak.  Any method utilized should 
consider the peak conditions of both months and not each month 
independent of the other.  Second, the 85% reliability for the worst 
performing CTs is an arbitrary value.  How many of us have had 
poorer performing CTs that still got full capacity credit?  We do 
not think wind should get full nameplate, but some reasonable 
level.  The 65% reliability seems to provide values consistent with 
what other regions have done. 



 
Comments of MOPC Directions for the White Paper: 
1.  Provide additional justification for the capacity value, or 
present a method that results in lower value. 
 
It appears the MOPC had a preconceived notion that the prior 
recommendation was too high.  It asked for more justification of 
the value, which could either support the same, a higher or a lower 
value, but the GWG was only asked to look at a lower value.  This 
especially seems odd since the original GWG recommendation was 
already more stringent than other regions methodology.   
 
2.  Compare to other regions: ERCOT, WECC(California). 
   
Aquila finds the proposed methodology is much more stringent 
than what other regions of the country are doing.  In addition, there 
was no mention of the outside independent study done by the old 
MOKAN Power Pool on this subject almost ten years ago.  It 
appears the PJM and MAPP methods listed in the White Paper are 
geared around the MOKAN procedure and would be a good source 
of documentation for understanding what they do.     
 
3.  Determine if a maximum value is needed to prevent control 
areas from exceeding their operating reserve. 
 
It does not appear that this directive was addressed. 
 
    
 

 
 
 



 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 27, 2004 

 
Roster: 
 Harry Skilton, Chair Director 
 Bob Schoenberger Director 
 Gary Voigt Arkansas Electric Coop Corp 
 Trudy Harper Tenaska 
 Doug Henry Westar Energy 
 Michael Desselle AEP 

 
Background 
The Finance Committee met on October 8, 2004 to review SPP’s proposed budget for 
2005.  SPP’s 2005 proposed budget includes expenditures as follows: 

 
Operating Expense $39,865,953 
Debt Service $7,413,746 
FERC Assessments $7,200,000 
Capital Expenditure                                                                       $12,770,300 
 

 
Recommendation 
The Finance Committee recommends approval of the 2005 SPP budget as submitted. 
 
Approved:   Finance Committee   September 27, 2004 
Action Requested:  Approve Recommendation 
 



 

 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 8, 2004 

 

Assessment and Tariff Schedule 1 Rates for 2005 
 
Organizational Roster 
 
Harry Skilton, Chair     Director 
Bob Schoenberger     Director 
Gary Voigt      Arkansas Electric Cooperatives Corp. 
Trudy Harper      Tenaska 
Doug Henry      Westar Energy 
Michael Desselle     American Electric Power 
 
Background 
The Board of Directors establishes the assessment and administrative fee rates utilized 
by SPP to recover its annual revenue requirement.  The Finance Committee monitors 
the rates established by the Board of Directors and recommends adjustments to the 
rates as conditions warrant.   
 
Analysis 
SPP’s net revenue requirement as outlined in its 2005 budget is $40.4 million (adjusted 
for 2004’s forecasted surplus of $4 million).  SPP staff estimates 2005 billing 
determinants of 253.5 million MWh, indicating a required rate of $0.1593/MWh in order 
to remain cash neutral during 2005.   
 
Recommendation 
The Finance Working Group recommends the SPP Board of Directors establish an 
assessment and tariff Schedule 1 rate of $0.16/MWh effective January 1, 2005.  
 
Approved: Finance Committee October 8, 2004   
 
Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 
 



 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 27, 2004 

 
Roster: 
 Harry Skilton, Chair Director 
 Bob Schoenberger Director 
 Gary Voigt Arkansas Electric Coop Corp 
 Trudy Harper Tenaska 
 Doug Henry Westar Energy 
 Michael Desselle AEP 

 
Background 
SPP, as an RTO, will be subject to annual assessments from FERC to fund FERC 
operations.  SPP must develop a means to recover these costs from its transmission 
customers. 
 
Analysis 
FERC recovers its cost from the entities over which it maintains oversight or 
jurisdictional authority based on each entity’s energy transmitted pursuant to a FERC 
tariff.  SPP staff estimates that transmission under its FERC tariff will result in $7.2 
million in assessments in 2005.  SPP, as the RTO, becomes the entity responsible for 
these assessments that were previously paid by transmission customers under 
individual transmission owner tariffs.  
 
Recommendation 
The Finance Committee recommends the Board of Directors direct SPP staff to develop 
and file a new schedule to the SPP regional tariff to collect sufficient revenues to satisfy 
the FERC assessments.  The tariff schedule should follow a similar formula to that 
utilized by FERC in determining SPP’s assessment. 
  
Approved:   Finance Committee   October 8, 2004 
Action Requested:  Approve Recommendation 
 



 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 27, 2004 

 
Roster: 
 Harry Skilton, Chair Director 
 Bob Schoenberger Director 
 Gary Voigt Arkansas Electric Coop Corp 
 Trudy Harper Tenaska 
 Doug Henry Westar Energy 
 Michael Desselle AEP 

 
Background 
SPP currently maintains $35 million in corporate liability and professional liability 
insurance limits and another $20 million in director and officer liability insurance limits.  
 
Analysis 
The Finance Committee has reviewed the potential exposure SPP undertakes in 
administration of its regional tariff and performance as a NERC reliability council.  The 
Committee has also reviewed the level of insurance limits maintained by other similar 
organizations.  Finally, the Committee has reviewed the availability of additional 
coverage and the cost associated with that coverage.  
 
Recommendation 
The Finance Committee recommends SPP increase the limits on its corporate and 
professional liability policies to $75 million, and the limits on its director and officer 
liability policies to $30 million. 
  
Approved:   Finance Committee   September 27, 2004 
Action Requested:  Approve Recommendation 
 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Report to the Board of Directors 
October 8, 2004 

Primary Operation Center 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Finance Committee: 

Harry Skilton, Chair 
Bob Schoenberger 
Gary Voigt 
Trudy Harper 
Doug Henry 
Michael Desselle 

Director 
Director 
Arkansas Electric Cooperatives Corp. 
Tenaska 
Westar Energy 
American Electric Power 

 

Background 
SPP’s operations are performed in leased space in a 12-story, multi-tenant office building in Little Rock.  
SPP maintains an emergency operations center in additional leased space in Little Rock.  Given the 
increased focus on business continuity and reliable operations, and the inability of the present site to be 
enhanced to address those needs, SPP staff recommends construction of a 15,000 square foot 
operations and data center during 2005 with occupancy expected in early 2006. SPP would be the sole 
occupant of this facility. 

Analysis 
SPP must be able to continue performing its critical business functions in the event of a disaster or other 
event that adversely affects operations from the primary facility.  Of particular importance is the ability to 
continue performing reliability operations, although it is also important to continue tariff administration, 
scheduling, and once implemented, market operations.  SPP must be able to quickly resume operations 
under its disaster recovery plan, with critical functions restored within one hour. This must be able to be 
accomplished without relying on any computer systems or voice/data circuits at the primary facility. 

The industry has become very sensitive to these issues since the August 14, 2003 blackout. SPP Staff 
has evaluated the “lessons learned” and the investigation findings as they relate  to SPP’s critical 
operations.   Two issues are under increased scrutiny by industry regulators: 

• NERC Policy 6, Section E (Continuity of Operations) states, “CONTROL AREAS and 
RELIABILITY COORDINATORS shall have a plan to continue reliability operations in the event its 
control center becomes inoperable.”  It further states, “If the CONTROL AREA has a backup 
control center, it should be remote from the primary control center site.”  The accompanying 
compliance template P6T3 clarifies the expectations of this policy by defining eight requirements 
that the contingency plan must address. 

• Requirement 1216 of the NERC Cyber Security Standard continues the emphasis on reliability 
systems by requiring an “…action plan and procedures used to recover or re-establish critical 
cyber assets following a cyber security event…” 

Failure to provide for continuity of operations places SPP at risk of non-compliance with NERC standards 
and FERC regulations, and an overall loss of confidence by SPP members and customers as well as the 
industry. 



 

Critical operations are currently exposed to many potential risks due to their location within a multi-tenant 
12-story office tower.  SPP is unable to adequately control access to critical operations areas as well as 
to systems that power the operations.  Security programs currently in place provide the best possible 
protection, however they may be easily defeated.  Operations and systems are also exposed to weather 
risks as they are not bunkered in any manner.  Finally, the profile of the surrounding area prohibits SPP’s 
ability to control close proximity to SPP’s assets.   

In 2004, SPP focused on providing disaster recovery capabilities for the reliability coordination functions.  
In 2005, disaster recovery must be extended to additional critical business functions, including the 
administration of the regional tariff, regional scheduling, and administration of OASIS for SPP members. 
The current backup site does not have the floor space or supporting infrastructure to host a market 
system. As currently proposed, implementation of disaster recovery functionality for the market system 
and market monitoring will be deferred until the new facility is completed.  

SPP staff reviewed numerous options available to SPP in the Central Arkansas area to house its 
operations center.  A suitable and cost effective existing location available for either lease or purchase 
could not be located.  The special purpose nature of SPP’s security and reliability requirements dictates a 
custom facility as the optimal solution. 

SPP, in working with a local developer, has sketched out a modest floor plan for the operations center 
encompassing 15,000 sq. ft. of space.  The facility will be designed to house approximately 20 staff in 
addition to the shift staff manning the coordination center.   Both the coordination center portion and the 
computer room will be hardened to withstand moderate weather events.  Current plans call for the facility 
to be sited on a 4-acre tract in a secluded commercial development to limit the amount of traffic around 
the location.     SPP will maintain its leased space; housing the majority of its staff and also utilizing the 
already developed coordination center and computing facilities to serve as hot backup sites. 

Following completion of the primary operation center, SPP will incur approximately $2 - $2.5 million in 
additional capital expenditures to appropriately furnish the facility.  Included in these costs will be servers, 
routers, switches to facility the data exchange and systems required to complete SPP’s mission.  
Additionally, electrical resources such as dual UPS units and a back up generator will be installed to 
maintain operation capability in the event electrical power is not available to the facility for short periods of 
time.  

Recommendation 
Board of Director approval of planned construction of primary data and operations center and the 
operating and capital costs associated with this strategic initiative. 

Approved: Finance Committee October 8, 2004 

Action Requested: Endorse recommendation, recognizing future costs to be incurred. 
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INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW 
 
SPP’s 2005 operating budget (all cash outflows excluding capital items) totals $55 million, as 
compared to $40 million in 2004. SPP’s 2005 capital budget totals just under $13 million as 
compared to nearly $16 million in 2004. As a service organization, staff costs remain the largest 
single component of SPP’s operating costs, representing over $19 million. Headcount is 
budgeted to grow by 24 positions to total 166 staff members at the end of 2005. 
 
Current projections indicate SPP’s revenues in 2004 will exceed requirements by $6 million, 
resulting in a 2004 surplus of $4 million (assuming accrual of nearly $2 million in FERC 
assessments in the fourth quarter of 2004). This money will be utilized to offset 2005 revenue 
requirements. SPP is also projecting a 2% increase in billing determinants from its existing 
members, plus the addition of Sunflower Electric Cooperative facilities to the regional tariff. 
Calculation of SPP’s Schedule 1 administrative fee is as follows: 
 
 2005 Gross Revenue Requirement $54,479,699      
 Less: Member Fees and NERC Assessment (1,809,000) 
  Miscellaneous Income (Studies and Interest) (1,080,000) 
  FERC Assessments (7,200,000) 
  2004 Surplus Revenue (4,000,000) 
 2005 Net Revenue Requirement (“NRR”) $40,390,699 
 
 Divided by 2005 Estimated Billing Determinants 253,488,573 
 2005 Tariff and Assessment Rate $0.1593/MWh 
 
 2005 NRR excluding 2004 Surplus $44,390,699 
 2005 Tariff and Assessment Rate excluding 2004 Surplus $0.1751/MWh 
 
 2005 NRR w/ FERC Assessment excluding 2004 Surplus $51,590,699 
 2005 Tariff and Assessment Rate w/ FERC Assessment 
           excluding 2004 Surplus $0.2035/MWh 
 
SPP has identified six primary initiatives for 2005 which represent new or enhanced 
responsibilities for SPP when compared to 2004.  The initiatives are listed in order of priority 
below.  The operating and capital cost allocations are not necessarily black and white; for 
example, expenditures to improve SPP’s telecommunications systems are allocated within the 
imbalance market costs though these improvements also have benefits related to reliability and 
cyber security. 
  2005 2005 Annual 2006 
 Initiative (costs in thousands) Operating Capital Operating Capital 

1. Current Reliability & Operations Support $  240 $  134 $  240 $  0 
2. Blackout Initiatives 226 105 226 0 
3. Implementation of Imbalance Market 4,460 6,756 3,090 200 
4. Build-out of Primary Operations Center 0 3,500 110 2,000 
5. NERC Cyber Security Standard 94 93 186 0 
6. SAS 70 Audit 836 59 836 0 
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Operating costs associated with the above initiatives represent $4.3 million, or 28% of SPP’s 
forecast increase in budget. Projected accrual of FERC assessments totaling $7.2 million 
represents another 47% of SPP’s operating budget growth. Capital expenditures associated with 
these initiatives represent 80% of SPP’s budgeted capital expenditures for the 2005 fiscal year. 
 
Following is a description of each initiative and its budget impact. 
 
1. Current Reliability and Operations Support 
SPP’s members and customers expect performance of critical functions (reliability coordination, 
scheduling, tariff administration, market operations) by highly qualified, trained and competent 
staff. Additionally, NERC has mandated increased reliability operations training (expected to 
approach 120 hours/year/operator) in 2004 and into the future. Finally, SPP must maintain 
appropriate situational awareness of the wide-area system under its purview. In an effort to 
satisfy these requirements, SPP seeks to add the following: 

 
Operating Expense 
2.20 FTE1  $240,310 
 Total $240,310 

 
Capital Expense 
Capital Expenditures $134,000 
 Total $134,000 

 
These resources will expand the internal depth of training on operational issues and provide 
enhancement to the visual displays utilized to monitor the bulk transmission system. 
 
2. Blackout Initiatives 
Following the August 14, 2003 blackout, SPP staff delivered to the SPP Operating Reliability 
Working Group (“ORWG”) a list of enhancements to tools and processes necessary to minimize 
or eliminate electrical disruptions within the SPP footprint. The ORWG established the 
Reliability Enhancements Task Force to review the proposed enhancements and establish and 
prioritize implementation timelines. Several enhancements were put into place during 2004. The 
remaining situational awareness and simulated emergency training initiatives are to be completed 
in 2005. Completion of these enhancements as directed by the ORWG will result in the 
following expenditures: 
  
 Operating Expenses 
 2.25 FTE $211,460 
 Direct Operating Costs 15,000 
  Total $226,460 
 
 Capital Expenses 
 Capital Expenditures $105,000 
  Total $105,000 
                                                           
1 Full Time Equivalent 
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3. Implementation of Imbalance Market 
SPP is pursuing implementation of an Energy Imbalance Market providing more efficient and 
effective provision of imbalance energy, options of energy purchases, and meets the 
requirements of Order 2000. SPP’s 2004 budget envisioned implementation of an imbalance 
market during 2004. Several factors have served to delay that implementation, now scheduled for 
July 2005. SPP’s stakeholder working groups and staff have collaborated throughout 2004 to 
further develop the functionality and ultimate implementation of the market. Numerous 
incremental costs have been identified as critical to a successful launch in 2005. Principal among 
these are a market monitoring unit within SPP, enhanced telecommunications, additional 
operations and IT support staff, additional cost benefit studies for market-based congestion 
management and ancillary service markets, and contract labor supporting the final testing and 
delivery of the systems as well as development of the market trial protocols. To meet the 
expanded telecommunications requirements, substantial costs will be incurred to upgrade SPP’s 
data circuits, ensuring data traffic to and within SPP is secure, accurate, and fully redundant.  
  
 Operating Expense 
 9.00 FTE $1,004,175 
 Direct Operating Costs 262,835 
 Communications 1,600,000 
 Consulting 170,000 
 RSC (cost/benefit study) 1,422,665 
  Total $4,459,675 
 
 Capital Expense 
 Capital Expenditures – Hardware $666,000 
 Capital Expenditures – Software 4,578,000 
 Capital Expenditures – Labor 1,512,000 
  Total $6,756,000 
 
4. Disaster Recovery 
Because SPP’s critical operating systems are located in a multi-tenant office tower, operations 
are subject to a single point of failure. SPP has developed a remote operating site in leased space 
within AECC’s Little Rock facilities, however, disruption of SPP’s primary data center renders 
even the remote operations center ineffective. In response to NERC Policy 6 (Continuity of 
Operations) staff is recommending development of a secure critical operations and data center 
separate from its existing facility. This facility of approximately 15,000 square feet would house 
SPP’s primary computer systems and a 5,000 square foot coordination center. SPP’s existing 
facilities would operate concurrently as a secondary site, as well as serve as a development and 
test site for new/updated systems. Acquisition of a 4 acre site would occur in January 2005 with 
construction beginning in late March.  Construction is expected to be completed near the end of 
2005; occupancy would occur in the first quarter of 2006.  Preliminary construction costs are 
forecast at $3.5 million.  SPP will incur additional costs of between $2 - $2.5 million to furnish 
the facility (expected to be incurred in early 2006).  Finally, annual operating costs associated 
with the facility are estimated to total $110,000 and include insurance, taxes, utility services, 
janitorial servies, facility maintenance, etc.   
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 Capital Expense 
 Capital Expenditures – Software $46,000 
 Capital Expenditures – Building 3,500,000 
 COS Hardware 150,000 
  Total $3,696,000 
 
5. NERC Cyber Security Standard 
NERC implemented its temporary cyber security standard effective February 2004 as an 
intermediate step until issuance of its final cyber security standard expected in 2005. SPP, as a 
regional reliability council, is subject to the existing temporary standard as well as the final 
standard when issued. SPP was able to report 100% compliance with the standard upon its 
effective date in 2004, but lacks the resources to maintain full compliance on a daily basis. 
Additional resources are necessary to effectively monitor and maintain the logs from SPP’s 
critical cyber assets. 
  
 Operating Expense 
 1.00 FTE $94,175 
  Total $94,175 
 
 Capital Expense 
 Capital Expenditures – Software $93,000 
  Total $93,000 
 
6. SAS 70 Type II Audit of Control Procedures 
The Finance Committee of SPP’s Board of Directors has directed staff to engage a firm to 
perform an audit of SPP’s control procedures. This audit will be utilized by several SPP 
members as supporting documentation for their Sarbanes Oxley Act Section 404 certifications. 
Receiving an acceptable audit opinion requires development of precise, well-documented 
controls and processes implementing those controls. SPP staff believes documented controls and 
procedures are lacking in several areas, requiring ongoing resources to develop and maintain 
documented controls and procedures.  
  
 Operating Expense 
 5.00 FTE $436,000 
 Audit Fees 400,000 
  Total $836,000 
 
 Capital Expense 
 Capital Expenditures – Software $59,000 
  Total $59,000 
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SALARY/EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
SPP staff currently totals 131. End of year salary run rate is estimated to slightly exceed $11 
million. The annual compensation increase for existing staff will total $393,000 based on a 3% 
annual merit increase; and an additional $57,000 for ten proposed promotions. Compensation for 
projected new positions will total $2.1 million. Compensation increases coupled with new hires 
will increase SPP’s annualized salary level at the end of fiscal 2005 to $13.8 million, or $83,000 
average salary per employee. 
 
Medical healthcare insurance premiums are forecast to increase 14%. This growth coupled with 
the expansion of staff results in an increase in budgeted medical benefit expenditures of 36%. 
The HR Committee recently reviewed the results of a salary and benefits survey and concluded 
that SPP’s policy of sharing medical insurance premiums with employees utilizing an 80/20 split 
(SPP pays 80% of the premium and the employee pays 20% of the premium) was competitive 
and should be continued. 
 
Funding levels for SPP’s defined benefit retirement plan and retiree healthcare are budgeted to 
increase by 20%. These expected increases result from planned staff additions. SPP obtains an 
actuarial report in mid May that is utilized by the HR Committee to establish the annual funding 
level. Funding for SPP’s matching contribution to the 401(k) plan is estimated at 4.5% of salary. 
 
Compensation of SPP’s independent directors is budgeted at $390,000 for 2005, representing an 
increase of 67% as compared to 2004. The 2005 budget is based on actual expenditures incurred 
through August 2004. The HR Committee has recently reviewed a survey of director 
compensation and benefits and has forwarded the report to the Corporate Governance Committee 
for review and action. 
 
2004 staffing is budgeted at 142 full-time positions. Management anticipates increasing 
headcount during 2005 to 166 full-time positions. Specifically the following new positions will 
be required: 
 

• Administration:  1 accountant, 1 NERC compliance analyst, 1 security analyst 
• Training:   2 technical trainers 
• Engineering:  1 planning engineer, 1 transmission engineer 
• Operations:   2 EMS engineers, 1 operations engineer 
• IT:  3 developers, 2 applications support, 2 infrastructure support,  
 3 deployment specialists, 1 change management analyst,  
 1 telecom specialist 
• Market Analysis:  2 market analysts 

 
An Organization Chart is provided for reference. 
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NEW HIRE JUSTIFICATIONS: 
 

Position        Grade 
Accountant II  30 
Position supports energy imbalance market settlement initiatives. Weekly settlement and 
invoicing of balancing market activities greatly expands the volume of monthly 
transactions and reconciliation. 

 
 

NERC Compliance Analyst  40 
Position supports SPP’s responsibilities as a NERC regional reliability council. The 
NERC readiness audit program and more stringent disclosure of compliance violations 
require greater formality and resources to ensure accuracy.  

 
 

Security Analyst  30 
Position supports NERC cyber security standard initiatives. The standard requires 
thorough collection and analysis of data from all critical cyber assets. SPP currently lacks 
sufficient resources to adequately perform all functions required of the standard. 

 
 

Legal
Current Employees:  3

Regulatory
Current Employees:  3

Compliance
Current Employees: 1
Proposed Employees: 1

Training
Current Employees:  4
Proposed Employees:  2

Customer Service
Current Employees:  5

Market Development
Director:  1, Current Employees:  3
Unfilled positions:  3
Proposed Employees:  2

Accounting
Current Employees:  10
Unfilled positions:  3
Proposed Employees:  1

Security
Current Employees:  4
Proposed Employees:  1

Human Resources
Current Employees:  4
Unfilled positions:  1

Finance

Applications
Current Employees:  13
Proposed Employees:  5

Infrastructure
Current Employees:  8
Proposed Employees:  2

Technology Deployment
Current Employees:  7
Proposed Employees:  4

Telecommunications
Current Employees:  3
Proposed Employees:  1

Information Technology
Current Director:  1

Planning
Current Employees:  5
Proposed Employees:  1

Tariff Studies
Current Employees:  7

Transmission
Current Employees:  5
Proposed Employees:  1

Engineering
Director:  1
Administrative:  1

Market Operations
Current Employees:  1
Unfilled positions:  5

Operations Engineering
Current Employees:  5

Proposed Employees:  1

EMS Applications &
Network Models
Current Employees:  4
Proposed Employees:  2

Scheduling
Current Employees:  9

Reliability
Current Employees:  7

Tariff Administration
Current Employees:  7

Operations
Director:  1

Executive
Current Employees: 7

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  
Actual 2004 Employees and Proposed 2005 Additions 

Full Time Employees 
Total Staff Approved for 2004 – 142 
Proposed Staff Additions for 2005 – 24 
Total Proposed Staff for 2005 - 166 
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Trainer Lead  55 
 Trainer III 50 

Positions support current reliability and operations and blackout response initiatives. In 
depth knowledge of system operation is required of trainers in order to provide 
appropriate ongoing and situational awareness training. 

 
 

Planning Engineer I  30 
 Transmission Engineer I 30 

Positions support ongoing analysis and identification of transmission expansion 
opportunities, as well as transmission request and generation interconnection studies. 
Costs associated with the Transmission Engineer I are offset by a reduction in consulting 
expenses associated with completion of studies. 

 
 

EMS Engineer II (2)  40 
Positions support blackout response initiatives. Primary focus will be on maintenance of 
the dispatcher training simulator including development of network models, base cases, 
and emergency condition scenarios. These positions will develop and maintain system 
overview and substation diagram displays with linkage to real-time EMS data. 

 
 

Operations Engineer III  50 
Position supports market analysis functions, specifically analysis of day ahead and next 
hour generation and scheduling feasibility. 
 
IT Specialist II (3)  Apps Development 40 
IT Supervisor  Apps Support 55 
IT Specialist II  Apps Support 40 
IT Specialist III  Infrastructure 50 
IT Specialist II  Infrastructure 40 
IT Lead  Deployment 55 
IT Specialist III Deployment 50 
IT Specialist II Deployment 40 
IT Specialist III Change Mgmt 50 
IT Lead Telecom 55 
Positions support all of SPP’s strategic initiatives as well as ongoing operations. 
Reliability and blackout response solutions as well as implementation of imbalance 
energy market are highly dependent on development and integration of software followed 
by ongoing support of the systems. SAS 70 work, including pre audit efforts to formalize 
documented control procedures, increases workload of all existing and proposed IT staff. 

 
Market Analyst II  40 
Market Analyst III  50 
Positions support energy imbalance market initiatives. These positions are responsible for 
24/7 monitoring of SPP’s markets and market power mitigation.  
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EMPLOYEE TRAVEL 
SPP responsibilities related to participation and facilitation of SPP working groups and task 
forces, as well as NERC activities, necessitates substantial travel. Recent efforts to reduce travel 
requirements have been successful. 2004 actual travel expenses are projected to be 78% of 
budget. SPP’s 2005 travel budget will be flat compared to 2004 actual results. SPP will remain 
diligent in managing travel expenditures in the most efficient manner possible. 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
Insurance includes standard insurance coverage to protect the company and the membership 
from unforeseen events. The largest and most expensive policy provides SPP with general 
liability coverage as well as professional and errors and omissions coverage. SPP’s current 
coverage levels are well below those of other regional organizations. With market 
implementation, SPP will be exposed to significantly more risk, primarily risk related to errors 
and omissions.  SPP staff, at the direction of the Finance Committee, solicited quotes to increase 
its coverage limits for both its liability policies (including E&O) and its director and officer 
liability packages.  Staff recommends increasing professional and E&O limits to $75 million and 
D&O limits to $30 million, from $35 million and $20 million respectively. 
 
Audit expenses in 2005 include $50,000 for the annual audit of SPP’s financial statements and 
an additional $400,000 to cover the costs associated with engaging an audit of SPP’s control 
procedures. SPP will competitively bid its financial statement audit business for 2005. SPP has 
utilized Deloitte & Touche since SPP’s incorporation. 
 
Subscriptions include costs associated with maintaining a credit rating with Standard & Poor’s. 
SPP will also utilize Standard & Poor’s to obtain counterparty ratings utilized in determining 
creditworthiness of customers under the regional tariff. 
 
ASSESSMENTS & FEES 
SPP’s NERC assessment is expected to increase in 2005 according to NERC projections; 
totaling $709,000 
 
SPP will incur FERC fees in 2005, as we have been recognized as a Regional Transmission 
Organization effective October 1, 2004.  SPP has estimated the amount of fees that will accrue 
during the 2005 fiscal year as well as the offsetting revenue that will be collected. It is SPP’s 
initial impression that a schedule will be added to the tariff to directly collect funds to satisfy the 
accruing FERC fees as service is billed under the tariff.  SPP will assume responsibility for 
payment of FERC assessments based on interstate transmission; previously these assessments 
were the direct responsibility of transmission customers under individual transmission owner 
tariffs. 
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MEETINGS 
This item covers the costs associated with SPP hosting meetings. Following is a listing of the 
various groups for which SPP typically incurs meeting expenses. 
 

• Bandwith WG 
• Board of Directors/Members Committee 
• Coordinated Black Start TF 
• Corporate Governance Committee 
• Credit TF 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection WG 
• Engineering Task Forces 
• Finance Committee 
• Generation WG 
• Human Resources Committee 
• Market Implementation TF 
• Market WG 
• Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
• Market Monitoring and Market Power 

Mitigation TF 
• Model Development TF 
 

• NERC CIPC 
• Operating Reliability WG 
• Operating Reserve TF 
• Operational Control TF 
• Operational Model Development WG 
• Operations Data WG 
• Operations Training WG 
• Regional Planning Summits 
• Regional State Committee 
• Regional Tariff WG 
• Settlements TF 
• Strategic Planning Committee 
• System Protection and Control WG 
• Training Courses 
• Transmission WG 
• Voltage & Reactive Management TF

 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SPP maintains a wide area network and a fully redundant wide area network as well as voice 
and internet communications to facilitate communications with its membership,. Specifically, 
these networks support the exchange of real-time and forecasted data critical to maintaining 
grid reliability and security and to administer the OATT. This network will realize increased 
demand upon implementation of SPP’s energy market in that it will support distribution of 
transmission service scheduling data with control areas within SPP’s footprint. 
 
SPP has experienced degradation of reliable service over all its existing data networks due to 
the volume of data flowing on the system. SPP’s technical staff has investigated the issues 
and proposes to consolidate all voice and data circuits using technology that provides added 
redundant, self-healing communications paths between SPP’s facilities and multiple network 
“substations”. This enhanced resource will significantly expedite data exchange, and will 
serve as the backbone network for internet services and redundant backup capabilities, as 
well as ancillary services and congestion management markets as they may be added in the 
future. 
 
The incremental operating cost associated with this upgrade is $1.6 million. Capital 
expenditures for hardware are forecast at $296,000. 
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LEASES AND MAINTENANCE 
Maintenance for the building and building systems including HVAC repairs and 
maintenance, and security and surveillance systems. 
 
Office space will remain at 2003 levels. 
 
Market system maintenance agreement was previously budgeted for implementation in 
2004 as the imbalance market system was brought online. Delays in implementing the 
imbalance market have allowed SPP to defer costs associated with 24X7 maintenance of its 
market system into 2005. Minor changes in the design of the market system have allowed for 
a reduction in the budgeted costs for maintaining the system, decreased to $2 million from 
$2.5 million. The maintenance agreement with Areva (formerly Alstom ESCA) extends the 
24x7 support to the critical functions supported by the EMS network applications, tariff 
support applications, and the market operations system. The agreement for 2005 will cover 
critical functions, regardless of the application or database causing the problem, and will 
have defined priority-based service levels like the prototype agreement tested in 2001. The 
agreement cost provides for designated, focused support staff at Areva, the ability to contact 
the support staff any time of the day or night, and replication of the SPP environment at 
Areva to duplicate and resolve problems. 
 
OUTSIDE SERVICES 
Imbalance Energy Market implementation will require engagement of numerous 
consultants to provide needed expertise.  Incremental increases are driven by two primary 
factors: 1) greater functionality and information requirements of the market systems, as 
directed by the SPP Market Working Group, 2) delays in implementation of the market have 
resulted in additional work to fully integrate new operating systems and databases.  
Significant engagements are highlighted below: 

• Independent Market Monitoring – Contract with Boston Pacific, current contract 
based on time and materials. 

• Phase I Production Contract – Contract with Accenture to operate the commercial 
operations system; expires in late 2006. 

• Pi Historian – Training and installation of software system to archive critical market 
data 

• Areva Model Training – Technical training of the load forecasting models 
 
Reliability and Operations Support requires SPP to utilize several applications that are the 
industry standards. The consulting services generally assure SPP’s systems remain updated 
for known fixes and upgraded for needed functionality. Systems requiring these consultants 
are the EMS (supports control area, reliability coordination, and tariff administration 
operations); OASIS (provides required transmission service interface to the transmission 
customer for all activities related to requests for transmission service); and OATI (regional 
and control area transmission service scheduling system and automated reserve sharing). 
Consulting, field reviews covers costs to perform NERC Compliance field audits. 
 
Consulting, training encompasses outsourced training required to meet NERC standards. 
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Consulting, MAPPCOR Database covers costs for services for NERC Compliance data 
gathering for required reporting. 
 
Impact Studies reflects costs associated with outsourcing the performance of engineering 
studies to members and other organizations. The costs are recovered from the beneficiaries of 
the studies. 
 
RTO/ISO Council IT Committee has undertaken a project to standardize systems utilized 
across RTO/ISO markets.  The results of this project will ultimately inure to the participants 
in the markets in the form of reduced capital expenditure costs at the RTO/ISO, as well as 
reduced training requirements for participants active in multiple RTO/ISO markets. 
 
Consulting, legal (regulatory) covers costs associated with filings and other regulatory 
matters, rate design initiatives, and transmission expansion expertise. 
 
REGIONAL STATE COMMITTEE 
The RSC prepared a two-year budget forecasting its administrative costs. These costs are 
primarily reimbursements for travel and meeting expenditures of individual RSC members 
and their delegates. 
 
SPP predicts a need to perform cost/benefit studies in the initial phases of development of an 
ancillary services market and a congestion management market. Based upon experience with 
the imbalance market, these costs are budgeted within the RSC cost center as the RSC is 
expected to be the entity engaging the studies.  SPP projects the cost/benefit study for 
ancillary services to cost $400,000 and the congestion management study to be $800,000. 
 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
Significant items in the Capital Budget include: 
 
Imbalance Market – This budget item includes funds originally budgeted for 2004; however 
due to delays in scheduled implementation expenditures these were deferred into 2005. New 
items not originally forecast include contracting development of market trial systems and 
ongoing project management. 

Market Monitoring System $2,400,000 
Project Management, Market Trial Development 1,512,000 
Real Time System Enhancements 980,000 
Portal and Settlement System Modifications 300,000 
Software Licenses 898,000 
Hardware (new and refreshed) 370,000 
Network Upgrades 296,000 

 Total  $6,756,000 
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Disaster Recovery Site – This project will establish a completely redundant Disaster 
Recovery Site. This site will be able to function completely independently of the main SPP 
office. 

Equity in New Facility $3,500,000 
COS Disaster Recovery System    150,000 

 Total   $3,650,000 
 
Maintenance CapEx represents capital expenditures required to maintain SPP’s existing 
equipment and facilities at their current levels. Components of these items are summarized 
below: 

• Software Licenses to support functions of SPP. Total: $638,000. 
• Hardware includes PCs for existing and new employees; remodeling costs to provide 

workspace for staff; security items (firewalls, surveillance equipment); and telephone 
equipment.  Total:  $1,517,000. 

 
Capital Funding Account, to fund capital projects of the organization, was established in 
June 2004 with the placement of $25 million in private financing. The $3.3 million in past 
over-collections from the tariff was then transferred to this account to cover future capital 
funding costs. As of August 31, 2004, approximately $3 million in capital expenditures has 
been incurred. Projections indicate that an additional $4.1 million in capital expenditures will 
be incurred through year-end 2004. Assuming capital expenditures meet projections for 
2004, the cash balance in the Capital Funding Account at year-end will be approximately $21 
million. 2005 capital expenditures are budgeted at just under $13 million. Assuming capital 
expenditures meet projections for 2005, the cash balance in the Capital Funding Account at 
year-end 2005 will be approximately $8 million.  
 
DEBT PAYMENTS 
Senior Notes due 2008: SPP will make a $5 million principal payment on its 2008 Senior 
Notes in March 2005, reducing the remaining principal balance to $15 million; interest costs 
during the year will total $1,218,750. 
 
Senior Notes due 2011: SPP will make interest payments on these notes totaling $1,194,996; 
outstanding principal balance will remain at $25 million.  Beginning June 25, 2007 and 
annually thereafter through June 25, 2011, SPP will be required to make principal payments 
in the amount of $5 million. 
 
Revolving Line of Credit: SPP maintains an $8 million revolving credit facility. No 
advances are anticipated under this facility during 2005. 



Southwest Power Pool
Budget Comparison and Overview

 2004-05 Change  2004-05 Change 
 2002 Actual  2003 Actual 2004 Budget 2004 Projection 1 2005 Budget  from Budget % Change  from Projection % Change

Assessments 26,963,185$   27,451,109$   36,835,643$   38,175,642$   40,390,699$   3,555,056$    9.65% 2,215,057$      5.80%
Member Fees -                   -                   1,144,951        1,078,185        1,100,000        (44,951)          -3.93% 21,815             1.98%
NERC Assessment -                   -                   800,000           668,023           709,000           (91,000)          -11.38% 40,977             5.78%
FERC Fee Assessment -                   -                   -                   -                   7,200,000        7,200,000      7,200,000        
Miscellaneous Income 2,369,083        2,559,106        1,732,000        2,188,581        1,080,000        (652,000)        -37.64% (1,108,581)      -102.65%
INCOME 29,332,268      30,010,215      40,512,594      42,110,432      50,479,699      9,967,105      24.60% 8,369,267        16.58%

Salaries & Benefits 10,983,822$   12,004,811$   16,324,781$   14,881,522$   19,250,488$   2,925,707$    17.92% 4,368,966$      22.70%
Travel 759,573           582,981           831,345           625,892           688,426           (142,919)        -17.19% 62,534             9.08%
Administrative 1,186,267        1,007,094        1,270,347        1,065,622        1,939,162        668,815         52.65% 873,540           45.05%
Assessments & Fees 810,130           622,900           800,000           668,023           7,909,000        7,109,000      888.63% 7,240,977        91.55%
SPP/NERC Meetings 108,400           190,979           506,240           372,283           399,050           (107,190)        -21.17% 26,767             6.71%
Communications 1,034,463        1,107,306        1,638,072        1,422,673        3,159,175        1,521,103      92.86% 1,736,502        54.97%
Leases & Maintenance 1,449,528        1,426,196        3,767,368        3,326,415        3,564,817        (202,551)        -5.38% 238,402           6.69%
Outside Services 10,241,571      4,638,545        7,573,680        6,972,678        8,553,170        979,490         12.93% 1,580,492        18.48%
Regional State Committee -                   -                   -                   60,000             1,422,665        1,422,665      1,362,665        
Interest on Deposits -                   -                   -                   -                   180,000           180,000         180,000           
Debt Service 2,031,250        1,875,000        7,352,449        6,649,758        7,413,746        61,297           0.83% 763,988           10.31%

OPERATING EXPENSES 28,605,004      23,455,812      40,064,282      36,044,866      54,479,699      14,415,417    35.98% 18,434,833      33.84%

17.51               

SURPLUS OF INCOME 
OVER REVENUE 727,264           6,554,403        448,312           6,065,566        

2
(4,000,000)      

2

245,775,599   245,775,599   253,488,573   

Cost per MWh (in cents) 15.00             15.93             3 0.93              6.23%

Capital Expenditures 23,043,287      1,544,793        15,889,259      7,554,150        12,770,300      (3,118,959)     -19.63% 5,216,150        40.85%

1  Projection contains actual results from January through August, and budgeted amount for September through December.

2  Projected overcollection in 2004 totals $6 million.  Of this overcollection, $2 million will be used to pay for FERC fees accrued for the 3rd Quarter of 2004,
   and the remaining $4 million will be applied toward costs in 2005.

3  Cost per MWh without Sunflower load under the tariff would be 16.11.

Billing Determinants (assumes 2% growth for 2005 and Sunflower 
placing load under the tariff)

Cost per MWh (in cents) before using overcollection to offset costs



Southwest Power Pool
Three Year Budget Estimate

2004 Budget 2004 Projection 1 2005 Budget 2006 Budget 2007 Budget  Explanation 

Assessments 36,835,643$   38,175,642$   40,390,699$   45,428,368$   54,034,477$   
Member Fees 1,144,951        1,078,185        1,100,000        1,100,000        1,100,000        
NERC Assessment 800,000           668,023           709,000           723,180           737,644           2% growth per year
FERC Fee Assessment -                   -                   7,200,000        7,344,000        7,490,880        2% growth per year
Miscellaneous Income 1,732,000        2,188,581        1,080,000        1,080,000        1,080,000        
INCOME 40,512,594      42,110,432      50,479,699      55,675,548      64,443,001      

Salaries & Benefits 16,324,781$   14,881,522$   19,250,488$   20,983,032$   22,871,505$   9% increase per year due to additional staff and increasing benefit costs
Travel 831,345           625,892           688,426           702,195           716,238           2% increase per year due to additional staff and functions
Administrative 1,270,347        1,065,622        1,939,162        2,036,120        2,137,926        5% increase per year due to continued cost increase in insurance premiums
Assessments & Fees 800,000           668,023           7,909,000        8,067,180        8,228,524        2% increase per year
SPP/NERC Meetings 506,240           372,283           399,050           407,031           415,172           2% increase per year due to additional staff and functions
Communications 1,638,072        1,422,673        3,159,175        3,222,359        3,286,806        2% increase per year due to inflationary pricing
Leases & Maintenance 3,767,368        3,326,415        3,564,817        3,743,058        3,930,211        5% increase per year due to additional staff and functions
Outside Services 7,573,680        6,972,678        8,553,170        8,980,829        9,429,870        5% increase per year due to additional staff and functions
Regional State Committee -                   60,000             1,422,665        250,000           262,500           increase due to increased scope of RSC
Interest on Deposits -                   -                   180,000           200,000           220,000           project that more deposits will be held 
Debt Service 7,352,449        6,649,758        7,413,746        7,083,746        12,944,250      New debt of $20MM @ 7% issued early 2007

OPERATING EXPENSES 40,064,282      36,044,866      54,479,699      55,675,548      64,443,001      

17.51               17.57               20.49               

SURPLUS OF INCOME 
OVER REVENUE 448,312           6,065,566        

2
(4,000,000)      

2
-                   -                   

Billing Determinants 3 245,775,599   245,775,599   253,488,573   258,558,344   263,729,511   

Cost per MWh (in cents) 15.93             17.57             20.49             

Capital Expenditures 15,889,259      7,554,150        12,770,300      12,747,330      14,022,063      increase due to staff projections for future needs

1  Projection contains actual results from January through August, and budgeted amount for September through December.

2  Projected overcollection in 2004 totals $6 million.  Of this overcollection, $2 million will be used to pay for FERC fees accrued for the 3rd Quarter of 2004,
   and the remaining $4 million will be applied toward costs in 2005.

3  Assumes 2% growth per year and Sunflower placing load under the tariff at beginning of 2005.

Cost per MWh (in cents) before using overcollection to offset costs
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Cost per MWh
2005 Budget and Projections
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Southwest Power Pool
2005 Cash Flow

OPERATING CASH  January  February  March  April  May  June  July  August  September  October  November  December 

Beginning Cash on Hand 6,000,000$           5,829,409$           6,568,355$           1,743,931$           1,735,368$           2,630,731$         3,516,487$          3,525,049$          2,768,552$         3,854,191$         4,939,690$         6,093,222$         

Assessments 3,544,179$           3,038,251$           3,366,639$           3,472,657$           3,356,056$           3,255,072$         3,585,245$          3,366,602$          3,262,483$         3,594,820$         3,253,982$         3,384,173$         
Member Fees 1,100,000             -                        -                        -                        -                        -                      -                       -                       -                      -                      -                      -                      
NERC Assessment 177,250                -                        -                        177,250                -                        -                      177,250               -                       -                      177,250              -                      -                      
FERC Fee Assessment 600,000                600,000                600,000                600,000                600,000                600,000              600,000               600,000               600,000              600,000              600,000              600,000              
Miscellaneous Income 90,000                  90,000                  90,000                  90,000                  90,000                  90,000                90,000                 90,000                 90,000                90,000                90,000                90,000                
Operating Income 5,511,429             3,728,251             4,056,639             4,339,907             4,046,056             3,945,072           4,452,495            4,056,602            3,952,483           4,462,070           3,943,982           4,074,173           

Salaries & Benefits 1,840,270$           1,594,283$           1,614,212$           1,575,094$           1,691,589$           1,574,039$         1,572,164$          1,565,239$          1,559,464$         1,561,834$         1,554,164$         1,548,139$         
Travel 69,112                  69,234                  60,543                  82,713                  47,552                  53,183                65,907                 47,597                 53,191                56,168                48,183                35,044                
Administrative 930,595                49,985                  48,405                  319,685                22,550                  33,390                88,485                 23,460                 21,885                340,425              22,135                38,162                
Assessments & Fees 1 204,845                -                        -                        204,845                -                        -                      204,845               2,000,000            -                      204,845              -                      -                      
SPP/NERC Meetings 51,325                  29,875                  20,325                  58,275                  24,925                  23,125                48,325                 20,575                 30,525                45,425                32,225                14,125                
Communications 278,655                287,620                273,120                269,420                269,420                307,420              308,420               233,420               232,420              232,420              234,420              232,420              
Leases & Maintenance 851,297                115,602                936,752                573,602                246,202                194,702              87,452                 86,352                 75,902                75,118                74,868                246,968              
Outside Services 1,189,518             589,468                664,469                1,030,968             626,468                651,469              634,468               614,468               671,469              626,468              602,468              651,469              
Regional State Committee 26,820                  13,655                  23,655                  25,535                  13,655                  13,655                1,225,535            13,655                 13,655                25,535                13,655                13,655                
Interest on Deposits 15,000                  15,000                  15,000                  15,000                  15,000                  15,000                15,000                 15,000                 15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                
Debt Service 224,583                224,583                5,224,583             193,333                193,333                193,333              193,333               193,333               193,333              193,333              193,333              193,333              

Operating Expenses 5,682,020             2,989,305             8,881,064             4,348,469             3,150,693             3,059,315           4,443,934            4,813,099            2,866,844           3,376,571           2,790,450           2,988,314           

Cash Surplus/(Deficit) for 
month

(170,591)               738,946                (4,824,425)            (8,562)                   895,363                885,757              8,561                   (756,497)              1,085,639           1,085,499           1,153,532           1,085,859           

Ending Cash on Hand 5,829,409$           6,568,355$           1,743,931$           1,735,368$           2,630,731$           3,516,487$         3,525,049$          2,768,552$          3,854,191$         4,939,690$         6,093,222$         7,179,081$         

1  Assumes FERC Fees for the 4th Quarter of 2004 are due in 2005.  Collection of $600,000 per month in 2005 is for 2005 FERC Fees, which will be payable in 2006.

CAPITAL CASH  January  February  March  April  May  June  July  August  September  October  November  December 

Beginning Cash on Hand 21,000,000$         15,632,624$         14,828,868$         13,853,695$         12,936,745$         12,181,800$       11,425,175$        10,417,950$        9,789,450$         9,369,450$         8,957,950$         8,693,450$         
Capital Expenditures 5,367,376             803,756                975,173                916,950                754,945                756,625              1,007,225            628,500               420,000              411,500              264,500              463,750              
Ending Cash on Hand 15,632,624$         14,828,868$         13,853,695$         12,936,745$         12,181,800$         11,425,175$       10,417,950$        9,789,450$          9,369,450$         8,957,950$         8,693,450$         8,229,700$         
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Southwest Power Pool
2005 Budget Breakdown by Incremental Cost per Initiative

 Base Operations 
 Current 

Reliability 
Enhancements 

 Blackout 
Initiatives Imbalance Market  Disaster 

Recovery 

 NERC Cyber 
Security 
Standard 

 SAS 70, Type II 
Audit  TOTAL 

Assessments 40,390,699$   -$                  -$                  -$                    -$                  -$                  -$                  40,390,699$   
Member Fees 1,100,000       -                -                -                  -                -                -                1,100,000$     
NERC Assessment 709,000          -                -                -                  -                -                -                709,000$        
FERC Fee Assessment 7,200,000       -                -                -                  -                -                -                7,200,000$     
Miscellaneous Income 1,080,000       -                -                -                  -                -                -                1,080,000$     
Operating Income 50,479,699     -                -                -                  -                -                -                50,479,699     

Salaries & Benefits 17,264,368$   240,310$       211,460$       1,004,175$     -$                  94,175$         436,000$       19,250,488$   
Travel 550,741          -                -                137,685          -                -                -                688,426          
Administrative 1,939,162       -                -                -                  -                -                -                1,939,162       
Assessments & Fees 7,909,000       -                -                -                  -                -                -                7,909,000       
SPP/NERC Meetings 312,700          -                -                86,350            -                -                -                399,050          
Communications 1,559,175       -                -                1,600,000       -                -                -                3,159,175       
Leases & Maintenance 3,511,017       -                15,000           38,800            -                -                -                3,564,817       
Outside Services 7,983,170       -                -                170,000          -                -                400,000         8,553,170       
Regional State Committee -                  -                -                1,422,665       -                -                -                1,422,665       
Interest on Deposits 180,000          -                -                -                  -                -                -                180,000          
Debt Service 7,413,746       -                -                -                  -                -                -                7,413,746       

Operating Expenses 48,623,079     240,310         226,460         4,459,675       -                94,175           836,000         54,479,699     
Cost per MWh (in cents) 13.62              0.09               0.09               1.76                -                0.04               0.33               15.93              

Capital Expenditures 1,927,300       134,000         105,000         6,756,000       3,696,000      93,000           59,000           12,770,300     

Total Cost 50,550,379$   374,310$       331,460$       11,215,675$   3,696,000$    187,175$       895,000$       67,249,999$   
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Salaries & Benefits

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total  2004 Budget 
Existing Salaries 946,254     946,254     946,254     946,866     946,866     946,866     946,866     946,866     946,866     946,866     946,866        946,866     11,360,556         9,772,319         
Staff Additions 111,700     121,300     126,367     126,367     135,732     135,732     135,732     135,732     135,732     135,732     135,732        135,732     1,571,587           1,300,149         
2004 Structural Adjustments 18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025       18,025          18,025       216,300              206,640            
Promotions 4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736         4,736            4,736         56,832                -                    
SS (6.2%, 87,900 base) 66,915       67,510       67,824       67,862       68,442       68,442       68,442       68,442       68,442       68,442       68,442          68,442       817,647              714,676            
Medicare (1.45%) 15,543       15,682       15,756       15,765       15,901       15,901       15,901       15,901       15,901       15,901       15,901          15,901       189,954              167,130            
Savings Plan (4.5%) 48,137       48,570       48,798       48,825       49,247       49,247       49,247       49,247       49,247       49,247       49,247          49,247       588,306              518,710            
Medical Plan 119,097     120,147     121,197     122,247     124,347     124,347     124,347     124,347     124,347     124,347     124,347        124,347     1,477,464           1,163,576         
Dental Plan 11,863       11,959       12,055       12,151       12,343       12,343       12,343       12,343       12,343       12,343       12,343          12,343       146,772              157,826            
Life Insurance 8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300         8,300            8,300         99,600                2,421                
Continuing Education 30,600       40,200       39,300       39,350       21,050       25,500       25,325       19,900       14,125       17,095       9,425            3,400         285,270              250,180            
Hiring Expenses 86,000       5,000         7,000         2,000         10,000       2,000         -             -             -             -             -                -             112,000              34,000              
Relocation Expenses 192,000     12,000       24,000       -             24,000       -             -             -             -             -             -                -             252,000              113,000            
Board Compensation 25,000       25,000       25,000       25,000       115,000     25,000       25,000       25,000       25,000       25,000       25,000          25,000       390,000              234,000            
Charitable Contributions 6,500         -             -             -             -             -             1,500         -             -             -             -                -             8,000                  -                    
Employee Gift Match 200            200            200            200            200            200            200            200            200            200            200               200            2,400                  -                    
Federal Unemployment Insurance 2,400         2,400         2,400         400            400            400            200            200            200            100            100               100            9,300                  10,000              
State Unemployment Insurance 12,000       12,000       12,000       2,000         2,000         2,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         500            500               500            46,500                45,000              
Pension Funding 93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000       93,000          93,000       1,116,000           936,000            
Retiree Medical Benefits Funding 42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000       42,000          42,000       504,000              436,000            
TOTAL 1,840,270  1,594,283  1,614,212  1,575,094  1,691,589  1,574,039  1,572,164  1,565,239  1,559,464  1,561,834  1,554,164     1,548,139  19,250,488         16,061,627       

Retirement Pay 243,154            
Workers Comp Coverage (moved to Administrative) 20,000              

2004 Budget Total 16,324,781       

2004 Projection 91% 14,881,522         
2004 Budget 16,324,781         

2003 Actual 96% 12,004,811         
2003 Budget 12,542,545         

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Salaries & Benefits Page 7 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Travel

Department January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total
 2004 

Budget 
Administration 22,152        19,890        19,890        26,247        18,213        19,500        23,829        16,419        18,681        21,840        19,422        16,419        242,502      245,552     
Corporate Affairs 7,184          8,927          6,661          7,184          6,193          4,212          6,193          4,329          7,796          5,698          6,193          3,627          74,198        77,000       
Engineering 9,770          6,981          8,619          8,034          8,015          4,680          9,321          7,800          8,502          7,995          6,981          3,705          90,402        99,900       
Information Technology 16,903        18,496        12,903        23,208        5,346          14,428        14,028        11,796        3,778          6,553          5,171          3,828          136,438      194,525     
Legal 429             429             429             1,209          429             429             429             429             429             429             1,209          429             6,708          24,500       
Markets 5,496          3,983          3,075          6,404          2,533          3,983          5,496          3,441          5,496          5,862          1,450          2,358          49,575        50,900       
Operations 5,853          9,631          8,069          9,530          6,355          5,483          5,714          2,915          8,041          6,894          7,289          4,210          79,984        92,968       
Regulatory 1,326          897             897             897             468             468             897             468             468             897             468             468             8,619          46,000       
TOTAL 69,112        69,234        60,543        82,713        47,552        53,183        65,907        47,597        53,191        56,168        48,183        35,044        688,426      831,345     

2004 Projection 75% 625,892      
2004 Budget 831,345      

2003 Actual 78% 582,981      
2003 Budget 752,084      

for Finance Committee Review, 9/27/04 Travel Page 8 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Administrative

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total
2004 

Budget 
Annual Audit -               25,000        25,000        -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             50,000         80,000         
Badging Supplies -               1,100          -             1,100          -             600             -             -             -             -             -             -             2,800           2,658           
Banking Charges 2,000           2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          24,000         18,000         
Business Cards 250              250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             3,000           2,000           
Copier Supplies 2,000           2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          2,000          24,000         6,000           
Dues 23,050         3,500          900             -             -             1,355          1,000          3,125          400             440             1,850          500             36,120         15,124         
Employee Events 3,885           1,385          2,905          13,885        3,150          6,385          3,885          1,385          1,385          13,385        1,385          19,262        72,282         50,358         
Energy Usage 5,000           5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          5,000          60,000         52,500         
Freight 1,400           1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          1,400          16,800         15,000         
Insurance (Credit) -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               115,000       
Insurance (Dir. & Officer) 56,400         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             56,400         41,000         
Insurance (EDP) 14,850         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             14,850         -               
Insurance (Excess Liability) 750,000       -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             750,000       480,000       
Insurance (GL/Contents) -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               50,700         
Insurance (PBGC) -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             20,000        -             -             20,000         15,000         
Insurance (Workers Compensation) 33,400         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             33,400         
Managers Fund 625              625             625             625             625             625             625             625             625             625             625             625             7,500           7,500           
Maps 750              -             -             750             -             -             750             -             -             750             -             -             3,000           -               
Member Relations -               -             -             600             -             -             -             -             1,200          -             -             -             1,800           -               
Office Expense 6,025           6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          6,025          72,300         65,796         
Parking Fees 960              -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             960              960              
Postage 1,250           -             -             1,250          -             -             1,250          -             -             1,250          -             -             5,000           3,960           
Promotional Items 1,200           500             -             1,700          1,000          5,000          6,200          500             500             1,200          500             -             18,300         11,700         
Property Tax -               -             -             40,000        -             -             40,000        -             -             80,000        -             -             160,000       76,000         
Publications & Subscriptions 9,150           1,200          2,300          1,100          1,100          2,750          13,100        1,150          1,100          1,100          1,100          1,100          36,250         92,540         
Publications & Subscriptions/Credit Rating -               -             -             37,000        -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             37,000         
Publications & Subscriptions/S&P 13,400         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             13,400         
SAS 70 Audit -               -             -             200,000      -             -             -             -             -             200,000      -             -             400,000       -               
Use Tax 5,000           -             -             5,000          -             -             5,000          -             -             5,000          -             -             20,000         35,000         
TOTAL 930,595       49,985        48,405        319,685      22,550        33,390        88,485        23,460        21,885        340,425      22,135        38,162        1,939,162    1,236,796    

Equipment (moved to L&M) 3,400           
Hardware (moved to L&M) 2,975           
Software (moved to L&M) 6,250           

Software Licenses (moved to L&M) 20,926         
Total 2004 Budget 1,270,347    

2004 Projection 84% 1,065,622    
2004 Budget 1,270,347    

2003 Actual 105% 1,007,394    
2003 Budget 955,520       

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Administrative  Page 9 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Assessments and Fees

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December  2005 Total 
2004 

Budget 
NERC Assessment 177,250     -                 -                 177,250     -                 -                 177,250     -                 -                 177,250     -                 -                 709,000       800,000  
FERC Fees (not adjusted for Sunflower) 600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     7,200,000    -              
TOTAL 777,250     600,000     600,000     777,250     600,000     600,000     777,250     600,000     600,000     777,250     600,000     600,000     7,909,000    800,000  

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Assessments & Fees Page 10 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Meetings

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December  2005 Total 
2004 

Budget 
Bandwith WG -             -             -             -             1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             -             -             3,000          -               
Board of Directors/Members Cmte. 7,000          -             -             7,000          -             -             7,000          -             -             7,000          -             -             28,000        40,000         
Business Practices WG -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             7,440           
Compliance Committee -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             3,300           
Compliance Rollout -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             3,600           
Coordinated Black Start Task Force -             -             1,200          -             -             1,200          -             -             -             1,200          -             -             3,600          -               
Corporate Governance Committee 2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             8,000          3,000           
Credit Task Force 350             -             350             -             350             -             350             -             350             -             350             -             2,100          -               
Critical Infrastructure Protection WG 500             -             500             -             500             -             500             -             500             -             500             -             3,000          12,000         
Engineering Misc. TF -             1,000          -             -             1,000          -             -             1,000          -             -             1,000          -             4,000          4,000           
Finance Committee 2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             8,000          9,000           
Generation WG 1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             6,000          4,400           
Human Resources Committee 2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             8,000          6,000           
Internal Departmental Meetings -             350             -             -             350             -             -             350             -             -             350             -             1,400          12,800         
Market Implementation TF 2,150          -             2,150          2,150          -             -             2,150          -             -             2,150          -             -             10,750        11,790         
Market WG 5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          5,800          69,600        85,000         
Market WG Misc. Task Forces -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             30,800         
Markets and Operations Policy Cmte. 5,000          -             -             5,000          -             -             5,000          -             -             5,000          -             -             20,000        17,500         
MMMPM TF -             2,200          -             -             2,200          -             -             2,200          -             -             2,200          -             8,800          -               
Model Development WG -             1,500          -             -             -             1,500          -             -             3,000          6,600           
NERC CIPC Meeting Reimbursement -             2,500          -             2,500          -             2,500          -             2,500          -             2,500          -             2,500          15,000        13,620         
Operating Reliability WG -             4,050          -             4,050          -             4,050          -             -             4,050          -             4,050          -             20,250        12,475         
Operating Reserve TF -             -             1,300          -             -             1,300          -             -             1,300          -             -             1,300          5,200          6,375           
Operational Control TF 975             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             975             -               
Operational Model Development WG -             -             -             -             -             1,500          -             -             -             -             -             -             1,500          4,000           
Operations Data WG -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             6,000           
Operations Training WG 250             -             -             -             250             -             -             -             250             -             -             -             750             -               
Regional Planning Summit -             -             -             10,000        -             -             10,000        -             10,000        -             10,000        -             40,000        20,000         
Regional State Committee 2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             8,000          24,000         
Regional Tariff WG 4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          4,000          48,000        54,740         
Reliability Overview -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             10,000         
Settlements TF 500             500             500             500             500             500             500             500             500             500             500             500             6,000          4,800           
Strategic Planning Committee 2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             2,000          -             -             8,000          18,000         
System Protection and Control WG -             -             1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             1,500          -             -             -             4,500          4,400           
Training 11,800        6,775          1,525          5,775          5,775          775             25               25               775             5,775          775             25               39,825        54,000         
Transmission WG 1,500          -             1,500          -             1,500          -             1,500          -             1,500          -             1,500          -             9,000          6,600           
Vendor Fair -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             10,000         
Voltage & Reactive Management TF -             1,200          -             -             1,200          -             -             1,200          -             -             1,200          -             4,800          -               
TOTAL 51,325        29,875        20,325        58,275        24,925        23,125        48,325        20,575        30,525        45,425        32,225        14,125        399,050      506,240       

2004 Projection 74% 372,283      
2004 Budget 506,240      

2003 Actual 121% 190,979      
2003 Budget 158,275      

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Meetings  Page 11of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Communications

Account January February March April May June July August September October NovemberDecember  2005 Total 
 2004 

Budget 
Cell enabled PDA equipment 6,050      -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       6,050       -            
Cell phones 675         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       675          -            
Conference phones 1,500      1,500      1,000     -       -       -       -       1,000    -       -         -       -       5,000       4,000        
Fiber test equipment 2,500      -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       2,500       -            
Phone desk sets -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           2,132        
Phone head sets 3,150      -         1,000     -       -       -       1,000    -       -       -         1,000    -       6,150       1,800        
Telephony test equipment -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           -            
Wireless modem equipment 1,260      -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       1,260       10,000      
O&M: Analog POTS lines 650         650         650        650       650       650       650       650       650       650         650       650       7,800       3,960        
O&M: ARIN registration -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           100           
O&M: Audio conference services 4,200      4,200      4,200     4,200    4,200    4,200    4,200    4,200    4,200    4,200      4,200    4,200    50,400     28,800      
O&M: Cable TV 150         150         150        150       150       150       150       150       150       150         150       150       1,800       900           
O&M: Calling cards 110         110         110        110       110       110       110       110       110       110         110       110       1,320       2,520        
O&M: Cell phone services 8,500      8,500      8,500     8,500    8,500    8,500    8,500    8,500    8,500    8,500      8,500    8,500    102,000   49,200      
O&M: Domain registration -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           -            
O&M: Employee Internet access/reimbursem 3,750      3,750      3,750     3,750    3,750    3,750    3,750    3,750    3,750    3,750      3,750    3,750    45,000     35,160      
O&M: Frame relay services 145,700  145,700  145,700  145,700 145,700 183,700 183,700 108,700 108,700 108,700  108,700 108,700 1,639,400 1,019,200 
O&M: Internet services 10,750    18,250    18,250    16,850  16,850  16,850  16,850  16,850  16,850  16,850    16,850  16,850  198,900   34,200      
O&M: Long distance services 5,000      5,000      5,000     5,000    5,000    5,000    5,000    5,000    5,000    5,000      6,000    5,000    61,000     73,200      
O&M: NERCNET charges 7,200      7,200      7,200     7,200    7,200    7,200    7,200    7,200    7,200    7,200      7,200    7,200    86,400     36,000      
O&M: Satellite phone services 150         150         150        150       150       150       150       150       150       150         150       150       1,800       1,980        
O&M: SBC disaster recovery services -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           1,800        
O&M: SBC voice/data circuits 69,550    69,550    69,550    69,550  69,550  69,550  69,550  69,550  69,550  69,550    69,550  69,550  834,600   120,240    
O&M: Telcove voice/data Circuits 750         750         750        450       450       450       450       450       450       450         450       450       6,300       13,680      
O&M: Text pagers -         15,000    -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       15,000     19,200      
O&M: Video conference services -         -         -        -       -       -       -       -       -       -         -       -       -           -            
O&M: Web cast services 6,100      6,200      6,200     6,200    6,200    6,200    6,200    6,200    6,200    6,200      6,200    6,200    74,300     180,000    
O&M: Wireless modem services 960         960         960        960       960       960       960       960       960       960         960       960       11,520     -            
TOTAL 278,655  287,620  273,120  269,420  269,420  307,420  308,420  233,420  232,420  232,420  234,420  232,420  3,159,175  1,638,072   

2004 Projection 81% 1,322,673  
2004 Budget 1,638,072  

2003 Actual 66% 1,107,306  
2003 Budget 1,678,900  

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Communications  Page 12 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Leases & Maintenance

Account Sub-Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget
Leases Copier Leases 6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          6,200          74,400           74,400               
Leases Office Rent 55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        55,552        57,218        57,218        57,218        671,622         594,000             
Leases Total 61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        61,752        63,418        63,418        63,418        746,022         668,400             
Maintenance - Hardware Camera Surveillance System (Contingency) 2,500          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              2,500             1,200                 
Maintenance - Hardware CheckPoint / Nokia Support 50,000        -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              50,000           23,425               
Maintenance - Hardware Door Access System (Contingency) 5,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              5,000             3,500                 
Maintenance - Hardware HVAC -              -              -              5,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              5,000             5,000                 
Maintenance - Hardware HVAC (Contingency) 8,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              8,000             5,000                 
Maintenance - Hardware HP/Compaq -              -              -              -              -              100,000      -              -              -              -              -              -              100,000         140,450             
Maintenance - Hardware Printers 1,000          500             1,000          500             1,000          500             1,000          500             1,000          500             1,000          500             9,000             6,000                 
Maintenance - Hardware Routers -              -              161,000      -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              161,000         97,000               
Maintenance - Hardware Miscellaneous repair/upgrade 2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          30,000           30,000               
Maintenance - Hardware UPS 500             500             500             500             26,500        12,500        500             500             500             500             500             500             44,000           43,300               
Maintenance - Hardware Total 69,500        3,500          165,000      8,500          30,000        115,500      4,000          3,500          4,000          3,500          4,000          3,500          414,500         354,875             
Maintenance - Software Intergrity Personal Firewall -              -              -              1,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,000             2,000                 
Maintenance - Software MAILSweeper / IMAGEManager -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,800          -              -              -              -              1,800             2,800                 
Maintenance - Software Red Hat Network (Linux) 1,500          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,500             1,000                 
Maintenance - Software ScannerX -              -              1,500          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,500             1,500                 
Maintenance - Software SecurID -              3,200          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              3,200             3,200                 
Maintenance - Software Sophos -              2,500          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              2,500             3,000                 
Maintenance - Software Tripwire -              -              -              -              -              -              6,000          -              -              -              -              -              6,000             -                     
Maintenance - Software Software - Engineering 18,600        3,600          3,600          30,100        3,600          13,600        3,600          3,600          3,600          3,600          3,600          3,600          94,700           50,000               
Maintenance - Software Software - HR 4,100          -              -              -              -              -              -              350             -              -              -              -              4,450             6,000                 
Maintenance - Software Software - Office -              16,700        12,500        54,900        -              -              3,500          -              -              -              -              -              87,600           52,000               
Maintenance - Software Software - Operations 675,095      11,100        684,100      409,100      137,100      2,100          2,100          6,100          2,100          2,100          2,100          156,100      2,089,195      2,546,247          
Maintenance - Software Software - Tools 2,500          1,500          5,250          6,500          11,500        -              4,750          7,500          2,200          750             -              18,600        61,050           9,270                 
Maintenance - Software Total 701,795      38,600        706,950      501,600      152,200      15,700        19,950        19,350        7,900          6,450          5,700          178,300      2,354,495      2,677,017          
Miscellaneous O&M Security Awareness 6,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              6,000             -                     
Miscellaneous O&M Electrical Systems Maintenance -              10,000        -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              10,000           -                     
Miscellaneous O&M Fire Suppression -              -              1,300          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,300             -                     
Miscellaneous O&M Fire Suppression  (Contingency) 1,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,000             700                    
Miscellaneous O&M Generator Batteries (Contingency) 1,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              1,000             -                     
Miscellaneous O&M Generator Fuel 250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             250             3,000             2,400                 
Miscellaneous O&M Generator Repair (Contingency) 8,000          -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              8,000             4,600                 
Miscellaneous O&M Backup media 2,000          1,500          1,500          1,500          2,000          1,500          1,500          1,500          2,000          1,500          1,500          1,500          19,500           18,500               
Miscellaneous O&M Total 18,250        11,750        3,050          1,750          2,250          1,750          1,750          1,750          2,250          1,750          1,750          1,750          49,800           26,200               
TOTAL 851,297      115,602      936,752      573,602      246,202      194,702      87,452        86,352        75,902        75,118        74,868        246,968      3,564,817      3,726,492          

Digital Certificates 25,200               
Other L&M 15,676               

2004 Budget Total 3,767,368          

2004 Projection 82% 3,076,415      
2004 Budget 3,767,368      

2003 Actual 86% 1,426,196      
2003 Budget 1,665,674      
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Outside Services

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total
2004 

Budget 
Consulting:Compliance:Field Reviews -               -             -             -               12,000       12,000       -             -             12,000       12,000       12,000       12,000       72,000           90,000         
Consulting:Compliance:MAPPCOR Services -               -             15,000       -               -             15,000       -             -             15,000       -             -             15,000       60,000           120,000       
Board of Directors Search -               -             -             -               -             -             40,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       -             -             100,000         100,000       
Consulting, Actuary -               -             -             -               -             -             -             5,000         -             -             -             -             5,000             
Consulting, Benefits 1,000           1,000         1,000         1,000           1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         12,000           79,580         
Consulting, Benefits, Cobra Administration 160              160            160            160              160            160            160            160            160            160            160            160            1,920             
Consulting, Benefits, Flexible Spending Account 2,000           450            450            450              450            450            450            450            450            450            450            450            6,950             
Consulting, HR Training 2,000           2,000         2,000         2,000           2,000         2,000         2,000         2,000         2,000         2,000         2,000         2,000         24,000           24,000         
Consulting, Security 11,000         -             -             5,000           -             -             5,000         -             -             5,000         -             -             26,000           10,000         
Administration Total 16,160         3,610         18,610       8,610           15,610       30,610       48,610       28,610       50,610       40,610       15,610       30,610       307,870         423,580       
Videography for market seminars 1,500           -             -             1,500           -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             3,000             
Operations Training Outsourcing 1,600           1,600         1,600         1,600           1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         19,200           
Corporate Affairs Total 3,100           1,600         1,600         3,100           1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         1,600         22,200           -               
PSS/E 30 Training -               -             -             20,000         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             20,000           
UVLS/UFLS study 120,000       -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             120,000         44,000         
AEP Project, Services - system impact studies -               -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -                 -               
Consulting:Engineering:Impact Studies 33,333         33,333       33,334       33,333         33,333       33,334       33,333       33,333       33,334       33,333       33,333       33,334       400,000         400,000       
Engineering Total 153,333       33,333       33,334       53,333         33,333       33,334       33,333       33,333       33,334       33,333       33,333       33,334       540,000         444,000       
AREVA EMS Change Orders 3,000           3,000         3,000         3,000           3,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         36,000           -               
AREVA Mid term model training -               -             -             40,000         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             40,000           -               
AREVA OASIS Automation Change Orders 10,000         10,000       10,000       10,000         10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       120,000         120,000       
AREVA OASIS Change Orders -               -             25,000       -               -             25,000       -             -             25,000       -             -             25,000       100,000         100,000       
AREVA Onsite Training 60,000         -             20,000       -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             80,000           -               
AREVA Short term model training -               -             -             25,000         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             25,000           -               
ISO-RTO Council IT Committee projects 300,000       -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             300,000         -               
Miscellaneous IT Consulting 8,000           8,000         8,000         8,000           8,000         8,000         8,000         8,000         8,000         8,000         8,000         8,000         96,000           96,000         
MOS Integrations -               -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -                 500,000       
OASIS Automation (AEP) -               -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -                 200,000       
OATI Change Orders 15,000         15,000       15,000       15,000         15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       180,000         240,000       
OATI Run-time services 46,000         46,000       46,000       46,000         46,000       46,000       46,000       46,000       46,000       46,000       46,000       46,000       552,000         380,000       
Offsite backup media storage 125              125            125            125              125            125            125            125            125            125            125            125            1,500             -               
Pi Historian Installation/Training 50,000         -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             50,000           -               
Pomeroy - Circuit monitoring 15,000         10,000       10,000       10,000         10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       125,000         
Pomeroy Consulting -               -             10,000       -               -             10,000       -             -             10,000       -             -             10,000       40,000           25,000         
Secure Vision Support 350              350            350            350              350            350            350            350            350            350            350            350            4,200             10,400         
Secure ICCP Upgrade -               -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -                 20,000         
Voice Recorder -               -             -             -               -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -                 1,000           
Weather Forecasting 1,000           1,000         1,000         1,000           1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         12,000           11,700         
Information Technology Total 508,475       93,475       148,475     158,475       93,475       128,475     93,475       93,475       128,475     93,475       93,475       128,475     1,761,700      1,704,100    
Consulting, Communications 1,000            -   5,000          -   25,000        -    -    -    -    -   1,000          -   32,000           22,000         
Consulting, Legal, corporate 5,000           5,000         5,000         5,000           5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         60,000           60,000         
Legal Total 6,000           5,000         10,000       5,000           30,000       5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         6,000         5,000         92,000           82,000         
Market Project:Independent Market Monitor 100,000       50,000       50,000       400,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       1,000,000      300,000       
Market Project:Phase 1 Production Contract 337,450       337,450     337,450     337,450       337,450     337,450     337,450     337,450     337,450     337,450     337,450     337,450     4,049,400      4,070,000    
Markets Total 437,450       387,450     387,450     737,450       387,450     387,450     387,450     387,450     387,450     387,450     387,450     387,450     5,049,400      4,370,000    
Consulting, legal, regulatory 45,000         45,000       45,000       45,000         45,000       45,000       45,000       45,000       45,000       45,000       45,000       45,000       540,000         500,000       
Consulting, regulatory 20,000         20,000       20,000       20,000         20,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       20,000       240,000         50,000         
Regulatory Total 65,000         65,000       65,000       65,000         65,000       65,000       65,000       65,000       65,000       65,000       65,000       65,000       780,000         550,000       
TOTAL 1,189,518    589,468     664,469     1,030,968    626,468     651,469     634,468     614,468     671,469     626,468     602,468     651,469     8,553,170      7,573,680    

2004 Projection 91% 6,872,678      
2004 Budget 7,573,680      

2003 Actual 126% 4,638,545      
2003 Budget 3,673,016      

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 Services  Page 14 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Regional State Committee

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget 
RSC Operating Budget 26,820       13,655       23,655       25,535       13,655       13,655       25,535       13,655       13,655       25,535       13,655       13,655       222,665          -                  
Cost Benefit Study - Ancillary Service Market -             -             -             -             -             -             400,000     -             -             -             -             -             400,000          -                  
Cost Benefit Study - Congestion Management -             -             -             -             -             -             800,000     -             -             -             -             -             800,000          -                  
TOTAL 26,820       13,655       23,655       25,535       13,655       13,655       1,225,535  13,655       13,655       25,535       13,655       13,655       1,422,665       -                  

for Finance Committee review, 9/27/04 RSC  Page 15 of 20



Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Capital Expenditures

Account Sub-Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total
General Office Firewall Add-on (Network Cards) 10,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  10,000                
General Office Furniture / Remodeling 460,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  460,000              
General Office Primary Operations Center 815,506          102,756          233,463          212,450          189,125          189,125          189,125          183,000          402,500          402,500          255,500          324,950          3,500,000           
General Office IDS Sensors -                  -                  7,500              -                  -                  -                  7,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  15,000                
General Office IDS System Enhancements 10,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  10,000                
General Office Incident Response Kit 1,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  1,500                  
General Office Integrity Licenses -                  -                  1,800              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  1,800                  
General Office Inverntory System Enhancements 1,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  1,500                  
General Office MailSweeper/ImageManager Licenses -                  4,000              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  4,000                  
General Office SBC Conduit Installation 18,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  18,000                
General Office Security Data Analyzing System -                  75,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  75,000                
General Office Sophos A/V Licenses -                  -                  700                 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  700                     
General Office Tripwire Licenses -                  18,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  18,000                
Administration Total 1,316,506       199,756          235,963          219,950          189,125          189,125          189,125          190,500          402,500          402,500          255,500          324,950          4,115,500           
General Office Additional PTI MUST 2,000              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  2,000                  
General Office Additional PTI PSS/E 2,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  2,500                  
General Office New Software Purchases -                  10,000            -                  2,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  2,500              -                  -                  -                  15,000                
General Office Software (AutoCAD/TEXTPA) -                  -                  500                 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  500                     
Engineering Total 4,500              10,000            500                 2,500              -                  -                  -                  -                  2,500              -                  -                  -                  20,000                
General Office Desktop/Laptop PC's 86,420            12,000            21,110            9,000              9,220              15,000            15,000            6,000              15,000            9,000              9,000              -                  206,750              
General Office Servers -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                      
General Office Software Licenses 77,500            16,000            30,600            25,500            33,100            9,000              7,100              17,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  215,800              
Operations - Backup Desktop/Laptop PC's -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                      
Operations - Backup Servers 150,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  150,000              
Operations - Backup Software Licenses 46,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  38,800            84,800                
Operations - Backup COS Disaster Recovery Capability 150,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  150,000              
Operations - Primary Desktop/Laptop PC's 57,250            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  57,250                
Operations - Primary Mapboard 120,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  120,000              
Operations - Primary Servers 464,000          50,000            25,000            4,000              7,500              27,500            -                  15,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  593,000              
Operations - Primary Software Licenses 1,224,200       -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  1,224,200           
Operations - Primary AREVA Installation of DTS system 70,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  70,000                
Operations - Primary COS Hardware Update w/ Redundancy 250,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  250,000              
Communications CapEx: Operations voice recorder 25,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  25,000                
Communications CapEx: Networking Equipment 75,000            -                  46,000            -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  121,000              
Communications CapEx: SBC voice/data TelCo equipment 175,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  175,000              
Information Technology Total 2,970,370       78,000            122,710          38,500            49,820            51,500            22,100            38,000            15,000            9,000              9,000              38,800            3,442,800           
Market Project Market Monitoring System 300,000          300,000          300,000          300,000          300,000          300,000          300,000          300,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  2,400,000           
Market Project Portal & Settlement System modifications -                  -                  100,000          -                  -                  -                  100,000          -                  -                  -                  100,000          300,000              
Market Project Project Management - Contract Help 216,000          216,000          216,000          216,000          216,000          216,000          216,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  1,512,000           
Market Project Real-time Systems 560,000          -                  -                  140,000          -                  -                  280,000          -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  980,000              
Markets Total 1,076,000       516,000          616,000          656,000          516,000          516,000          796,000          400,000          -                  -                  -                  100,000          5,192,000           
TOTAL 5,367,376       803,756          975,173          916,950          754,945          756,625          1,007,225       628,500          420,000          411,500          264,500          463,750          12,770,300         

2004 Projection 48% 7,554,150           
2004 Budget 15,889,259         

Furniture/Remodelling 300,000              
Disaster Recovery Site 1,069,125           

Hardware 565,890              
Servers 229,440              

Software 752,749              
Routers & Switches 244,600              

Market Project 12,587,455         
OASIS AFC Granularity Project 140,000              

2004 Budget Total 15,889,259         

2004 CapEx budget was broken 
down by a different method than 
2005, thus making a line-by-line 
comparison impossible.  The 
2004 CapEx breakdown is 
included here as an informational 
item.
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Debt Service

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget 
Interest Expense:2008 Series 125,000     125,000     125,000     93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       93,750       1,218,750       1,593,750       
Interest Expense:2011 Series 99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       99,583       1,194,996       -                  
Principal Payment:2008 Series -             -             5,000,000  -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             5,000,000       5,000,000       
TOTAL 224,583     224,583     5,224,583  193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     193,333     7,413,746       6,593,750       
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Miscellaneous Expenses

Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget 
Interest Expense:Tariff Cust. Deposit Interest 15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       15,000       180,000          -                  

180,000          -                  

Amortization 1 6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         6,750         81,000            -                  
Bad Debt Expense 1 -             -             -             250,000     -             -             -             -             -             250,000     -             -             500,000          -                  
Depreciation 1 400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     400,000     4,800,000       4,680,000       

1  These items are non-cash and are presented here for informational purposes.
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Revenue
Item January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget
Member Fee 1,100,000   -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                   -                 -                 -                 1,100,000 1,144,951     
NERC Fee 177,250      -                 -                 177,250     -                 -                 177,250     -                 -                   177,250     -                 -                 709,000    800,000        
FERC Fee Assessm 600,000      600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000     600,000       600,000     600,000     600,000     7,200,000 -                
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Southwest Power Pool
 2005 Budget

Miscellaneous Income
Account January February March April May June July August September October November December 2005 Total 2004 Budget
AEP OASIS Project -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                  402,000        
Interest Income 10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        10,000        120,000       -                
Impact Studies 80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        80,000        960,000       720,000        
AEP Project -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                  600,000        
TOTAL 90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        90,000        1,080,000    1,722,000     
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Recommendation to the Board of Directors 

October 27, 2004 
 

Roster: 
 Harry Skilton, Chair Director 
 Bob Schoenberger Director 
 Gary Voigt Arkansas Electric Coop Corp 
 Trudy Harper Tenaska 
 Doug Henry Westar Energy 
 Michael Desselle AEP 
 
Background 
The Finance Committee is charged with the responsibility of reviewing and managing the 
work of the independent auditors engaged to audit the financial records of Southwest 
Power Pool.   
 
Analysis 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. requested proposals for an independent accountant and 
auditor to provide the services for an annual audit for the year ended December 31, 
2004.  Requests were sent to three CPA firms, PriceWaterhouseCoopers(PwC), BKD, 
and Deloitte Touche(DT).  PwC and DT are among the “Big Four” CPA firms, while BKD 
is in the top ten firms in the United States in terms of annual billings.  The following table 
summarizes key considerations taken into account in evaluation of the proposals. 
 
CPA FIRM PROS CONS 
BKD • Lower bid than other 

two proposals by 
significant margin. 

• Timely proposed 
delivery date of March 
17, 2005. 

• All local staffing. 
 

• No experience with 
ISO/RTO entities 

• SPP has existing 
relationship for money 
management services. 

PwC • Existing RTO/ISO client 
base.  PJM, CAL-ISO, 
ISO-NE, ERCOT,  
MISO. 

• Strong RTO/ISO utility 
expertise of staffing. 

• Highest bid of all 
proposals. 

• Late proposed delivery 
date of May 15, 2005.  
April 30 for 2006. 

• Fee proposed included 
broad range depending 
on hours. 

DT • Previous SPP auditor 
for past 10 years. 

• Bid is 32% higher than 
actual 2003 audit fee.   

• “Surprise” additional 
fees in past two years. 

• No proposed delivery 
date indicated. 



 

 
 
The DT and PwC proposals were 55% to 85% higher respectively, than the BKD 
proposal.  Although BKD does not perform work for any other ISO or RTO, the firm 
includes in its client base several utility companies operating in its trade territory.  SPP 
utilizes BKD Wealth Advisors (a subsidiary of BKD) to manage a portion of the assets in 
the SPP defined benefit pension plan.  BKD is also currently bidding to manage SPP’s 
defined contribution pension plan.   
 
Recommendation 
The Finance Committee recommends that the SPP Board of Directors engage BKD, Inc. 
to perform the audit of SPP’s 2004 financial records.  The Finance Committee also 
recommends that SPP terminate BKD’s management of SPP pension assets and 
remove BKD from consideration for management of the defined contribution program. 
 
Approved:   Finance Committee   October 18, 2004 
Action Requested:  Approve Recommendation 



MINUTES NO. 37 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
SPECIAL MEETING OF MEMBERS 

Westin Oklahoma City 
April 27, 2004 

 
Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
SPP Board of Directors Chair, Mr. Al Strecker, called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. (Agenda 
Attachment 1).  There were 58 people in attendance representing 27 members (Attendance List – 
Attachment 2). The secretary received one proxy statement (Proxy – Attachment 3).  Mr. Strecker asked if 
there were any additions or corrections to the minutes of October 29, 2003 (10/29/03 Minutes – 
Attachment 4).  Mr. Doug Henry moved to approve the previous minutes.  Mr. Mike Deihl seconded this 
motion, which passed unopposed. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Board of Directors Report 
Mr. Richard Spring presented the Board of Directors Report  (Board of Directors Report – Attachment 5).  
Mr. Spring stated that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued an order in the SPP 
RTO filing docket (RT04-1) conditionally approving SPP as an RTO on February 10, 2004.  Per the order, 
SPP was directed to, among other things, transition to a non-stakeholder Board of Directors (BOD) as a 
pre-condition to RTO approval.  It was intended to make this change following RTO recognition but the 
Commission was clear in its requirement that SPP transition to the non-stakeholder Board of Directors in 
advance of receiving RTO recognition.  The Strategic Planning Committee recommended and the Board 
of Directors concurred with the changes to the SPP Bylaws Section 4.0 necessary to accomplish these 
requirements.  Mr. Spring moved to approve the following BOD recommendation: 
 

The Board of Directors recommends that the Membership approve changes to Section 4.0 of the 
Bylaws to become effective May 1, 2004.  
 

Mr. Harry Dawson seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Corporate Governance Committee Report 
Mr. Nick Brown presented the Corporate Governance Committee Report (CGC Report – Attachment 6).  
He stated that this committee, formerly the Nominating Task Force, consists of the following members 
representing each sector:  David Christiano (municipals), Steve Parr (cooperatives), Mike Deihl (federal 
agencies), Nick Brown, Al Strecker (investor owned utilities), and Jim Stanton (IPP market).  In the FERC 
order conditionally granting SPP RTO status, SPP was directed to modify its governance structure to 
include a Members Committee to meet with the non-stakeholder Board of Directors.  The CGC created a 
slate of nominees for the Members Committee for consideration and election by the membership.  Mr. 
Brown moved to elect the slate of nominees for the Members Committee to become effective May 1, 
2004 (Ballot – Attachment 7).  Mr. Strecker opened the floor for other nominations.  Mr. Marvin Carraway 
moved to close nominations and elect the slate by acclamation.  Mr. Verett seconded this motion.  Mr. 
Brown advised that the SPP Bylaws require a vote by ballot.  Ballots were distributed. The slate of 
nominees for the Members Committee was elected. 
  
Adjournment 
With no further business, Mr. Strecker adjourned the Meeting of Members at 1:16 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary 



MINUTES NO. 38 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
SPECIAL MEETING OF MEMBERS 

Embassy Suites KCI 
July 27, 2004 

 
Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
SPP Board of Directors Chair, Mr. Jim Eckelberger, called the meeting to order at 1:15 p.m.  There were 
58 people in attendance representing 22 members (Attendance List – Attachment 1).  Serving as proxies 
were:  Mr. Ricky Bittle for Mr. Gary Voigt (AECC) and Mr. Jim Stanton (Calpine) for Mr. Walt Yeager 
(Cinergy).  
 
Agenda Item 2 – Strategic Planning Committee Report 
Mr. Richard Spring presented the Strategic Planning Committee report  (SPC Report – Attachment 2).  
Mr. Spring stated that Section 10.0 Amendments of the Bylaws requires a 30-day notice to the 
Membership for consideration of revisions to the Bylaws that require their approval.  The SPC 
recommends that the Membership waive the 30-day notice requirement for purposes of considering and 
voting on revisions to the Bylaws.  Mr. Dawson moved to approve the recommendation.  Mr. Desselle 
seconded the motion, which passed unopposed. 
 
Mr. Spring presented SPP Bylaws changes to Section 4.0 to reflect clarification that the SPP Board of 
Directors operate in an independent manner, and Section 5.0 which expands the Members Committee by 
two seats.  The word “member” was added to Section 5.0 revision to read:  one representative shall be a 
large retail customer Member; and one representative shall be a small retail customer Member.  Mr. 
Desselle moved to approve the SPP Bylaws changes.  Mr. Spring seconded the motion, which passed 
unopposed.  
 
Adjournment 
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger adjourned the Meeting of Members at 1:22 p.m. 
 
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Report to the Membership 
October 27, 2004 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Strategic Planning Committee: 

Richard Spring, Chair 
Ricky Bittle 
David Christiano 
Michael Desselle 
Jim Eckelberger 
Josh Martin 
Mike Palmer 
Steve Parr 
Harry Skilton 
Jim Stanton 
 

KCP&L 
AECC 
City Utilities of Springfield 
AEP 
Director 
Director 
Empire District 
KepCO 
Director 
Calpine 
 

Background 
On October 1, 2004, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the “Commission”) issued an order in 
response to the compliance filing in the SPP RTO docket approving SPP as an RTO, but requiring 
additional clarification in some areas. The Commission requires additional filings, one of which includes 
revisions to Section 5.1.1.1 of the Bylaws. Revisions within Section 5.0 of the Bylaws require approval of 
the Membership.  

Analysis 
Per a previous order, SPP added two membership categories: large retail customers and small retail 
customers. No definitions were provided for “large” and “small”; the intent was to allow the member to 
elect the category. The Commission requires that SPP define these categories in the Bylaws, consistent 
with the WestConnect case. The attached revisions to the Bylaws respond to the Commission’s request 
(Attachment 1 - Bylaws revisions).  

Recommendation 
The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Membership approve the revisions to Section 
5.1.1. of the Bylaws to be included with the necessary filings at the Commission to satisfy the 
requirements of the order issued on October 1, 2004. 

Approved: Strategic Planning Committee October 15, 2004 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 
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